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Chapter 1 - Administration
Admin1.1: Building and Strengthening Relationships with Affiliates
Preamble
1. The National Union of Students (NUS) provides essential representation for students
at a national level. Through a strong national union it is possible to achieve
meaningful policy change to ensure a high quality, equitable, and accessible higher
education system.
2. NUS has achieved policy wins over the years through the lobbying efforts of National
Office Bearers, making submissions, and running national campaigns. Campus
organisations are integral to this process, shaping the direction of NUS policy,
engaging with local media, and organising campus actions.
3. Each individual student organisation has the ability to lobby their university and the
government, however through affiliating to NUS, campuses are able to access
national networks of support and expertise that would not otherwise be available.
4. New campuses have affiliated to NUS in both 2010 and 2011, however there are a
number of campuses across Australia that remain unaffiliated. In light of the
significant reforms currently sweeping the tertiary education sector, it is more
important than ever that as many students as possible are engaged in the national
union, through the affiliation of their relevant student organisation.
5. As a result of the introduction of the Student Services and Amenities Fee in October
2011, many student organisations will be receiving an increase in funds, and new
student organisations may be set up where currently none exist. For this reason it is
particularly important that NUS actively engages both with its current members and
potential new affiliates in 2012.
Platform
1. NUS believes that a strong, unified student movement is best placed to deliver
positive outcomes for students at a campus, state, and national level, and believes
that affiliation to NUS is the best way to build this movement.
2. NUS believes that all universities with functioning student organisations should be
affiliates to NUS.
3. NUS believes that at universities where there are no student organisations, it is the
responsibility of NUS to work towards establishing student organisations to ensure
that vital services, representation, and campus life are provided to all students.
4. NUS acknowledges the importance of actively supporting and engaging with both
affiliates and non-affiliates, and acknowledges the importance of National Office
Bearers establishing links with their campus counterparts.
Action
1. That the National President and the National General Secretary identify campuses
that are not currently affiliated to the National Union of Students.
2. That the National President and the National General Secretary contact identified
campuses as early as possible in 2012 to establish relationships. The National
President and the National General Secretary will identify the obstacles to affiliation
at each of the campuses and develop a strategy to overcome those obstacles with a
view to engaging new affiliates.
3. That the National President and the National General Secretary meet with nonaffiliate student organisations and outline to them the benefits of affiliation to NUS, to
be completed in a timeline established by the National Office Bearer team.
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4. That the National General Secretary ensure that all appropriate measures are in
place for the constitutional changes required to occur at those campuses.
5. That the National President ensure that all National Office Bearers have contacted
their campus counterparts by March 2012 at the latest, encourage National Office
Bearers to develop a list of their campus counterparts at both affiliate and nonaffiliate campuses, and encourage regular contact between National Office Bearers
and their campus counterparts.
6. That the National President ensure that all affiliate and non-affiliate members are
regularly contacted and briefed on the activities of NUS across all its portfolios.
7. That the National President and the National General Secretary will identify
campuses which have had a significant increase in funding as a result of the SSAF
as early as possible in the year, and meet with the relevant campus presidents to
encourage them to increase their NUS affiliations accordingly.
8. That the National President and the National General Secretary report on the
progress of affiliation campaigns at each meeting of the National Executive.
Moved: Donherra Walmsley (NUS National Executive)
Seconded: Rosa Sottile (NUS National Executive)
Admin1.2 Revising NUS’ EBA
Preamble:
1. Staffing levels at NUS were hit hard when VSU was introduced. As a consequence
NUS’ research and advocacy capacity was drastically reduced, as well as NUS
organisational and administrative abilities. If NUS is one day in the financial position
to expand its operations and drastically increase is expenditure, staff levels should be
one of the first budget line items increased.
2. It is for this reason that the industrial instrument under which NUS’ staff are
employed is up to date, reflects the current legislative framework, and will allow NUS
to grow and positively restructure if necessary.
3. The National General-Secretary and National President did engage a lawyer and the
NTEU with a view to renegotiate the EBA, and it is important that efforts to finalise a
new EBA are concluded in 2012.
Platform:
1. NUS commits to renegotiating the NUS EBA in 2012.
2. NUS commits to negotiating in good faith with the NTEU and NUS staff through any
EBA negotiation.
Action:
1. Conference directs the National General-Secretary and the National President to reengage the NTEU with the aim of signing a new NUS EBA in 2011.
Moved: Jon Barlow (VUSU)
Seconded: Patrick Sheehan (National General Secretary)
Admin1.3: Engaging with Campus Office Bearers
Preamble
1. Affiliate campuses often feel that they do not have enough information about the
activities of NUS throughout the year. The amount of contact that an affiliate campus
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has with NUS Office-Bearers influences their decision about whether to affiliate to
NUS.
2. Often campus office-bearers do not know how to contact their NUS counterpart, and
may not even know that an NUS counterpart exists. Therefore, the responsibility of
making contact should lie with the NUS Office-Bearer.
3. It is difficult for campus office bearers to engage with NUS campaigns if they have
not been introduced to their NUS counterpart, and have not been updated about the
work their NUS counterpart is doing throughout the year.
4. To encourage campus student organisations to run NUS campaigns, NUS OfficeBearers need to provide them with information about the campaigns, and assistance
to run them.
Platform
1. National Office Bearers should maintain contact with their campus counterparts, to
ensure the effectiveness and efficiency of NUS.
2. That NUS calls upon next year’s NUS National office-bearers to make a deliberate
effort to build on and expand communication with their campus office-bearer
equivalents at affiliated student organisations.
3. That NUS recognises it is the obligation of the NUS National office-bearers to get into
contact with their equivalent campus office-bearers, and not the reverse.
4. NUS understands that national campaigns have a greater impact when they are run
on every campus, and this can only be achieved if NUS Office-Bearers regularly
communicate with the affiliate campus counterparts.
5. NUS believes that communicating with campus office bearers is a key part of
engaging affiliate organisations.
6. NUS recognizes that if affiliate organisations are engaged with NUS activities they
are more likely to see the value of affiliating to NUS again in the future.
Action
1. That all NUS Office-Bearers contact their equivalent office bearer at each affiliated
campus within two months of their term in office beginning. As part of this contact,
the NUS Office-Bearer must update the campus counterpart about the campaigns
they plan to run throughout the year. The NUS Office-Bearer should also find out
what campaigns the campus office bearer wants NUS to run, with a view of
incorporating these ideas into the NUS Office-Bearer’s plans for their term in office.
2. That all NUS Officer-Bearers contact their affiliate campus counterparts at least once
every three months, to hear about the issues that are effecting the campus, with the
aim of finding ways that NUS can assist campus office bearers.
3. That each NUS Office-Bearer writes monthly reports that are distributed to their
affiliate counterparts. Each report is to detail the work that the NUS Office-Bearer has
been doing, as well as their plans for upcoming campaigns.
4. That NUS Office-Bearers update their campus counterparts about relevant changes
in their portfolio area, such as upcoming Government reviews, changes in legislation
and Government announcements, within two weeks of any changes occurring.
5. That all paid NUS National Office-Bearers are to keep in regular contact with
affiliated campus organisations so in the case of a change of their campus officebearer equivalent at a particular campus, the NUS National Office-Bearer is aware
that there is a new campus office-bearer they need to contact and that efforts are
made to ensure that this individual is contacted by the appropriate NUS National
Office-Bearer.
6. That all NUS Office-Bearers include updates about their contact with their affiliate
campus counterparts in reports to the NUS National Executive.
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7. That all NUS Office-Bearers will attempt to visit as many of their campus
counterparts throughout the year as possible. During any visits, NUS Office-Bearers
should assist with campaigns being run on campus by their counterpart, provide
information about NUS campaigns, and assist the affiliate campus counterpart to run
any relevant NUS campaigns.
Moved: Idris Martin (Adelaide University SRC)
Seconded: Noni Sproule (Melbourne University Student Union)
Admin1.4: Implementation of NUS State Forums.
Preamble:
1. The National Union of Students whilst largely successful in its campaigns for student
rights is often the target of criticism amongst the national student body. Numerous
student association campaigns have been run with policy to increase transparency
amongst the action of the unions’ representation. A measure by which to increase
transparency and ease some of the concerns students have with NUS is the
implementation of mandatory state forums to be attended by NUS Office bearers and
open to questions at the largest campuses in each state. This is a trial of increasing
the opportunities of the everyday student to engage with their national union via a
question and answer forum in each state to be attended by the National President,
General Secretary and a number of other relevant office bearers.
2. National President and General Secretary must attend each organised state forums
and office bearers of that state will be required to attend if able. These forums would
be organised by the relevant state branch presidents and organised to provide the
greatest capacity for student involvement.
Platform:
1. The National Union of Student seeks to initiate under organisation of the relevant
state branch presidents’ State Forums to be attended by NUS National Office
Bearers and open to questions by the ordinary student body of each state, other
national officer bearers in the relevant state are also required to attend if able.
Action:
1. The relevant state branch presidents will organise one state forum a year to be
attended to by the NUS National President and General Secretary as well as a
number of other relevant and available Office bearers which will be an opportunity for
the office bearers to present a yearly report and be subject to questions by the wider
student body.
Moved: Todd Pinkerton (USYD)
Seconder Rhys Poganoski (USYD)
Admin1.5: NUS Workshops for public schools:
Preamble:
1. Previously NUS State branch presidents have organised workshops for public school
students around issues of student activism. Universities take in fewer public school
students than those of private or independently funded schools.
2. Of those university students that do come out of the public school system few choose
to get involved in their student associations. Hence it is important to run programs in
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which public school students are encouraged to interact with university student
activists.
3. The previous program was quite successful and provided high school students with a
tangible link to the importance of student representation and hence should be
reprieved.
Platform:
1. The National Union of Student recognises the importance of encouraging university
students from the public school system to get involved in their student associations
and hence requests state branch presidents to run workshops open to such student
as a means of educating them on the importance of student action on student issues.
Action:
1. The National Union of Students resolves to have the State Branch presidents to
organise NUS Workshops open to public school students involved in their SRCs to
take part in workshops on activists’ issues to encourage them to take part in their
student associations whilst they enter university.
Moved: Todd Pinkerton (USYD)
Seconder: Michael Pettersson (ANU)
Admin1.6: Delegate candidate education
Preamble
1. As delegates present would already know, NUS is the peak representative body for
students in Australia. Individual student organisations across Australia affiliate for the
purposes of coordinating national campaigns, lobbying government and generally
giving students a voice on policies that affect them.
2. Recently, however, at Deakin University’s Geelong Waterfront, Waurn Ponds,
Warrnambool campuses, aspiring student delegates made policy pitches with
intention of gaining student votes in NUS ballots under entirely false pretences.
3. These included offering students services such as drinking events on campus, more
live bands, and more barbecues in return for their NUS vote.
4. This campaign pitch was at the very least indicative of a lack of education among
aspiring delegates on the role of the NUS as opposed to the role of elected
representatives in campus-level student organisations.
Platform
1. NUS must seek to better inform campaigners in NUS ballots on rural and regional
campuses such as Deakin University prior to elections of the functions of NUS. This
would greatly assist in avoiding situations where campus voters may be misled on
the role of NUS, and elect delegates based on flagrantly unworkable promises that lie
outside the remit of NUS in any case.
Actions
1. That NUS send a document to parties running for election on campuses informing
them clearly and concisely of NUS objectives and the scope they have to influence
life on campus, expressly excluding on-campus governance issues such as the
organising of social events.
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Moved: Owen Wrangle (Deakin University Melbourne)
Seconded: Toni Hawker (Deakin University Waurn Ponds)
Admin1.7: Updating and Improving the NUS Website
Preamble
1. The NUS website is a first point of call and first exposure to NUS for most students
when they become engaged in student issues or begin attendance at University.
2. The NUS website was created on the basis of providing up to date information about
current campaigns and media around student issues.
3. The NUS website should engage students in the organisation and provide resources
and information that encourages students to use the website as a relevant and
regularly used resource thought their time at University.
4. The current NUS website design can be confusing, seems to be rarely updated on
current media grabs and campaign progression and can be disconcerting for
students who aren’t already familiar with the organisation.
5. The current NUS website does not contain up to date policy or documents and these
are not accessibly located. As the NUS policy directs the organisation, it is important
that students can see what the direction of NUS will be over the year in a clear
manner with the relevant and recent policy provided if they feel it is necessary.
6. Additionally, the section of the website that deals with the various departments of
NUS is rarely updated and many office bearers are without photos or a statement
about their intent for that policy area. This is another vital point of contact for
students wishing to engage with the NUS departments.
Platform:
1. That NUS will endeavour to improve the accessibility, layout and regular updating of
the website to ensure its relevance and easy navigation for the student body.
2. NUS will attempt to make the website more interactive for students in an attempt to
engage them in the organisation.
Actions:
1. NUS will ensure that up to date policy should be available online with the recent
policy platforms from which NUS is working on a separate page with the relevant
policy booklet attached.
2. NUS will feature recent media grabs on the front page or relevant campaigns in a
more interactive and informative manner that engages students in the campaigns
and the organisation
3. NUS will provide a calendar of student events and campus activist events on each
campus and nationally for student reference and as promotional support for student
bodies nationally.
4. The NUS website will have a ‘Dummy’s Guide to NUS’ or some sort of similar FAQs
page for students accustoming themselves to the organisation but who would rather
not do so through dry material.
5. The NUS website will engage in more interactive methods of information
communication on the website such as short video grabs introducing each of the
office bearers and what they do as well as YouTube information videos about current
campaigns and the organisation which provides an easy way of engaging with, and
sharing the website via social media.
6. The NUS website will contain up to date information relating to the various
departments and their relevant office bearers.
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7. If necessary, NUS will allocate a small amount of its budget to improving the layout
and features of the website.
Moved: Vivienne Moxham-Hall (University of Sydney SRC)
Seconded: Amelia Kondilios (University of Technology Students Association)
Admin1.8: VET Sector Representation
Preamble:
1. VET students currently have no peak representative body devoted solely to their
issues in any state or territory or nationally.
2. It is essential, particularly with enrolments in VET set to explode in the medium term,
that VET students have their own voice in higher education sector.
3. In recent history only Victoria had a functioning peak VET representative body. Until
the mid-2000s, VTSAN (Victorian Tafe Students and Apprentices Network) was a
tafe representative organisation which existed to represent the VET students across
Victoria.
4. At multi-sector universities, more common in Victoria than other states, Victoria
University, RMIT and Swinburne, their respective student representative
organisations have all adopted models in which they represent both VET and higher
education students. However, they represent VET students to varying extents, and at
times have experienced problems in filling VET and TAFE positions on their councils
or executives.
5. NUS, as the peak representative body for students studying at Australian post school
institutions, is well placed to facilitate the creation of a peak representative body for
VET students.
Platform:
1. With approximately 1.3 million TAFE and VET students studying across Australia it is
important that a framework for national and state based representation for VET
students is established, and NUS is well placed to help build this framework.
2. Conference acknowledges that due to the lack of institutional knowledge regarding
VET within NUS and the broader student movement and a lack of experienced VET
representatives it is difficult to immediately establish a national body that will have a
guaranteed existence in the medium to long term
3. Further conference acknowledges that the constitutional and organisational structure
of any peak body must be developed in collaboration with the sector and with
potential representatives, not developed unilaterally by NUS.
Action:
1. Conference directs the General Secretary to establish, convene and chair a working
group with the aim of setting up a pilot VET peak representative body in Victoria.
Victoria has been chosen for two reasons. A peak body (VTSAN) once existed in the
state, and second the NUS affiliates of Swinburne, RMIT and VU all represent TAFE
students.
2. Membership of the working group is to be open to all organisations and individuals
interested in participating in developing the peak body, however invites should be
extended to campus presidents at any dual sector provider, NUS office bearers, the
ACTU, the AEU and the NTEU.
3. The working group should develop the constitutional structure of the peak
representative body and determine the body’s relationship (both practically and
constitutionally) with NUS.
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4. The working group must also consider how the pilot organisation would transition
from a state based body to a national one and consider and suggest an appropriate
timeline for its transition.
Moved: Jon Barlow (VUSU)
Seconded: Jimmy Searle (Swinburne)
Admin1.9: Increasing national affiliation amounts
Preamble:
1. Post VSU NUS has judged each campus’ affiliation fee on the respective campuses
current financial position and ability to pay rather than by a rigid amount imposed on
an EFTSL.
2. VSU has been equally devastating for NUS as it has for its affiliates. Since VSU
NUS has had to rely on its reserves, which have been slowly eaten away, to survive.
3. The current mode of operation is unsustainable, and further, no significant cuts can
be made to the budget without significantly hindering NUS’ ability to perform is core
business.
4. With SSAF now law it is imperative to increase the amount of affiliations generated
by affiliation income if NUS is to survive in the medium to long term.
Platform:
1. As member organisations will now be operating in a post-SSAF environment, it looks
as though many, will be in significantly stronger financial position than they have
found themselves in for some time.
2. Due to the strengthened position of these organisations, it flows naturally that NUS
should receive a great deal more affiliation income next calendar year.
3. As NUS is often the budget line item to be first cut, and the last item to be increased,
it is incredibly important that NUS is on the front foot in encouraging affiliates to
increase their contributions to NUS.
4. Further Fees Review Committee has seldom blocked a campus from affiliation in
recent history by denying a fee waiver. This has reflected to a positive working
relationship between the factions represented on Fees Review Committee, and the
reality that the overwhelming majority of campuses pay what they can to NUS.
5. NUS must make clear from the opening weeks of 2012 that a higher affiliation fee will
be expected if Fees Review is to approve a member’s waiver.
Action:
1. Conference directs the 2012 National General Secretary to meet (whether in person
or by phone) with each campus president/general secretary/treasurer/executive in
order to ascertain an accurate financial picture of each affiliate.
2. The General Secretary will then work with the respective representative as to judge
the affiliates capacity to pay, and what a fair amount should be paid, in 2012.
3. Before campuses are invoiced the General Secretary should provide to the FRC
what they opine is a fair amount in affiliation fees to expect from each member.
Moved: Jon Barlow (VUSU)
Seconded: Bella Mentor (LaTrobe)

Admin1.10 Disability and Mental Health wellbeing officer
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Preamble
1. People who are living with a disability or mental health issues are some of the most
vulnerable people in society. The need for representation so that these people are
protected within a university structure is paramount to ensuring a fair and equitable
system that looks after the rights of all university students.
Platform
1. NUS believe in protecting the rights of students who are living with a disability or
mental health issue and believe that they deserve adequate representation at a
student representative level.
2. NUS believe the only way to advocate for these students and form coherent
campaigns is through having a representative on NUS.
Action
1. NUS will investigate the inclusion of a National Disability and Mental Health
Wellbeing Officer as a National Officer on NUS and report back to the NUS
Education Conference as to the form this should take
2. Further to this at the 2012 NUS National Conference NUS will look to implementing
the position of National Disability and Mental Health Wellbeing Officer on NUS.
M: F. Gafa (ANU
S: I.Walsh (ANU)
Admin1.11: Utilising Term Deposits
Preamble:
1. Everyone is well aware of the dire financial position that the NUS has found itself in
over recent years. I commend this year’s General-Secretary, Patrick Sheehan on his
efforts to maximise the return NUS saw on its reserves.
2. As we progress into a post-VSU environment, we will hopefully see NUS’ financial
position change drastically.
3. With careful planning and strict financial management, we could see the union’s
financial position strengthen greatly. One way of maximising output that NUS will see
as a result of these financial strategies, is to maintain, if not increase, the level of
funds subjected annually to fixed term deposits.
Platform:
1. The NUS has seen high-levels of growth on money deposited into fixed-term
deposits. Next year, NUS should revisit the idea of depositing money into these
investments.
Action:
1. Next year’s General-Secretary should assess NUS’ financial position and initial
projections for the year, and having done so, aim to maintain the budgeted allocation
of money that is subjected to fixed term deposits, and if possible, increase the
amount in order to maximise interested accrued as a result of these deposits.
Moved: Jon Barlow
Seconded: Matt Gaite
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Admin1.12: Maintaining a positive and consistent NUS brand both on and offline
Preamble
1. The National Union of Students is the largest and most important representative
organisation in Australia for the thousands of students that partake in tertiary-level
studies at an Australian university, TAFE or private college provider. NUS exists to
represent these students at a national level to governments, government
departments, universities, other tertiary education providers and other community
organisations.
2. NUS has seen waning support in recent years from large university campuses and
student organisations due to both the perceived lack of direction of campaigns and
the perception that campaigns need to be more relevant to a greater variety of
students.
3. Increasingly there have been threats of disaffiliation from campuses, campaigns to
disaffiliate from NUS and increasingly general anti-NUS campaigns in many student
elections. These have been dealt with in an ad hoc fashion, and while many of these
counter campaigns, such as “Say Yes to NUS” in 2009 have been effective, they
have not created the resources for a sustained campaign to combat anti-NUS forces
on campuses.
4. NUS has in the past faced difficulty with a consistent and memorable brand, meaning
that many students are not aware of the organisation or its function.
5. 2011 saw a shift in attitude with an umbrella campaign ( Act Now, Create Change)
being created and campaigns focused on student-relevant issues.
6. 2012 is a year with many changes and challenges facing students, including
deregulation of places, funding, the introduction of the SSAF, and more broadly in
areas such as welfare and environment. NUS needs to communicate more clearly to
tertiary students the core ideas and values behind a national union.
7. NUS has also struggled to maintain a cohesive and effective online presence and
resources, due to various factors. Online interaction is now such an everyday part of
student life, both in and outside of the academic arena, that it is a case of modernize
or die. It is also an important part of ensuring that rural and regional students are not
left out of the national discourse and national campaigns.
Platform
1. All students should have the opportunity to take part in NUS campaigns and the push
for a better education system and an equal society in Australia.
2. NUS should also not be solely focused on educational issues but at the forefront of
progressive legislative and social change in regards to housing, welfare, international
student rights, women’s rights, action on climate change and action against
discrimination.
3. NUS believes that it is the task of NUS to make itself present, relevant and
memorable, not only on campus but also in the media and the public consciousness.
4. NUS supports a unified umbrella campaign as a useful and effective method of
organising the various campaigns of the various NUS departments.
5. NUS is committed to ensuring that it is an accessible and transparent organisation,
with online engagement a top priority.
Action
1. That NUS maintain the Act Now, Create Change campaign in 2012. The campaign
will comprise of consistent branding/material all year, with both an on-campus and
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2.

3.

4.

5.

online presence. It will sit as an umbrella campaign that brings together different
department’s projects. The campaign will have two core aims:
i.
To raise the profile and awareness of what NUS is and its role on
every University campus and TAFE in Australia
ii.
To bring together the major campaigns run by office-bearers in 2012
and relate them to a single message about representation that
engages students across Australia.
The campaign material will re-launch during Orientation Weeks with posters, fliers, tshirts, stickers and online resources which outline what NUS is and why representation
is important. To complement this, the National President, in conjunction with National
Office-bearers will produce a booklet outlining all campaign plans for the year to be
distributed to affiliates and available online.
The campaign will build on the foundation set in 2011, with particular focus on online
engagement. Therefore NUS will prioritise the creation of a more interactive, student
friendly website, including ensuring all campaigns have a web-based component and
online resources.
The NUS President and NUS Education Officer will engage with every university campus
in the country and aim to make at last one trip there during the year to talk about NUS
and its campaigns. During these trips the NUS President, Education Officer and any
interested/relevant National or State Office-bearer will distribute campaign material to
students on campus and assist campus activists in the expansion and deployment of this
campaign relevant to the issues faced in that particular university.
That NUS should equip National Office-bearers with the ability to engage in effective
messaging and communication with affiliates, the public and the media. The National
President will provide an industry professional to run mandatory training for Officebearers regarding media, including how to write for the media, get press and effectively
communicate and frame a message.

Moved: Rachael Durrant
Seconded: Rosa Sottile
Admin1.13: Presidents Summit
Preamble
1. Presidents’ Summit has become a key annual event which provides the opportunity for
national and state office bearers to connect with campus presidents, discuss national
issues and campaigns, share skills, and workshop campaigns.
2. With the passage of the Student Services and Amenities Fee (SSAF) in October 2011,
many organisations will be undergoing significant restructures which often have a
complex human resources and industrial relations component. It is important that
campus presidents are adequately equipped to deal with the challenges and
opportunities that can be presented in this environment.
3. In the context of the SSAF and the many reforms and challenges facing the higher
education sector in 2012, it is vital both that NUS develops strong relationships with its
affiliates, and that these affiliates develop strong relationships with each other. It is
important that NUS engages its affiliate members in the development of campaigns and
provides affiliate members with a comprehensive understanding of key issues in the
higher education sector.
Platform
1. NUS is committed to hosting Presidents’ Summit in January 2012.
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2. NUS believes that Presidents’ Summit should have a focus on providing campus and
state branch presidents with the skills and connections necessary to perform their duties,
and acknowledges that supporting and training office bearers of member organisations is
a key responsibility of NUS.
3. NUS believes that student representatives should be adequately equipped to deal with a
range of HR/IR issues, and recognises that in some instances external expertise is
required to support student representatives.
4. NUS recognises that student organisations must run in a professional manner with
greater focus on becoming more self-sufficient through effective management to ensure
that student money is used appropriately and to ensure the longevity of the organisation.
5. NUS believes that the input of campus and state branch presidents is vital in the
development of national campaigns and targets.
6. NUS recognises the importance of cross-campus and cross-state communication and
believes that Presidents’ Summit is a key opportunity to develop these relationships. To
that end, sessions at Presidents’ Summit should have as much of an interactive element
as possible.
7. NUS recognises that whilst dealing with the media is a key part of campus presidents’
roles, many campus presidents have no experience or training in doing so. NUS
acknowledges the importance of being able to effectively engage with the media, and
believes that Presidents’ Summit should equip campus presidents with this vital skill.
Action
1. That the National President and the National General Secretary will coordinate a
conference of all campus and state branch presidents to be held at an affiliate campus in
January 2012.
2. That the National President and National Education Officer will organise training and
information sessions to be held at Presidents’ Summit 2012 including but not limited to:
a) Workshopping and further developing the 2012 NUS campaigns
b) Media training
c) HR/IR support and advice, including information regarding staff management and
agreements.
d) Lobbying
f) Briefings on TEQSA, Performance Based Funding, and the uncapping of student
places
g) Update on current state of SSAF negotiations around the country
3. That all sessions be designed, as much as possible, to encourage feedback from
campus presidents and facilitate interaction between all conference attendees.
4. That the National President will actively encourage campus presidents to attend
Presidents’ Summit, and will ensure that representatives from all member campuses,
especially those in rural and regional areas or from poorly funded student organisations,
are able to attend through the provision of subsidies.
5. That the National President will request that campus presidents prepare a report to be
presented at the summit outlining:
a) An overview of their organisation, including:
i) Services
ii) Commercial outlets
iii) Representative functions
iv) Budget
v) Governance structure
vi) Staffing
vii) Electoral system
b) How legislative changes to the funding of student organisations have impacted on
their organisation, including
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i) Services that have been lost since the introduction of VSU
ii) How their university is distributing SSAF revenue
iii) Any plans for expansion under the SSAF
c) Course trends at their university, including:
i) Shifting of courses from the undergraduate level to the graduate or
postgraduate level (e.g. - the Juris Doctor)
ii) Cutting of courses and degree programs (e.g. - abolishing honours)
Moved: Donherra Walmsley (NUS National Executive)
Seconded: Imogen Sturni (Monash Student Association)
Admin1.14 Survey methodology
Preamble
1. The National Union of Students conducts surveys of students and others throughout
its campaigns and welfare initiatives. To ensure that the results of these surveys are
taken seriously by the media, universities, students and student organisations it is
important that the conclusions drawn are accurate, NUS must conduct these surveys
according to established best practice data collection and analysis methodologies.
2. Some of these methodologies are listed below but should not be considered an
exhaustive list.
Platform
1. If the subject of a survey is a particular demographic, the results of the survey should
not be used to compare it to another demographic that has not been surveyed. It is
preferable to survey a broad variety of students so a comparison can be made
between different demographics.
2. Surveys of students should include questions on what various demographics
students fall in (eg. Study area, study load, international/domestic, gender
identification) and this demographic data should be presented in the report. These
questions may be optional.
3. All data should be de-identified to the extent that respondents cannot be identified.
4. All publications referencing survey data should outline the methodology used to
collect the data.
5. All survey questions should be unbiased, neutral and not be a leading towards a
particular result. For example instead of asking a question such as “do you feel that
xxx facilities are poor?”, ask students to provide a rating from 1 – 7.
6. In developing surveys, the National Union of Students should seek professional
advice if unsure of how to adhere to these principles.
7. Surveys should be proactively distributed to all campuses.
Action
1. That NUS survey design include (but not be limited to) the principles in the platform.
2. That National Executive approves the layout, composition and distribution plan of all
surveys before being released.
3. That National Executive approves the content of any analysis of data before being
published.
4. That the General Secretary ensures that all surveys are sent to the President, Vice
President and Secretary on all campuses.
Moved: James Searle (Swinburne)
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Seconded: Omni Ioannou (RMIT)

Admin1.15: Maintaining Positive Relationships Withing the Sector
Preamble:
1. NUS is most effective as an agent of change when it has strong relationships with
other organisations within the higher education sector, both in Australia and
internationally. 	
  
2. The National Tertiary Education Union (NTEU), Universities Australia (UA),
Australasian Campus Union Manager’s Association (ACUMA), Tertiary Access Group
(TAG), Council of International Students Australia (CISA) and the Council of Australian
Postgraduate Associations (CAPA) are important organisations in the sector. 	
  
3. The interests and priorities of NUS often intersect with those of these other
organisations, and through strong relationships with them, NUS is better equipped to
form broad coalitions in support of its agenda, and negotiate resolutions to areas of
disagreement. 	
  
4. Internationally, many student organisations are facing similar challenges to those that
have been faced by NUS in the past. It is important that NUS acts as part of a global
student movement by liaising with and supporting its equivalents internationally. 	
  
5. Increasingly, young people are getting involved with issue based campaigns through
groups such as the Australian Youth Climate Coalition (AYCC) and GetUp! As an
organisation predominantly representing young people, NUS should strive where
possible to build links with other youth organisations in the interests of engaging as
many students as possible in NUS as an avenue to create change. 	
  

	
  

Platform:	
  
1. NUS values its relationships with a wide range of other organisations in the Australian
higher education sector. 	
  
2. NUS recognises the importance of coalition building as a means of furthering its
objectives and achieving lasting policy change. 	
  
3. NUS believes that it is important to support campaigns and struggles of students
internationally as principles of free, accessible education are undermined by
governments.	
  

	
  

Action:	
  
1. The NUS National President will work to maintain and further strengthen relationships
with organisations within the Australian higher education sector through face-to-face
meetings where possible, and through regular written and verbal communication. 	
  
2. The NUS National President will work to maintain and further strengthen relationships
with equivalent bodies internationally through written and verbal communication. 	
  
3. The NUS National President will actively engage with, and seek to speak at
conferences organised by sector groups such as Universities Australia, the NTEU,
ACUMA, etc. Where appropriate, the National President will encourage the attendance
of campus representatives at these conferences. 	
  
4. The NUS National President will liaise with other sector groups to identify areas of
potential mutual interest and work to develop a collaborative approach to policy change
in these areas to create the most pressure for change. 	
  

	
  

Moved: Donherra Walmsley (NUS National Executive)	
  
Seconded: Phoebe Drake (University of Sydney Students’ Representative Council)
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Chapter Two: Unionism
UNION2. 1: Student Services and Amenities Fee (SSAF) Student Engagement
Ranking System
Preamble:
1. NUS fought hard in 2011 to see guarantees in the Guidelines to the SSAF
legislation that student representatives would be formally consulted about any
proposed use of fee revenue on their campus.
2. At Education Conference 2011, NUS members voted unanimously to
support the creation of a rating system to monitor university behaviour,
including compliance in the area of consultation, as well as satisfaction of
student organisations with funding agreements.
3. The National President developed the SSAF Student Engagement Ranking
System (SERS) throughout semester two, and it was launched in late
October.
4. Dependant on the speed with which funding agreements were reached
for 2012, NUS aimed to release interim ratings in December 2011, with
final ratings released two months later in February 2012. This would
give universities a chance to improve their ratings through improved
agreements or further negotiation.
5. The SERS groups universities into one of four categories across six
indicators; Recognised Sector Leader, NUS Approved, Improvement
Required and NUS Condemned.
Platform:
1. NUS reiterates its support for the SSAF SERS
2. NUS commits to finalizing ratings for the first round of SERS rankings in early
2012.
3. NUS believes that the principles underpinning the six indicators in the
SERS are essential to ensuring a positive student experience in the
long term through support for sustainable, well-funded student
organisations at each campus.
4. NUS believes that student organisations are best placed to deliver
high quality, dynamic, responsive student services, advocacy and
representation.
Action:
1. The National President will collect completed SERS surveys from each
member organisation following their election at National Conference
2. The National President will finalise the communication of interim ratings to
universities following the collation of results.
3. The National President will include in communication to universities a
list of recommendations for changes to improve their rating before final
ratings are released.
4. The National President will work with members to encourage universities to
take action to improve their rating, and will consult widely and thoroughly with
members to this end.
5. The National President will ensure that final ratings are released in a
timely fashion to coincide with the beginning of O-weeks in late February.
6. The National President will ensure that recognised sector leaders are
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given credit for genuinely consulting with students and supporting
independent student organisations.
7. The National President will ensure that those universities falling into the
NUS Condemned category are clearly informed of why they have received
this rating, and some strategies and recommendations for improving their
rating.
.
Moved: Jesse Marshall (NUS National President)
Seconded: Donherra Walmsley (NUS National Executive)
Union2.2: Re-establishment of Student Organisations
Preamble:
1. With the introduction of the SSAF, student organisations will be attempting to
recover from the terrible VSU legislation and it is important the information
and material is made accessible to these organisations when establishing
themselves. Information for new organisations is not readily available and
Universities may become hostile if office bearers of the organisation attempt
to source information by digging about.
2. Information is a valuable tool and discovering what is standard practice for
organisations like SRC, Guilds and Unions are useful information areas for
new organisations.
Platform:
1. New student organizations need access to information about what the best
steps to take are when they are developing. With the advent of
SSAF this
information should also include areas of development for services and
practices.
2. Student’s may need to be convinced on the importance of becoming a
member of the NUS having information made available to the student
organizations to guide their development makes this sell easier
3. Student organizations which can follow some guide or best practice will be
better equipped to developing strong student focused organizations. It is
important that the development of new student organizations can weather
conservative governments and students organizations in the their infancy
should be encouraged to engaged and supported students bodies
Policy:
1.
2.

3.

The national office bearer team for 2012 develop a best practice guide to be
made available on the NUS website
This guide shall include information about developing a student organization,
such as the importance of engaging the University positively, encouraging
student participation in actions and managing a tiny budget. The guide should
also include development of SSAF negotiations and the importance of
working towards services and organizational responsibilities with SSAF
funding
The guide shall include best practice in services provided by student
organsations and a simple breakdown of the different services attached to
different types of student organizations

Moved: Luke Moore (Griffith University)
Seconded: Brenna Booth-Mowat (Griffith University)
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UNION2.3: Student Services and Amenities Fee and the Independence of
Student Unions
Preamble
NUS recognizes:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

7.
8.

That students are best placed to know what services and amenities students
need on campus.
That student unions are not merely ‘service providers’ or the source of
funding for students clubs and societies, but are instead central to the student
experience in every respect.
That the existence of active, autonomous and financially sustainable student
unions are crucial in developing vibrant campus culture, delivering support
services and representing the interests of students.
That student unions can effectively advocate for students’ interests only if
they have a significant degree of guaranteed financial security/independence
and autonomy from their respective universities.
That the introduction of Voluntary Student Unionism by the former Howard
Government had a devastating affect on the independence and financial
sustainability of student unions, and thus directly undermined the quality
of the student experience at universities across Australia and the ability of
student unions to effectively represent the interests of students.
That the recent introduction of a universal Student Services and Amenities
Fee by the Gillard Government, whilst an overwhelmingly positive
development in mitigating the effects of VSU, will bring about a new set of
challenges with respect to the independence and autonomy of student
unions.
That the full benefits of the new SSAF will only be realised if universities
negotiate in good faith with student unions on the use of the fee and student
unions play a central role in delivering services funded by the fee.
That it is in the best interests of universities to ensure the continued existence
of active, independent, autonomous and financially-sustainable student
unions not only to ensure that students receive adequate and appropriate
forms of support when studying, but also given the unique and positive
contribution that student unions can make, as democratically-elected student
representatives, to the administration and governance of universities.

Platform
NUS believes:
1. In the importance of active, autonomous and financially-sustainable student
unions.
2. That only active, autonomous and financially-sustainable student unions are
capable of delivering the student-desired and -driven student experience.
3. That active, autonomous financially-sustainable student unions are best
placed to provide services, amenities, independent representation and
advocacy for students.
4. That the introduction of the SSAF could prove to be a landmark development
in the delivery of higher education in Australia; however, this will only be the
case if democratically-elected student representatives are fully engaged in
deciding how the revenue collected by the SSAF will be spent.
5. Universities should negotiate in good faith with Student Unions recognizing
their role in best representing the needs of students.
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Action
1.

That NUS calls on all universities to negotiate in good faith with
democratically-elected student representatives in deciding how the proceeds
of the SSAF revenue will be spent, the services that will be financed by this
revenue and who will deliver these services
2. That NUS calls on all universities to negotiate in good faith with
democratically-elected student representatives over the level of the SSAF
fee, to ensure a balance is struck between students unions being financially
sustainable and able to provide high-quality student services, and taking into
account the financial impact of the fee on students
3. That with respect to the financial impact of the fee on students, NUS calls on
all universities to remember that for domestic students, this fee will contribute
to an already burdensome HECS debt and for international students, the
option to defer the fee will be unavailable
4. That NUS calls on all universities to ensure that the ability of student unions
to advocate for the interests of students does not compromise negotiations
between student unions and universities over the allocation of SSAF revenue
5. That the National President and respective State Branch Presidents and
office bearers, wherever possible, assist Campus Presidents and the office
bearers of student unions in ensuring that student unions play a central role in
deciding how the proceeds of the SSAF will be spent
6. That, continuing the efforts of NUS in producing the ‘SSAF Handbook’ to
assist student unions in transitioning into the SSAF era, the National
President, National General-Secretary and State Branch Presidents continue
to provide assistance to student unions in planning how to spend SSAF
revenue
7. That the National President, using NUS’ presence within the media, directs
attention to universities that do not engage student unions in the distribution
of SSAF revenue through, for example, ranking tables on the respective
performance of universities in the spending of SSAF revenue.
8. That the National President, the National General-Secretary, the National
Education Officer, the National Welfare Officer and State Branch Presidents
be willing to publicly criticise universities that do not appropriately engage
student unions in the distribution of the SSAF
9. That the National President, the National General-Secretary, the National
Education Officer, the National Welfare Officer and State Branch Presidents
be willing to publicly criticise universities that inappropriately use the SSAF to
negatively affect Student Unions
10. That the National President, the National General-Secretary, the National
Education Officer, the National Welfare Officer and State Branch Presidents
be willing to publicly criticise the Federal Government if it becomes apparent
that the introduction of the SSAF has not effectively guaranteed the continued
existence and flourishing of active, autonomous and financially-sustainable
student unions.
Moved: Rhys Poganoski (USYD)
Seconded: Tom Antoniazzi (UWA)
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UNION2.4 Representation, Consultation and Collaboration: Keeping the
Students in the Student Services and Amenities Fee
Preamble
1. In 2011, after many years of campaigning by NUS, legislation allowing universities
to charge a fee to go towards the provision of campus services, activities, support,
and representation passed through the Federal Parliament in the form of the Student
Services and Amenities Fee (SSAF).
2. While the SSAF is not a return to universal student unionism, it has the potential
to provide a breath of life for many struggling student organisations. Under the
guidelines, democratically elected student representatives must be consulted in the
distribution of revenue collected from the SSAF. There is, however, no guarantee
that any of the money must go towards student organisations.
3. The “Students’ Money to Students” campaign run by NUS in the first half of 2011
demonstrated that there is widespread support amongst students across the country
for revenue collected from the SSAF to be allocated to democratically elected
student organisations.
4. Universities must, as part of this legislation, make publicly available information
about the allocation of the SSAF revenue and the consultation process whereby the
allocation was decided. Whilst that is a good step in the direction of accountability,
more must be done to ensure that this money is going to services prioritised by and
run by students.
Platform
1. NUS commends the Federal Government for its passage of the SSAF legislation,
though it is not a return to USU, it provides a necessary injection of funds into vital
student support and services.
2. NUS believes that democratically elected and transparent student organisations
are the best placed to assist and support students at university, including in providing
services and support for students.
3. NUS believes that student-run non-academic campus life, events and activities
provide the highest quality university experience for all students.
4. NUS believes that students deserve to decide how their SSAF money is spent,
and that democratically elected and transparent student organisations are the bodies
most accountable to the student population.
5. NUS opposes the transfer of any services currently run by student organisations including but not limited to commercial outlets and bars - from student organisations
to universities or private providers.
6. NUS supports the publishing and transparent reporting of all uses of SSAF
revenue by universities.
Action
1. That the National President and the National Education Officer will build on the
2011 NUS university rankings by monitoring the implementation of the SSAF and

tracing the campus negotiation process to develop a follow up report and ratings
system. These will be based on criteria determined through consultation with campus
organisations, and will include but not be limited to: student consultation, proportion
of spending going to student-run organisations, and support for new student
services. This will be used as a tool to hold universities accountable, to encourage
and reward best practice in the sector, and to “name and shame” universities that are
not supportive of student organisations through media attention.
2. The NUS President and Research officer will follow up the rankings and
consultation with a report on the state of student services in Australian universities,
based on pre- and post- VSU parameters, as well as data on the cost, use and
effectiveness of services when run by students and student organisations vs when
run by universities and private providers.
3. In the case of campuses where student organisations currently exist, that NUS
National Officebearers will assist student organisations in ongoing negotiations to
secure funding from the SSAF. Assistance provided by NUS may include but is not
limited to:
a) regular contact between the NUS National President and campus
presidents;
b) the NUS National President writing to university administrations at the
request of campus organisations outlining the importance of independent
student-run organisations;
c) the NUS National President issuing media releases at the request of
campus organisations condemning the conduct of individual universities in
the negotiation process;
d) the NUS National President and NUS National Education Officer attending
meetings with universities at the request of campus organisations;
e) the NUS National President providing campus organisations with briefings
about the SSAF legislation, the state of negotiations across the country, and
other data and statistics that may be useful in negotiations;
f) the NUS National Education Officer and the NUS National President
providing training on how to run campaigns to generate support for student
organisations amongst the student body at the request of campus
organisations
4. In the case of campuses where a functioning student organisation does not exist,
the NUS National President, the NUS National Education Officer, and the relevant
NUS State Branch President will provide assistance in reviving and setting up
organisations to provide these necessary and important services.
5. That the National President use a session of Presidents’ Summit to provide
training in negotiations and resources about different organisational, service, staffing
and relationship practices around the country to equip campus presidents with the
tools to effectively engage in negotiations. The National President will consult with
both outgoing and incoming campus presidents to develop relevant and
comprehensive resources.
6. That the National Education Officer will provide adaptable campaign material
templates, based on the Students’ Money to Students campaign, to support student
organisations who need to build student support during their negotiation process.
Moved: Rosa Sottile (NUS National Executive)
Seconded: Donherra Walmsley (NUS National Executive)
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Chapter 3: Education
EDUC3. 1: Quality & Deregulation: Student Involvement and Monitoring aka
Stop Cutting Our Classes or We'll Start Kicking Your Arses
Preamble
1.

2.

3.

The recommendations of the Bradley Review, released in 2008, provided a
blueprint for the overhaul of the tertiary education sector. Among the most
significant recommendations of the review were the introduction of a new
national quality monitoring agency - the Tertiary Education Quality and
Standards Agency (TEQSA), the deregulation of student places, and the
introduction of performance based funding. Many of the reforms recommended
by the Bradley Review are due to come into full force in 2012.
One of the most immediate and drastic changes to the university system in
Australia, the uncapping of student places, will come into full effect in 2012. This
means that universities can enrol as many or as few students as they wish in
their courses. Many universities are trending towards a Melbourne model style
generalisation of undergraduate courses, over enrolment in popular courses
such as law and business and the deprioritisation of more specialist or esoteric
academic disciplines. Issues such as increasing class sizes and lack of
resources, as well as insufficient student support have already been problems
for many years, and the move to a deregulated system in 2012 may exacerbate
them.
Performance based funding is one of the key measures introduced by the
Government to encourage universities to meet national low-SES and indigenous
participation and attainment targets, as well as attempting to ensure that quality
of teaching and learning is not compromised by a deregulated system of student
places. Performance based funding will be allocated on the basis of performance
measurement instruments: the University Experience Survey (UES), the
composite Teaching Quality Indicator (TQI), the Collegiate Learning Assessment
(CLA), and the Australian Graduate Survey (AGS), an existing instrument which
is being reviewed. These are being developed through the Advancing Quality in
Higher Education (AQHE) reference group, on which the National President sits.

Platform
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

NUS supports equality of access to higher education and a quality, publicly
funded undergraduate education system.
NUS supports lowering average class sizes and lower student/staff ratios.
NUS believes that universities should maintain a balance of depth and breadth in
their course offerings.
NUS opposes the cutting of courses at an undergraduate level and the
generalisation of undergraduate education, as exemplified by the Melbourne
Model. NUS supports a vibrant and diverse undergraduate education through
the availability of a breadth and depth of courses at an undergraduate level.
NUS believes student consultation is a necessity for effective monitoring of the
quality of education.
NUS supports universities being publicly held accountable to the educational
experience they provide, both inside and outside the classroom.
NUS believes an improvement in the student experience overall, including but
not limited to smaller class sizes, increased resources for students and a
renewed emphasis on teaching and learning in universities, must be a
fundamental part of any and all quality measures, indicators, standards and
requirements for universities.
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8.

NUS acknowledges its responsibility to ensure that campus presidents, state
branch presidents, and campus activists are equipped to engage with the quality
consultation process.

Action
1.

That the NUS National President actively engage with the AQHE, and push for the
inclusion of student consultation in all quality indicators, as well as an emphasis
on student services and representation as an important part of university quality.
2. That through the AQHE, the NUS National President lobby for input factors
including, but not limited to, class sizes and student/staff ratios to be included in
the TQI.
3. That through the AQHE, the NUS National President lobby for questions regarding
the provision of student support services, independent representation and
advocacy, and campus life including but not limited to clubs and societies to
remain in the UES.
4. That the NUS National President and NUS National Education Officer engage with
TEQSA, the AQHE, and other groups charged with developing standards for the
higher education sector to ensure that the following measures are included in the
standards:
i.
Class sizes,
ii.
Student-staff ratios,
iii.
Course offerings, including the number and type of courses
offered at an undergraduate, graduate, and post-graduate
level, and any shifts in these offerings over time,
iv.
Participation of students from low SES backgrounds,
v.
Participation of Indigenous students,
vi.
Sustained funding for specialist and low-enrolment subject
areas,
vii.
Funding for equity programs including but not limited to:
1. Scholarships,
2. Peer support,
3. Casework and legal support,
4. Career advice,
5. Degree pathways,
6. Administrative assistance.
viii.
Funding for the development of teaching infrastructure and
pedagogy,
5. That the NUS National President and the NUS National Education Officer lobby
for these standards to reflect the principles outlined in the Platform, and for
Universities to be held accountable to these standards.
6. That the NUS National President and the NUS National Education Officer seek
the support of Universities Australia, the NTEU and other relevant sector groups
to form a broad coalition of support for the application of these standards in a way
which reflects the Platform.
7. The National President and National Education Officer will facilitate the
engagement of campuses with the consultation process taking place in the
development of the TQI, CLA, and AGS. This will be done through:sending all
campus and state branch presidents a briefing paper summarising
i.
the background of the performance measurement instruments
ii.
the purpose of each instrument
iii.
the main issues associated with each instrument and NUS’
position on these
iv.
the dates of the roundtables being held in the relevant city, and
how to register for these roundtables
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b.

running a session at Presidents’ Summit covering how to lobby in a
roundtable situation, using the performance measurement instruments
as the example
c.
regularly contacting campus and state branch presidents to keep them
abreast of developments.
d.
NUS National President will meet with other sector groups including
the NTEU, UA, DEEWR, Go8 and ATN, early in 2012 to discuss
priorities and establish working relationships where possible to ensure
the student voice is heard.
8. The National President and National Education Officer be responsible for
coordinating a campaign informing and activating students around the
consequences of the deregulated system of places in order to establish
grassroots support among the general student body for the lobbying efforts of the
National President. The aims of this campaign will be to:
i.
Increase accessibility of higher education as described in the Platform,
ii. Increase quality of higher education as described in the Platform,
iii. Increase involvement of the student population in student activism,
education activism, student organisations and NUS,
iv. Increase student involvement in university decision-making, in
particular in regards to compact negotiations with the federal
government,
v. Increase the role of NUS in the regular operations of TEQSA.
9. As a part of this campaign, the National Education Officer will assist state and
campus office-bearers to develop and run on-campus campaigns relating to
the aims stated above. These campaigns will be based on targeted campusspecific issues, with the twofold goal of improving the access and quality of
education at those particular universities as they relate to the issues of the
campaign, and pushing a national agenda to include NUS and student
organisations in university decision-making and government qualityassurance processes.
10. The National Education Officer will develop and distribute general material to
complement on-campus campaigns. This material will be developed in
consultation with state and campus office-bearers.
Moved: Donherra Walmsley (National Executive)
Seconded: Rosa Sottile (National Executive)
EDUC3.2: Advancing Quality in Higher Education
Preamble:
1. The Advancing Quality in Higher Education (AQHE) Reference Group has
responsibility for overseeing the implementation of the Government’s
performance-based funding framework2. The National President sits on the AQHE
Reference Group and will participate in and oversee the development of three
important instruments in 2012
2. Information gathered from the instruments used to allocate performance-based
funding may be displayed on the My University website
Platform:
1. NUS believes that instruments for allocating performance-based funding and, in
turn, information on the My University website should be aimed at encouraging
excellence and improvement in teaching quality and the student experience
2. NUS supports the draft framework, including the University Experience Survey
(UES) aimed at capturing important aspects of the student experience, and a
composite Teaching Quality Indicator (TQI), using input and output measures,
aimed at evaluating teaching quality
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3.

NUS believes that in a demand-driven funding system, the performance-based
funding system and My University will be important measures to safeguard quality
and protect against cuts to teaching quality or the student experience
4. NUS believes that information on inputs such as student-staff ratios, class sizes
and ratios of casual to part time to full time staff are important in assessing the
quality of an educational experience. These input measures allow for clearer links
to be drawn between output measures of student and staff satisfaction and
specific policy decisions at a campus and national level
Action:
1. The National President will continue to actively engage in the AQHE Reference
Group
2. The National President will advocate for input measures and output measures to
be included in the Composite TQI
3. The National President will advocate for the UES to include measurement of
access to independent advocacy, access to extracurricular or cultural activities
such as clubs, societies and sport, and access to student support services
4. The National President will use data from the Uncapping of Student Places
Progress Report and NUS Quality Survey 2012 to demonstrate the link between
university policy decisions and student satisfaction in various areas relating to
teaching and learning and the student experience. Establishing this link will assist
in advocating for inclusion of effective input and output measures in the AQHE
instruments and the My University website
5. The National President will advocate for information to be available on the My
University website to the greatest level of detail possible, particularly regarding the
TQI and input measures such as student-staff ratios.
Moved: Jesse Marshall (NUS National President)
Seconded: Donherra Walmsley (NUS National Executive)
EDUC3.3: Course Diversity and Resourcing in the Face of Deregulation
Preamble
1. The deregulation of the tertiary sector will radically reshape higher education and
the quality of a university degree. As ‘funding follows the student’, courses with
low demand such as the dramatic arts, music, gender studies and obscure
languages, may be under-resourced or cease, in favour of high-demand courses
(especially professional courses in the areas of law, medical science and
business) which attract greater enrolments and, ergo, greater funding. In addition,
universities may scale down or consolidate course infrastructure, such as libraries,
in order to reduce costs.
2. Although the federal government’s efforts to increase participation rates among
students from low socio-economic backgrounds and disadvantaged groups is
commendable, cognisance that the market is a fallible construct and that a
university education has merit beyond professional development and the skills
that students will gain necessitates cautious management of the deregulation of
the tertiary sector and careful handling of the industrialization of universities (and
its deleterious implications for the quality of higher education). In particular, it is
noted that an education is valuable in and of itself.
Platform
1. NUS recognizes that deregulation presents significant challenges for tertiary
institutions, particularly small and/or regional universities, which may be required
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to downsize, specialize, and streamline funding to core subject areas given the
low level of public funding for higher education.
2. NUS acknowledges the need to provide adequate funding and resources to all
courses in order to support small class learning, student-teacher consultations,
course infrastructure (including specialist course infrastructure such as
laboratories and rehearsal rooms), and the resourcing of libraries. Further, NUS
notes that student-demand is not a fallible basis on which to allocate funding.
Action
1. The NUS Education Officer will liaise with their relevant campus-based
counterparts in order to ensure that deregulation is managed successfully by
student unions.
2. The NUS Education Officer will consult with student unions that have lobbied
and/or campaigned against reductions in course diversity and/or resourcing. On
the basis of these consultations, the NUS Education Officer will provide
information and resources to student unions that explains, in depth, the
importance of course diversity and resourcing, and outlines methods through
which student unions can counteract the harmful effects of deregulation.
3. The NUS Education Officer will work with student unions at universities that are
reducing course diversity and course resourcing to support the development of
campus-based campaigns targeting deregulation and assist student
representatives to undertake constructive discussions with university
administrations to ensure that universities provide a quality education.
Moved: Ryan Turner (Australian National University Students Association)
Seconded: Idris Martin (Adelaide University Students Association)
EDUC3.4: Fighting Illegal Course Costs on Campus AKA I Went To Uni and All I
Got Was This Huge Bill
Preamble:
1. Under the Higher Education Support Act, universities are prohibited from
charging students additional fees for any essential materials. However in
practice, most universities charge fees for materials that should be included
within the HECS/HELP scheme.This can include assessments, compulsory
resources and supplementary courses.
2. NUS acknowledges that fighting illegal course costs is difficult because of the
variety of breaches of legislation and the grey area in regards to classifying
what is “essential”. Previous campaigns have found it difficult to build
momentum, however with the attention being paid to university funding and
quality it is important that the issue is raised again.
3. The Campus Crime Stoppers campaign, launched in Semester two 2011, has
built foundations for a move towards a more accountable system of fees, and
also built awareness in the broader student population that these costs are
illegal.
Platform:
1. NUS believe that education is a right, not a privilege, and therefore supports
universal free education.
2. NUS condemns universities for charging illegal course costs on top of the
fees already charged to students, and condemns the Federal Government for
continuing to allow this to occcur.
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3. NUS believes illegal course costs are a barrier to education for students from
lower socio-economic backgrounds, as well as fundamentally inequitable especially considering they are also charged to international students who are
already paying large amounts for their fees upfront.
Action:
1. That the NUS National President and Education officer will work in
conjunction with campuses to ensure the continuation of the Campus Crime
Stoppers (CCS) campaign started this year (2011) as a grassroots base from
which to build.
2. The National Education Officer will design and coordinate a grassroots
awareness building campaign. This will include the creation and distribution of
material including fliers, posters and stickers to build awareness of what
illegal course costs are. In conjunction with this, the NUS National Education
Officer will assist campus activists in coordinating small campus stunts that
inform students about what ICC are and engages all students with the issue
through “report your crime” slips.
3. The campaign be made accessible to all students and be used to build
awareness of what NUS is through social media and a Campus Crime
Stoppers website to report “crimes” online.
4. The NUS National Education Officer and National Welfare Officer will compile
data on examples of universal costs on a campus by campus basis including,
but not limited to, Student ID cards, uniforms for health/science students,
printing and materials costs for students in courses like fine art and
architecture. This report will be released to the media at different stages to
gain national attention to the issue of ancillary costs and to provide a national
pressure/focus to assist campus challenges.
5. That the NUS National Education Officer works with the NUS Research
Officer to produce an ‘Ancillary Course Costs Report’ which compiles the
reported courses costs, other ancillary costs data and outlines the legislative
and policy parameters.
6. That the NUS National Education Officer develops training and resources to
assist campus activists with specific costs challenges. These resources
should include examples of successful costs challenges, procedure, example
submissions, policy and legal briefs. The NUS National Education Officer will
provide one on one assistance to campus activists with specific course cost
challenges where required.
7. The NUS Education Officer and National President will ensure that this is
raised as an issue in the context of accessibility and quality of education on a
national level.
Moved: Rachael Durrant (NUS National Education Officer)
Seconded: Rosa Sottile (NUS National Executive)
EDUC3.5: Ancillary Fees
Preamble
1. Ancillary fees can cost students up to thousands of dollars over the course of
their education.
2. The Higher Education Provider Guidelines prescribe the following criteria for
charging ancillary fees:
a.
The fee is for any non-essential goods or service for the
course
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b.

3.

4.

The fee is imposed as a disincentive and not in order to raise
revenue or cover administration costs
c.
The fee is for an alternative form of access to essential goods
and materials that is otherwise provided for free by the higher
education provider
d.
The fee is for essential goods and services the student may
acquire from sources other than the higher education provider
that is for food, transport and accommodation for field trips or
for equipment or items that becomes the students property or
are not consumed during the course of study
In 2011, the National Education Officer ran a campaign looking at ancillary
fees, and examining how many ancillary fees are being charged. The
Campus Crime Stoppers campaign also collected information about the type
of fees that are being charged, and how they are being charged.
Universities that ran the Campus Crime Stoppers campaign will have access
to campus specific data and information regarding ancillary fees.

Platform
1.
2.
3.
4.

The National Union of Students believes that students should not be charged
ancillary fees.
Fees that are not technically illegal but still take a significant financial toll on
students should be eliminated, with the exception of textbooks.
Ancillary fees that do not meet the criteria laid out in the Higher Education
Provider Guidelines should not be charged, under any circumstances.
NUS reaffirms that ancillary fees can impose a significant burden on students,
many of whom are already struggling financially.

Action
1.
2.
3.

4.

The National Education Officer will continue the Campus Crime Stoppers in
early 2012, with the aim of collecting more information about ancillary fees.
The National Education Officer will compile the date collected in the Campus
Crime Stoppers campaign and use the data to release a report concerning
ancillary fees.
The National Education will create a guide to abolishing illegal course fees for
use by campus office bearers, which shall include campaign ideas and
suggestions, comparisons between Australian universities and any other
relevant information.
After reviewing the information collected in the Campus Crime Stoppers
campaign, the National Education Officer will explore the option of running a
further campaign, using this data, to abolish ancillary fees.
The National President and the National Education Officer will lobby the
Federal Government to inquire into ancillary fees, and explore tools for
preventing universities charging ancillary fees.
The National President and National Education Officer will lobby Universities
Australia to agree to eliminate illegal ancillary fees by the start of 2014.

Moved: Idris Martin (Adelaide University SRC)
Seconded: Noni Sproule (Melbourne University Student Union)
EDUC3.6: Quality Survey
Preamble
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1. The move to a deregulated system of university places in 2012 will be a huge
change for universities in Australia.
2. In some universities this deregulated system could lead to increased class
sizes, decreased student space, overcrowding of classrooms, a decreased
choice of subjects, decreased course resources and inadequate student: staff
ratios.
3. The 2010 NUS Quality Survey collected information about the quality of
education at universities using a range of measures.
4. Conducting the NUS Quality Survey again in 2012 will provide a comparison
of the quality of education, and will allow students to measure where
universities have improved and fallen behind in terms of quality.
5. The 2012 NUS Quality Survey will collect information about the quality of
education at a crucial time in the transition to a deregulation system.
Platform
1. NUS believes that a quality education is a fundamental right of all students
2. NUS recognises that adequate funding is necessary for universities to provide
a quality education.
3. NUS understands that the deregulation of universities has the potential to
lead to a reduction in the quality of education at Australian universities, and
reaffirms its commitment to ensuring a high quality of education is provided to
all students.
4. NUS believes that it is important for student-focused research, such as the
NUS Quality Survey, to be conducted and disseminated to Government, the
higher education sector and the wider public.
Action
1. That the National President and National Education Officer design the 2012
NUS Quality Survey, which will include questions about the following:
a. Sizes of tutorials, seminars and lectures
b. Sizes of classrooms and lecture theatres
c. Attendance of classes
d. Quality and adequacy of facilities in classrooms
e. Quality and availability of materials used in classes
f. Consultation hours of teachers outside class
g. Student: teacher ratios
h. Quality of teaching
i. Availability of online learning resources and quality of online support
j. Subject availability
k. Level of academic challenge
l. Services on campus (e.g. counseling service and careers service)
m. Student representation on campus
n. Student feedback mechanisms
2. A range of methods will be incorporated to collect information for the Quality
Survey, including an online survey, focus groups, reports from student
representatives, staff and any other method that the National President and
National Education Officer choose.
3. The Quality Survey should incorporate a range of quantitative and qualitative
data, to provide a holistic view.
4. The National President and National Education Officer will attempt to get
responses from a diverse range of students.
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5. The National President and National Education Officer will liaise with student
representatives on campus to find the most effective ways of promoting the
Quality Survey, and encouraging students to participate.
6. The National President, National Education Officer and NUS Research
Officers will compile the draft report and final report, and prepare them for
release. The final report will include comparison with the results of the 2010
NUS Quality Survey.
7. The National President and National Education Officer will distribute and
promote the final report. Each affiliate campus student organization will be
provided with at least one hardcopy of the report, as well as access to
electronic copies. The final copy will also be promoted to the Federal
Government, and any organisations that the National President and National
Education Officer choose. The results of the Quality Survey will be promoted
to the media.
8. The National President and National Education Officer will examine the
results of the Quality Survey to determine whether there are any issues
arising from the Quality Survey that NUS may wish to run a campaign on.
Moved: Idris Martin (Adelaide University SRC)
Seconded: Noni Sproule (Melbourne University Student Union)
EDUC3.7: The National Quality and Accessibility Survey 2012
Platform
NUS believes
1. That all students have the right to a quality and accessible education
2. That current issues of quality and equitable access must be addressed
3. That in the context of deregulation and the ongoing reform of student income
support, it is crucial that the perspective of students on these issues is heard
4. That it is in the interest of all students and student unions to have access to a
document consolidating information from across the country on the quality
and accessibility of education.
Action:
1. That the National President, National Education Officer and National Welfare
Officer will run a ‘National Quality and Accessibility Survey’ to gather data on
the perspectives of students on the quality and accessibility of their education
2. That Part 1 of the Survey, which will be the primary responsibility of the
National Education Officer, will focus on the quality of education. The key
priority areas of this section of the survey shall include, but will not be limited
to:
i. The adequacy of class sizes
ii. The quality of teaching and learning
iii. The adequacy of teaching infrastructure and study resources,
including library catalogues, online content delivery mechanisms,
laboratory materials etc
iv.The adequacy of student support and engagement provided by
academic staff
v. The equity of marking and examination procedures, and the
appropriateness of student grievance procedures
vi. The effectiveness of student feedback on the issues above
3. That Part 2 of the Survey, which will be the primary responsibility of the
National Welfare Officer, will focus on the wellbeing of students and the
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4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

challenges students face in completing their studies. The key priority areas of
this section of the survey shall include, but will not be limited to:
i. The adequacy of student income support, and the extent to which
students are required to undertake paid work as a result
ii. The impact of student income support and paid work on students’
academic performance
iii. The adequacy of the provision of student services by universities
and student unions
iv. The impact of ancillary course costs and fees on students’
academic performance
v. The availability of affordable housing
vi. The extent to which distance and time spent commuting impacts
upon students’ academic performance
vii. The mental health and wellbeing of students, and the extent to
which the issues in Action Points 3.i, 3.iii and 3.iv impact on the
mental health and wellbeing of students
viii. The extent to which students, especially international students,
feel engaged and included on campus
That the National Education Officer and National Welfare Officer will engage
with NUS state branches, student unions and campus activists on the drafting
on the survey and its implementation
That the Research Officer will assist the National Education Officer and the
National Welfare Officer in drafting the survey to ensure the survey is concise
to facilitate maximum response rates and that the survey’s questions are
effective in gathering quality data
That the National President, National Education Officer, National Welfare
Officer and Research Officer engage with other like-minded bodies within the
higher education sector, such as the Australian Council of Education
Research or Universities Australia, to access the data, experience and
resources of such organisations in drafting and implementing the survey
i. That, with respect to Action Point 6, the National President, National
Education Officer, National Welfare Officer and Research Officer
shall take steps to ensure that the survey remains student-driven and
student-run, so that the survey will be able to be used effectively to
advance the interests of students.
That the National Education Officer and National Welfare Officer, with the
assistance of NUS state branches, will assist student unions and campus
activists in designing strategies to ensure an effective take-up rate of the
survey. This is important to ensure that the survey engages students from all
demographics, including
i. Campus
ii. Domestic and international students
iii. Indigenous and non-indigenous students
iv. Students accessing disabled support services at their universities
v. Faculty and/or discipline
vi. Age
vii. Year Level
viii. Distance education, part-time and full-time study loads
ix. Socio-economic background
x. Mature age and school-leaver students
xi. Undergraduate course-work, research and honours students
That participating student unions or campus activists will commit to achieving
a target of 300-500 responses from their university, to ensure that the survey
receives responses to all the demographics in Action Point 8, generates
relevant results for individual campuses (see Action Points 20 and 22) and to
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ensure that the data collected from the survey is reflective of the higher
education sector as a whole rather than the results being dominated by
responses from campuses with active and well-resourced student unions.
9. That the National Education Officer, National Welfare Officer and office
bearers from State Branches, especially State Branch Presidents, Education
Officers and Welfare Officers, provide assistance to student unions in
conducting the survey
10. That, given the importance of Action Point 8 and the target in Action Point
9, the National Education Officer, National Welfare Officer and office bearers
from State Branches, especially State Branch Presidents, Education Officers
and Welfare Officers, direct particular effort and resources in assisting less
active or less well-resourced student unions in conducting the survey
11. That following the collection of data, the National President and Research
Officer will assist the National Education Officer and National Welfare
Officer in writing the final report based on the data collected by the survey
and the recommendations to be made
12. That the National President, National Education Officer and National Welfare
Officer will invite preliminary feedback on the survey from State Branch
Presidents and Campus Presidents prior to Education Conference
i. That it will be responsibility of Campus Presidents to invite feedback
on the survey from campus activists office-bearers from their student
union and to transmit this feedback to the national office-bearers of NUS
13. That the National President, National Education Officer and National Welfare
Officer will invite feedback on the report from delegates at the 2012
Education Conference
14. That after consultation has taken place and suggested amendments to the
report have been discussed, the National President in conjunction with the
National Education Officer and National Welfare Officer will move that
Education Conference endorse the Report
15. That after its approval at Education Conference, the National President
release the report to the media and use the report as a means of stimulating
debate on the quality and accessibility of higher education in Australia
16. That the National President use the report to lobby the Federal Government
and universities and engage with bodies within the higher education sector,
such as TEQSA, Universities Australia and the Group of Eight, to act on the
findings of the report
17. That the National President, National Education Officer and National Welfare
Officer will, prior to Education Conference, initiate discussions with State
Branch office bearers, student unions and campus activists on how the
results of the survey could be utilised in a national campaign in second
semester
18. That such discussions be conducted and finalised with delegates at
Education Conference and the nature of the campaign to be workshopped
and ratified at Education Conference
19. That the National Education Officer and National Welfare Officer, with the
assistance of and in conjunction with interested student unions and campus
activists, will produce reports on individual universities and campuses,
where there is sufficient data to do so, to provide student unions and student
activists with tools to lobby their university for improvements on the quality
of education and the adequacy of student support services
i. That, although the National Education Officer and National Welfare
Officer will have a great deal of familiarity with these results, it is
intended that campus presidents and the Education Officers of student
unions will bear most of the responsibility for the production of these
university-specific reports
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ii. That, of necessity, the reports in Action Point 20 will be much shorter
than the final copy of the national report
20.That the National Education Officer and National Welfare Officer, where
appropriate and feasible, will assist student unions and campus activists in
lobbying their universities to take action on the issues identified at their
universities
20. That, in respect of Part 2 of the Quality Survey and where there is sufficient
data to do so, the National Welfare Officer will assist interested student
unions and campus activists in developing ‘Campus Action Plans’ based on
the reports in Action Point 20 to improve the delivery of student support
services and highlight key areas of student welfare at their campuses to be
tackled by student unions and universities
i. That, as is the case with respect to Action Point 20 and 20.i, it is
intended that campus presidents and the Welfare Officers of student
unions will bear most of the responsibility for the production of
these ‘Campus Action Plans’
Moved: Nick Parkinson (UWA)
Seconded: Kara Hadgraft (University of Melbourne)

EDUC3.8: University Timetabling
Preamble:
1. Students in Sciences and Engineering often have compulsory subjects
timetabled as early as 8am anywhere on campus.
2. In some cases these are not recorded online and no notes are put up either,
meaning that non-attendance at any of these lectures could cause failure of the
subject.
3. Occasionally lecturers look down upon students who cannot or do not attend
these lectures and will provide information to students who attend ‘off the record’.
4. With the increased constituency of University students travelling long
distances (up to and above 2hours either way) these hours of compulsory
study are either unrealistic, or not at all conducive to study.
Platform:
1. NUS recognises the profound impact timetabling can make on the University
learning experience and the capacity to learn.
2. NUS recognises the severe disadvantage consistent early morning compulsory
lectures can have on the learning students, particularly those
from low SES backgrounds, culturally linguistic students and those with
disabilities who may not be able to physically attend these lectures for
various reasons.
Action
1. The NUS Education Officer will lobby Universities to put pressure on Science and
Engineering Faculties to not schedule morning lectures or tutorials earlier than
9am.
2. NUS will incorporate considerations around learning impacts around
timetabling into any quality of education campaign.
3. NUS will place emphasis on early morning lectures in the ‘Lectures Online’
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campaigns on University campuses in order to ensure that if certain students are
unable to attend these lectures they will be guaranteed to have access to them
online.
Moved: Vivienne Moxham-Hall (University of Sydney SRC)
Seconded: Amelia Kondilios (University of Technology Sydney Students
Association)

EDUC3.9: Exam Weighting
Preamble:
1. University subjects, particularly those in the field of Sciences often weight
their end of year exams from 70-80% of the final year mark for the course,
placing an unrealistic emphasis on end of year cramming and high exam
performance levels.
2. Many students have high-pressure levels around exam periods and may be
negatively affected by nerves or examination stress, causing impacting on
their final marks.
Platform:
1. NUS recognises that weighting of end of year exams above 60% does not test the
full knowledge of students or reflect the learning process throughout the entirety of
the course.
2. NUS will endeavour to investigate the end of year course weightings of subjects
across all affiliated universities in Australia.
3. NUS will research the efficacy of placing such high grading levels on end of
year exams and the impact it has on students and their marks.
4. NUS will engage Universities to enforce rules around the weighting of end of year
exams to be no higher than 60%.
Moved: Vivienne Moxham-Hall (University of Sydney SRC)
Seconded: Amelia Kondilios (University of Technology Sydney Students
Association)
EDUC3.10 Education Conference: It will be a conference!
Preamble
1. The National Union of Students facilitates a broad national network of student
activists and representatives.
2. To be effective as an organisation, it is important to take as many
opportunities as possible to bring the student movement together and
meaningfully engage in debate and discussion around issues in higher
education.
Platform
1. Education Conference will provide an opportunity for students from across the
nation to come together and debate higher education issues. Speakers from
the higher education sector will host keynote addresses and panel
discussions around topics relevant to the student movement, and the
pressing issues and changes facing higher education.
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2. Education Conference will be a forum in which students can reflect on the first
semester campaign and help shape the direction of NUS for the second half
of 2012 through a conference resolution session.
3. Students will have the opportunity to share skills and campaign tips with other
attendees through workshops at Education Conference
Action
1. The National Executive will open expressions of interest for affiliate
organisations to host Education Conference on their campuses. After a period
of consultation, the National Executive will determine the host organisation for
Education Conference.
2. The National Education Officer, in conjunction with the National President, will
be responsible for soliciting expressions of interest from member
organisations. EOIs should include a detailed outline of the particular member
organisation’s suitability to host the conference, a funding proposal and
should also include a proposed set of aims and objectives for the conference
and a detailed plan of proposed activities.
3. The National Union of Students affirms its commitment to ensuring full access
for students from disadvantaged backgrounds. As such, grants for travel,
accommodation and registration expenses will be awarded to students from
low-SES, regional and indigenous backgrounds.
4. The National President, Education Officer and conference organisers will
seek funding from within the higher education sector to ensure that a quality
conference can be held at minimum expense to attendees.
Moved: Rosa Sottile (National Executive)
Seconded: Rachael Durrant (National Education Officer)
EDUC3.11: Textbook Costs
Preamble:
Each semester students are encouraged to purchase a new set of textbooks for their
various courses. Unless a student is studying a degree which relies heavily on the
text in the book it is often the case that students use the book once or twice for
components of the course but end up supplementing other required information from
readings and journal articles.
Platform:
1. The cost of textbooks sources some students out of an enriched study
experience and may disadvantage some students as they lack access to
materials
2. Universities do not cater for a large number of students to have access to
the required course material with one or two copies held in the library.
3. Students need a more equitable ability to access course material and
readings without having to fork out a large sum of money for text books.
Policy:
1.
2.

The national Education Officer launch a campaign that encourages
courses to switch to bound readers or offering increases online material,
who’s access is covered by course costs
The national Education Officer engages affiliates in this campaign and
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aims attempt to exert pressure on Universities to decrease reliance on
textbooks as course aides where a cheaper reader can be compiled or
sourced from online sources
Moved: Alexandra Mulder (Griffith University)
Seconded: Luke Moore (Griffith University)
EDUC3.12: A 20th Century Campus
Preamble:
1.
2.

3.

In the 21st century, many students chose to incorporate modern technologies as
an important aspect of their learning experience.
For students who are international, have disabilities, or have multiple
commitments, technology (through all lectures recorded, ear loops in each
lecture theatre and course notes available online) is a vital component in
securing an achievable and accessible education.
The recent Fund our Future Quality survey demonstrates that technology is
included in many areas of the student learning experience and should be well
funded.

Platform:
1.

2.

NUS believes that an accessible education is one that is well funded, and this
includes ensuring that the facilities on campus match the demands of the 21st
century.
NUS reinforces that all lectures should be recorded, that wireless should be
easily accessed on each campus and that there should be powerpoints and ear
loops in every lecture theatre.

Action:
1.

2.

That the National President and National Education Officer work with State
Branch Presidents and campus presidents to conduct an audit of technological
facilities at each campus. This includes the recording of lectures, course notes
available online, ear loops in lecture theatre, accessible wireless, an adequate
number of powerpoints and to assess if a laptop loan scheme exists for students
in need.
That the National President and National Education Officer create a scorecard
comparing the universities around Australia, which is to be presented or
workshopped at the Education Conference in July.

Moved: Phoebe Drake (NUS NSW President/Sydney University SRC)
Seconded: Jade Tyrrell (University of Technology Sydney Students’
Association)
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Chapter 4 Welfare
WEL4.1: Your Employment Rights Campaign
Preamble
1. With the cost of University increasing and the rates of student income support low
many students must work to financially support themselves throughout their degree.
2. For many students this is the first time they have entered the workforce or worked in
Australia, and they are often unsure of their rights and responsibilities as workers,
leaving them open to potential exploitation. Many are unaware of the appropriate
award for their industry, and are often at risk of poor OH&S practices.
3. These conditions can have an array of negative effects on a student’s studies,
including stress, exhaustion and financial strain.
4. Further, many students who recognise they are being treated unfairly are unsure of
where to go for help.
Platform
1. NUS believes that all workers have the right to fair wages and safe working
conditions
2. NUS recognises the detrimental impact unfair working conditions can place on a
student’s ability to study
3. NUS believes that there should be more easily accessible information about working
rights for students
4. NUS supports the role of trade unions as the primary support service for workers
rights
Action
1. NUS directs the National Welfare Officer in conjunction with the National Education
and International Officer to:
2. run a national awareness campaign that focuses on educating students about their
rights and responsibilities as workers
3. Produce and distribute a your rights handbook for students that contains	
  
o
National Employment Standards (NES)	
  
o
Modern awards and where to access them	
  
o
Basic OH&S rules	
  
o
Employers responsibilities	
  
o
Workers responsibilities	
  
o
Information on the importance of unions	
  
o
A list of unions with specific industries they cover and contact details
4. Liaise with the Australian Council of Trade Unions to assist with the development of
this handbook
5. Develop a ‘Your Working Rights’ advice section on the NUS website that includes
referral links to the Australian Council of Trade Unions
6. work with campus Welfare Departments to ensure that information on employment
rights are publicized via the relevant student organization’s websites and other
relevant publications
Moved:	
  Esther	
  Hood	
  (Monash	
  Clayton)	
  
Seconded:	
  Jenna	
  Amos	
  (Monash	
  Clayton)	
  
WEL4.2: Rental Databases
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Preamble:
	
  
1. The National Union of Students (NUS) notes with concern the recent reports which
suggest the emergence of national real estate tenancy databases. These databases,
compiled by third party companies (such as the Tenancy Information Centre
Australasia) track applications for tenancy by individuals. Real estate agents and
landlords who subscribe to theses services can receive an email alert when their
tenants apply for other properties.
2. The industry is seeking to justify this emerging practice under the auspice of
protecting the rights of landlords. However, the practice has the potential to violate
the privacy and liberty of young renters – a potentially vulnerable demographic with
little bargaining power or knowledge of the rental system as a result of their youth
and a lack of government or industry lead education in this area.
3. NUS notes that there is a risk that landlords may use such services to scuttle tenancy
applications to other properties or neglect their tenant’s interests on the basis of
perceived disloyalty. Although it is understandable that property owners should want
to protect their assets’ income, this does not justify the erosion of civil rights and
privacy.
Platform:
1. NUS acknowledges that as a result of the scarcity of student housing with
appropriate access to transport and in close proximity to their respective institutions,
students are often forced to accept otherwise undesirable rental conditions, locations,
contractual agreements or co-tenants. NUS does not believe that such
circumstances should tarnish the ability of student tenants to gain a lease in the
future.
Action:
1. NUS calls for the attention of State and Territory members to these emerging
databases as represent a significant potential to violate the privacy and liberty of
student renters – a potentially vulnerable demographic.
2. NUS directs the 2012 Welfare Officer to call on the State and Territory governments
to investigate the possibility of regulatory changes to ensure that this new practice
cannot be used by land lords to: scuttle new tenancy applications, unfairly
discriminate against young (student) tenants or as a basis to neglect the interests of
tenants.
3. NUS directs the 2012 Welfare Officer to investigate the emergence of national real
estate tenancy databases and assess the real-world impact upon students.
4. Further, NUS directs the 2012 executive to conduct a survey of affiliate organisations
members to assess their experiences with the expectation that the findings be used
to lobby state and territory governments and their agencies to better protect the rights
to student leasers.
Moved:
Seconded:

Rogan McMahon-Hogan (UCSA)
Jason Paris (UCSA)
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WEL4.3: 3rd Party Rental Collection Agencies
	
  
Preamble:
1. The cost of living has continued to rise for tertiary students in recent years with littleto-no increase in support from the federal government byway of rental assistance
under the Youth Allowance scheme.
2. Housing availability in metropolitan areas has continued to decline, while rents have
become higher and the application process for tenants has become more stringent.
3. The National Union of Students (NUS) acknowledges that it is becoming harder for
students to find housing with appropriate access to transport and in close proximity to
their respective institutions.
4. Furthermore, NUS notes the disparity within the rental market already faced by
Students who often lack necessary income, rental or employment history to compete
within the rental market against families and professionals.
5. Given the current rental environment faced by students, NUS notes its concern over
a growing trend of real-estate agents engaging third party rent collection operators.
6. These companies operated as rent collectors on behalf of real-estate agents and are
effectively a third party outsourced service. Often marketed in the form of reward
point earning schemes, they potentially come with increased costs for tenants. This
business model reduces the administrate burden for landlords and real-estate rental
manages but has the potential to shift these costs to consumers through processing
fees or other payment penalties (i.e. draconian late fees).
7. NUS also notes its concern that under many rental contracts rent is considered paid
only when received by landlords and that the existence of a third party intermediary
may undermined some of the protections that tenants may have with respect to their
rental agreement. Furthermore, in the event of difficulties or hardship on the part of a
tenant, options for negotiations in good faith with landlords over fair and equitable
payment of rent owed may be undermined by the presence of rental collection
agencies whose only commercial interest is processing transactions.
Platform:
1. NUS recognizes that outsourcing of services like rent collection is a legitimate
business practice if it leads to real efficiencies. However, if the emergence of third
party rent collection is effectively an effort to offload costs to students and other
renters alike, then it is possibly an unfair development against the interests of
tenants.
2. NUS notes with concern the possible impact on vulnerable low-income earning
students who are often burdened with additional costs of study and may be subject to
draconian contractual burdens with respect to the rental collection operators.
3. Given the importance of the tertiary sector with Australia, NUS calls on State and
Territory governments to investigate the potential impact of the practice of rent
collection outsourcing on the student body and community at large with particular
emphasis on impacts on vulnerable low-income earners and students.
Action:
1. NUS directs the 2012 Welfare Officer to proactively call upon State and Territory
governments voice publicly concerns about the issue and its intention to act to
protect and behalf of students and prospective renters and work to enact the
following recommendations;
2. NUS recommends that there be an effort from government to educate students as to
their rights through the usual channels such as the renters info pack (or similar state
based publication), websites as well as media press releases and comment.
3. NUS call on State and Territory governments to require real estate agents to offer
tenants with traditional payment methods such as cash, checks, bank transfers and
credit cards (and not just rental collection as an only option);
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4. NUS calls for legislation to ensure third party collection not be made mandatory as a
part of any rental contract, allowing renters to switch payment methods if
arraignments are detrimental to their wellbeing.
5. NUS works on University welfare services ensure that they offer relevant material
and be proactive in educating students as to their rights as renters.
Moved: Rogan McMahon-Hogan (UCSA)
Seconded: Chris Monnox (National Welfare Officer)
WEL4.4: Junior rates of pay.
Preamble:
1. The National Union of Students notes that youth wages significantly affect students
who receive only a fraction of the full rate of pay, based on their age rather than their
skill set.
2. University students under the age of 21 and are engaged in the work force are not
being paid fair wages for equal work. This discrepancy in work load and pay cheque
make it hard for students to be finically independent.
Platform:
1. NUS believes that junior rates of pay should be abolished. Despite the fact that
students are employed in the same jobs and doing the same work they are earning
less than their older counterparts simply because of their age.
2. NUS calls on the Federal Government to abolish junior rates of pay because they are
discriminatory and deny young workers equal pay for equal work.
Moved: Mikaela Wangmann (National Executive)
Seconded: Daniel Nikoloski (Adelaide)
WEL4.5: Affordable Student Accomodation
Preamble:
1. Student housing has long been an issue affecting the lives of many students, and it is
not a problem that is getting any better. Rent costs are rising across the country, and
over the last twelve months they have risen in Adelaide by 3.4%, in Sydney between
7-8% and in Melbourne by unto 10%. These figures are not one offs but rather
demonstrate a constant upward trend.
2. The strain that this is placing on students’ budgets is visible in the 2011 Student
Income and Welfare Report, which shows that in the last twelve months 22% of
students have been unable to pay their rent from their regular income. However, the
cost of accommodation is not only the issue that students are facing, the location is
also paramount.
Platform:
1. NUS acknowledges the Student Housing crisis occurring across the country and
believes in the right of students to access affordable accommodation in an secure
environment. NUS calls on the state and federal government to take action. NUS
believes that students who have to relocate to study and those from disadvantaged
backgrounds should be a priority for the government.
Action:
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1. That the national welfare officer in coordination with state and campus welfare
officers run a campaign about affordable student housing directed at the state and
federal governments as well as university administrations.
2. The National Welfare Office, in conjunction with the NUS Research Officers, shall
compile a report on the state of student housing at each university. The report
should encompass a range of information such as the rates charged at on-campus
colleges (including colleges that have been privatised) and use this information to
compare with rent and rates charges in areas around the university campus (i.e.
market rate)
3. The National Welfare Officer shall present the findings of this investigation to campus
Presidents and Welfare Officers at Education Conference, as well as to create
materials to run campaigns for additional housing at campuses, which fall behind
what will become the National Bench-mark.
Moved-Mikaela Wangmann (National Executive)
Seconded- Nyan Agoth (Adelaide)
WEL4.6 Childcare and the SSAF
Preamble:
1. One of the single most debilitating consequences of the Howard Governments VSU
legislation was the decline, and in some cases outright cessation, of subsidised child
care on campuses.
2. The Student Services and Amenities Fee offers student organisations an opportunity
to restore these vital facilities. Many students require childcare to be able to remain
enrolled in their course, the majority of these students can not afford to be paying full
price for child care.
3. Subsidised on campus childcare is a necessity to make university accessible to
students with young children.
Platform:
1. NUS believes that the provision of subsidised child care on all campuses is a vital
component of an equitable and accessible tertiary education system.
2. NUS notes the damage done to subsidised child care across Australia by the
introduction of VUS.
3. NUS notes the opportunities for service restoration provided by the SSAF and
believes that the restoration of subsidised child care must be a priority.
Action
1. NUS will support all student organisations engaged in campaigning for access to a
portion of the SSAF for the provision of subsidised childcare to the fullest extent
possible.
2. NUS will support all student organisations engaged in pressuring their university
administrations to provide subsidised childcare to the fullest extent possible.
Moved Mikaela Wangmann (National Executive)
Seconded Shaylee Leach (UniSA)
WEL4.7: Affordable Access to Food on Campus
Preamble:
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1. In a post VSU climate many student organisations signed away their commercial
operations so as to stay fiscally viable.
2. This has lead to a high price increase in the cost of food available at on campus
outlets. At many universities it is difficult for students to purchase a healthy meal at a
reasonable price so many turn to junk food because of the lower price.
3. On many campuses it is almost impossible to purchase a meal for under the cost of
$9. This places a huge strain on the student budget when almost ten dollars a day is
required for lunch. Many students do not have to option of bringing their lunch in from
home as long distance traveling to attend university coupled with high temperatures
can lead to food being spoiled before eaten.
Platform:
1. NUS believes that the availability of affordable food is a fundamental human right and
should not be exclusive based on income. Where possible NUS encourages student
organisations to subsidise meals so that alll students can afford to eat.
2. NUS also believes that student organisations should provided facilities to store
(fridge) or cook( sandwich press, microwave) food on campus.
Action:
1. The NUS Welfare Officer will research the cost of food on affiliate campuses and
produce a paper comparing universities that are in close proximity to each other.
2. The Welfare Officer will conduct a survey asking students about where they purchase
food from when they are on campus, what they pay for their meals, whether or not
they are happy with this and what they would like to see changed.
3. The Welfare Officer will run a campaign on affiliate campuses where students are
unhappy with the price of food calling on the University to assist in providing a
minimum of one affordable preferably student-owned food outlet on campus.
4. The Welfare Officer will discuss with student organisations the possibility of
introducing student kitchens in the student spaces including things like sinks, kettles,
microwaves and sandwich presses on campuses that do not already have these
facilities.
Moved Mikaela Wangmann (National Executive)
Seconded Shaylee Leach (UniSA)
WEL4.8: Youth Wages
	
  
Preamble
Youth Wages are generally considered a problem for Tertiary Students around Australia.
Youth Wages place a significant detriment upon tertiary students under 21 who are not paid
the same amount as others because of their age.
It also gives employers the capacity to employ young staff at lower rates affecting the job
opportunities for tertiary students over the age of 21.
Platform
1. The National Union of Students advocates for the abolishment of youth wage for those of
voting age (18 and over).
2. The National Union of Students proposes there is a system of equal pay for equal work
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3. The National Union of Students proposes a revision of the youth wage system including:
3.1. The abolishment of Youth Wages for those 18 and over.
3.2. The regulation of employers who employ young staff at lower rates affecting the job
opportunities for tertiary students over the age of 21.
Action
1. The National Union of Students calls upon the National Union of Students Welfare
Officer to:
1.1. Run a campaign across Australian Universities highlighting the detrimental effects of
Youth Wages on Tertiary Students.
1.2. To lobby the Australian Government to abolish the Youth Wages system for those
18 and over.
Moved: Isabelle Kingshott (UMSU)
Seconded: Hovig Melkonian (RMIT)
WEL4.9: Cost of Living and Wages
	
  
Preamble:
1. The cost of living in Australia has continued to go up this year and with most
Universities being in city areas this burden of cost has been placed on students.
2. Students are a section of Australia’s community which are some of the lowest paid
members of society.
3. Wages that most students earn are in the lower bracket of paid employment and
students have to juggle study commitments against work and other life pressures.
Platform:
1. Combating unfair pressures on students requires information sourced from students
as stakeholders
2. Being able to determine the number of students who are struggling under the
increased pressures placed by global financial difficulties on students is important.
3. The NUS exists as a lobby for students and campaigns to benefit student welfare
must be developed through consultation
Policy:
1. The national Welfare Officer commissions a survey of students which assesses the
cost of living factors they face and the wage or benefit they earn.
2. The findings from this survey will be made available to assist in strengthening the
case for increased welfare and support for students.
3. The national Welfare officer will pass this report to the National President in the hope
that they can use this information in continuing the Youth Allowance Campaign
Moved: Luke Moore (Griffith)
Seconded: Alex Tanglao (Griffith)
WEL4.10:	
  Welfare	
  Action	
  Network	
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Preamble	
  
We recognise
1. That the accessibility of higher education is a massive issue at Australian universities
2. That the lack of adequate student income support, affordable housing and support
services (such as bulk-billed medical appointments and counselling services) are
barriers to completing tertiary studies just as much as upfront tuition fees
3. That although issues of equity and accessibility in higher education can in many
instances only be systematically addressed by State and Federal governments,
student unions can make a real difference to the lives of students by providing
support services and representation
4. That as a national body, NUS, in addition to its role as the peak representative body
for Australian students, is in a unique position to assist student unions in sharing
knowledge and strategies on how to address these issues of equity and access
5. That there needs to be greater co-ordination between the National Welfare Officer,
State Welfare Officers, Campus Presidents and the Welfare Officers (or equivalents
thereof) in individual student unions on campaigns run by the Welfare Department
and in sharing ideas on how to address problems of equity and accessibility
Platform
We believe
1. That every student has the right to adequate income support and adequate support
services whilst studying
2. That NUS, whilst also fighting for the interests of students at a national level and
lobbying stakeholders within the higher education sector, should also take a leading
role in assisting student unions address welfare concerns at a local level or equity
and accessibility issues that are specific to their campus
Action
1. That the National Welfare Officer establish a national, cross-campus ‘Welfare Action

Network’, similar to the cross-campus Education Action Network, to assist in the
running of campaigns by the Welfare Department and to share advice and ideas on
how student unions can address the issues of equitable access to higher education
using the resources available to them
2. That said Network would include the National Welfare Officer, State Branch
Presidents, State Welfare Officers, Campus Presidents, the Welfare Officers of
student unions (or equivalents thereof) and any interested campus activists
3. That the National Welfare Officer contact all members of the Network, but especially
Campus Presidents and the Welfare Officers (or equivalents thereof) at the beginning
of their term to update them on the campaigns to be run through the Welfare
Department over the coming year, to find out the equity and access issues on their
campuses and how the Welfare Department can be of assistance in addressing
these issues
4. That the National Welfare Officer remain in regular contact with the members of the
Network to update members of the Network on the progress made by the Welfare
Department on their campaigns and to assess what assistance the Department can
provide to individual student unions in fighting grass-roots solutions to issues specific
to their campus
Moved: Emma Greeney (NUS WA State President)
Seconded: Tom Antoniazzi (UWA)
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WEL4.11: The New Old Problems of Student Income Support
Preamble
1. Improving the student income support system has been a longstanding goal of NUS.
Over the past four years, the Federal Government has made several improvements
to the student income support system including but not limited to: lowering the age of
independence to qualify for Youth Allowance from 25 to 22 in 2012, increasing the
parental means test, and increasing the personal income test. Many students in
need, however, are still unable to access income support.
2. The Federal Government has set ambitious targets for low SES and indigenous
enrolments at University. In order to achieve these targets, students must be
supported financially by the Government.
3. The cost of living, particularly the cost of rent in capital cities, has been consistently
increasing, while the rates of payment for Youth Allowance, Abstudy, and AusStudy
have not, meaning that students have had to work increasingly long hours to support
themselves. This has been detrimental to educational outcomes for students,
especially for those students working 20 hours a week or more.
4. The Government Review of Youth Allowance system led by Kwong Lee Dow in 2011
provided a chance to question the adequacy or inadequacy of the current Youth
Allowance system in combatting the issues around student income support.
Platform
1. NUS believes that a fair income support system is vital to ensuring that higher
education is accessible to all.
2. NUS commends the Gillard Government on its commitment to inject a further $265
million into the student income support system in 2012.
3. NUS believes that the current rates of payment for students accessing Youth
Allowance, Ausstudy, and Abstudy are inadequate.
4. NUS reaffirms its commitment to the lowering of the age of independence to 18.
5. NUS recognizes that the classification of certain students as independent by socioeconomic status or location does not adequately address the genuine issues faced
by people from lower socio-economic status, or rural and regional students, in
accessing education, and leaves many deserving students without access to income
support.
6. NUS reaffirms its opposition to a loans-based systems of student income support.
Action
1. The NUS National President, National Education Officer, and National Welfare
Officer will work with other sector groups including Universitites Australia, the Group
of Eight, Australian Technologies Network, and the National Tertiary Education Union
to pressure the Federal Government to increase the rates of payment for Youth
Allowance, AusStudy and AbStudy and increase the number of students able to
access these vital support payments.
2. The National Education Officer and National Welfare Officer will coordinate a
campaign which frames Youth Allowance and other payments around issues of
equity instead of poverty to get grassroots support and a push from university
students themselves for an increase in accessibility and funds for these vital support
systems. The campaign will be based on the recommendations of the Income
Support Review and will incorporate:
1.
classification, e.g. of rural and regional students
2.
access
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3.

reference to the Bradley targets for improving participation in
higher education
4.
information on how to access Youth Allowance and other payments
3. This campaign should encompass all payments, including Youth Allowance and Rent
Assistance, as well as have a focus on rural and regional students, students from a
lower socio-economic background, students who move away from home to attend
university and other disadvantaged group, including looking at the interaction of
Youth Allowance and other Centrelink payments.
4. Through the campaign, the NUS National Education Officer, NUS National Welfare
Officer, and NUS National President will continue to apply pressure on the Federal
Government through media attention and push these issues to the front of national
discussion.
Moved: Rosa Sottile (National Executive)
Seconded: Donherra Walmsley (National Executive)
WEL4.12: The Student Housing Shortage and How to Respond to It
Preamble
1. Rental prices, particularly in metropolitan areas, have been continuously rising over
the past decade. Affordable or subsidised student housing has in no way been able
to keep up with demand. In the context of an expanding university sector where more
students than ever before are undertaking tertiary study, this is becoming an
increasingly serious problem for students.
2. Students who do not have the option of staying in their family homes when
completing university are a at a serious disadvantage, due to the large financial
burden renting places on them. Students from rural and regional backgrounds,
students from low SES backgrounds, international students, indigenous students and
other marginalised groups are particularly affected.
3. Particularly in metropolitan areas, safe housing is difficult to find. That is, housing that
is secure, both in terms of the building and the stability of it as a rental property are
necessary for students to be able to focus on their degrees. It is difficult to find
housing that meets these standards, and students who require close proximity to
university, either because of financial or disability-related concerns are even more
open to the dangers of exploitatively priced and unstable housing.
4. Rent assistance, available to those on Centrelink payments, is grossly inadequate
given prices in the current housing market, especially in metropolitan areas.
5. Some universities have taken the opportunity to build more student housing after the
governments introduction of the National Rental Affordability Scheme, which was
intended to provide money for developers, companies and Government agencies to
build subsidised housing for those who cannot afford the ever skyrocketing rent
prices. While is it laudable that universities are building more housing, student
housing is not the intended target of NRAS, and there is not enough grant money
available solely within that scheme to fix the escalating student housing shortage.
6. On top of the financial and other difficulties when finding rental properties, students
who move from interstate face serious difficulties with the dramatically different
tenancy acts in each state, in terms of rent increases, tenant’s rights and other
pressing issues. This inconsistency makes it difficult to fund a national scheme, and
difficult to interact with housing as a national issue due to these complex state
divides.
Platform
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1. NUS believes that access to safe and affordable housing is a basic right, not a
privilege.
2. NUS believes that universities have a responsibility to provide safe and affordable
housing to as many students as possible.
3. NUS opposes universities expanding their stock of student housing through private
providers and/or public-private partnerships.
4. NUS acknowledges that a lack of university-provided accommodation leads to many
students, particularly international students, living in unsafe and sometimes
exploitative situations.
5. NUS believes that student housing - including but not limited to university provided
housing and private colleges - should, where possible, have safety and pastoral care
provisions in place as recommended in the Safer Universities Blueprint.
6. NUS believes that students who live in private accommodation must be adequately
protected under the law, and supports better protections for boarders and lodgers
under the Residential Tenancy Act, as well as stricter controls on how frequently rent
can be increased. NUS believes that the ACT has the best legislation for protecting
the rights of tenants, and that other states and territories should bring their respective
legislation into line with that of the ACT.
Action
1. That the National President, National Education Officer, and National Welfare Officer
conduct an audit of university housing during semester one, to be compiled into a
report to be presented at Education Conference.
2. The audit will collect data about the following:
a) the number of university-provided beds at each campus
b) the number of beds provided by colleges at each campus
c) the number of beds provided through public-private partnerships
d) the number of beds provided by exclusively private providers (e.g. - UrbanNest)
e) the bed:student ratio
f) the safety and pastoral care provisions in place, taking into account the Safer
Universities Blueprint
g) the prices charged for each type of accommodation
3. That the National President, the National Education Officer, the National Welfare
Officer, and other relevant National Office Bearers use the report as a tool to
a) assist campus office bearers in putting pressure on their universities to improve
the provision of housing on their campuses
b) garner media attention to put pressure on universities and state and federal
governments to improve the provision of student housing
c) lobby state and federal governments to improve the state of student housing
around the country
4. That the National President, National Education Officer, and National Welfare Officer
lobby the Federal Government to expand the National Rental Affordability Scheme to
enable more universities to access funding under it.
5. That the National President, National Education Officer, National Welfare Officer and
other relevant National Office Bearers develop a campaign to be run in semester one
in conjunction with the audit, aimed at building student support for improved
availability, affordability, and safety of student housing.
6. That this campaign be developed in consultation with campus office bearers, and
include material such as, but not limited to, stickers, posters, and information leaflets.
7. That the National Office Bearing team liaise with state branch presidents and campus
office bearers to identify state and campus specific issues, and assist them in
developing campaigns and lobbying universities and governments.
Moved: Donherra Walmsley (National Executive)
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Seconded: Rosa Sottile (National Executive)
WEL4.13: Victorian concession card reform for Tertiary Students
Preamble
1. The inability for Victorian tertiary students to receive equality in public transport fares
has been an issue of public debate for some years. The inequity lies, notably in the
inability for tertiary students, studying fulltime, to purchase a yearly concession Myki
or Metcards. Both the former Labor government and now the Baillieu Liberal
government have held the position that as tertiary students may defer their studies
they cannot claim yearly concession travel. Thus currently, tertiary students are able
to purchase twelve monthly concession cards at the cost of $657.60 p.a or a 365-day
Myki at the cost of $601.25 p.a rather than a yearly concession card at the cost of
$422.00 p.a, a discrepancy of close to $200.
2. Inequality can further be seen in the inability for international tertiary students and
students studying post graduate degrees to obtain concession metcards.
3. Furthermore, the Victorian Public Transport VPT student concession card is only
available to School, University or TAFE students who attend an institution approved
by the governments “Approved list of Schools” or “Approved courses in Tertiary
Institutions Register” . This inhibits youth between the ages of 17-25 who are not
studying in either a school or tertiary establishment, but instead enrolled in an
apprenticeship course or participating in the workforce in another capacity from
gaining a concession entitlement on public transport.
4. There is a discrepancy between this system and those such as Oslo and London,
who have introduced discounted rates for youth regardless of their tertiary situation.
Platform
The National Union of Students advocates that the Baillieu Government make available
yearly concession myki or metcards to tertiary students.
4. The National Union of Students proposes the availability of concession cards to
International students and Postgraduate students studying full time.
5. The revision of the concession card system including:
5.1. The introduction of a Victorian Public Transport “Youth Pass”, available to those
aged 17 to 25 regardless of tertiary enrollment.
5.2. The availability of a yearly Public Transport card is made to holders of the Youth
Pass.
Action
2. The National Union of Students calls upon Treasury to make costing’s into the issues of:
2.1. The introduction of the availability of Yearly concession myki (metcards) to all
tertiary students.
2.2. The availability of concession cards to International students and Post Graduate
students studying full time.
2.3. The introduction of a “Youth Pass” available to those between 17-25 years of age.
3. The National Union of Students calls upon treasury to budget more funds (currently $72
million) towards concession card acquirement. If not a reallocation of funds where
possible.
4. The National Union of Students calls upon the Baillieu Government to change policy on
this issue.
Moved: Bella Mentor (LaTrobe)
Seconded: Jon Barlow (VUSU)
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WEL4.14: Lobbying for Union Concession Rates
Preamble:
1. As the peak representative body of student associations and unions, a commitment
to collective action is our creed. We represent students, their needs and beliefs via a
commitment to our own passion. As part of this, is important to promote the value of
collective action and of representation for students both at university and outside.
2. Industrial Unions serve in a similar capacity to the national union of students and its
affiliates, organising and lobbying on behalf of its members.
3. As such, the National Union of Students should be lobbying to encourage university
students to join their respective industrial union. However, this organisation is one
founded on the belief in the existence of student poverty to the detriment of a
students’ welfare. Hence an appropriate measure for the National Union of Students
should be to lobby a number of industrial trade unions to offer concession
membership fees for full-time domestic under- and post-graduate students.
4. Many students have to work in order to afford some of the numerous costs
associated with undertaking tertiary education working in professions such as
hospitality and communications; their right to union representation should not come
at the cost of student poverty.
Platform:
1. The National Union of Students states in its belief in the importance of collective
action and representation that industrial trade unions should explore the option of
offering concessional membership fees to full-time university students.
Action:
1. The National Union of Students’ Welfare Office for 2012 undertakes lobbying efforts
to a number of industrial trade unions to implement concessional membership fees
for full-time university students.
Moved: Todd Pinkerton (USYD)
Seconded: Michael Pettersson (ANU)
WEL4.15: National Mature Age Students Representation
PREAMBLE
1. In Australia, Mature aged students comprise a significant proportion of the higher
education sector. When they return to study as mature aged students they are called
upon to simultaneously to manage both a work/life environment and a study
environment along with factors that conflict with a return to study, all encompassing
physical, cognitive and emotional challenges.
2. The Age Discrimination Act 2004 identifies education as an area of discrimination of
mature age students. Consideration needs to be paid to:
(i)
the establishment of a learning environment which empowers them to
cope with the numerous challenges they face whilst studying;
(ii)
the establishment of an environment in which the mature age student can
be socially, culturally and politically addressed and involved;
(iii)
the establishment of an environment that will enable the mature age
student to become pro-active through student activities and
representation.
3. Considering that the body of Australian mature age students will contribute a
substantial amount of money in the form of the SSAF, it is important that the NUS
National Office-Bearers in 2012 commit to addressing mature age students, ensuring
that their needs and wants are met along with the rest of the diverse student cohort.
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4. It is important that the NUS, as the peak representative student body in Australia,
lead by example in fostering a positive community attitude towards younger and older
Australians.
5. Mature-aged students comprise a significant proportion of the higher education
sector in Australia. Cullity (2006) estimates that nationally, 38% of commencing
undergraduate university students are over 21 years.
6. While mature-aged students have the potential to succeed at university, their
economic and family responsibilities are barriers to study and might lead to attrition
(Davies, 2001)
7. Academic and social integration are vital components of student retention; social and
academic engagement is likely to be equally important for school leaver and matureaged students. (Tones, Fraser, Elder & White 2009)
Platform
1. The Mature aged student is identified by Australian Universities to be non-school
leavers and aged 21 at the commencement of their education, not students aged 21
who commenced their education as school leavers. The NUS will recognise the
Mature Aged student as the Australian Universities do, as the student experience
differs.
2. The NUS publicly identifies the Mature Age Student cohort as a part of the higher
education student body whose needs and wants differ from those of the school
leaver.
3. NUS must recognise that equal opportunity requires the elimination of forms of
ageism that will directly or indirectly disadvantage mature age students in their
educational opportunities.
4. The NUS calls upon all future National Office-Bearers to make a deliberate effort to
build on and expand communication with their campus office-bearer equivalents with
regards to Mature Age students.
5. The NUS believes that members and potential members of student organizations
deserve fair treatment and as such believes that the commitment to engage with
Mature Age students will promote an environment of inclusion.
6. That the National union of students recognise that Mature age students face different
barriers regarding engagement and retention in higher education
7. Support consultation with mature age students regarding mature age issues.
Action
1. The NUS President will bring into being a Mature Age student advisory committee.
(MASAC)
2. The co-ordination and implementation of the National MATES campaign for 2012 will
be achieved through a partnership between the NUS National President and
MASAC.
3. The 2012 National MATES campaign will become a blanket campaign of the NUS.
4. That NUS National Office-bearers communicate and consult with MASAC in order
that Mature Age students are addressed in current or new campaigns that will include
them.
Moved: Billy Colless (National Small and Regional Officer)
Seconded: Emma Greeney (WA State Branch President)
WEL4.16: Establishment of a working-party for the implementation of a national
student discount card scheme
Preamble:
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1. A chief issue of concern of student representation is that of student poverty. It is no
secret that the financial costs associated with undertaking tertiary election often
incurs a number of costs that prevent students from accessing many vital services.
2. In the national union’s belief of the need to remedy this issue, an ultimate objective of
providing a means by which students are able to access discounts around student
services and other student-essential commodities (stationary, electronics, etc.)
should be pursued. A national discount scheme for members of the National Union of
Student affiants is an ideal situation. Due to the gravity of such a scheme, a working
party would need to be established to explore the possibilities of establishing the
appropriate links with companies that cater towards the student experience to
implement a discount card for students.
3. The membership of the working party to be comprised of the National President,
National General Secretary and 5 individuals elected at the National Conference.
Platform:
1. The National Union of Students resolves to create a working party aimed at exploring
opportunities for establishing links with companies that cater towards the student
experience for the implementation of a national discount card scheme for students of
affiliate organisations.
Action:
1. The National Union of Students resolves to create a working party aimed at exploring
opportunities for establishing links with companies that cater towards the student
experience for the implementation of a national discount card scheme for students of
affiliate organisations.
Moved: Michael Pettersson
Seconder: Todd Pinkerton
WEL4.17: Disability and Mental Health wellbeing officer
Preamble
1. People who are living with a disability or mental health issues are some of the most
vulnerable people in society. The need for representation so that these people are
protected within a university structure is paramount to ensuring a fair and equitable
system that looks after the rights of all university students.
Platform
1. NUS believe in protecting the rights of students who are living with a disability or
mental health issue and believe that they deserve adequate representation at a
student representative level.
2. NUS believe the only way to advocate for these students and form coherent
campaigns is through having a representative on NUS.
Action
1. NUS will investigate the inclusion of a National Disability and Mental Health
Wellbeing Officer as a National Officer on NUS and report back to the NUS
Education Conference as to the form this should take
2. Further to this at the 2012 NUS National Conference NUS will look to implementing
the position of National Disability and Mental Health Wellbeing Officer on NUS.
Moved: Frank Gafa (NUS National Indigenous Officer)
Seconded: Isobel Morphy-Walsh (ANU Students’ Association)
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Chapter Five: Women’s Policy
WOMEN5.1: Women in Elections (Revising Affirmative Action)
Preamble:
1. NUS recognises that women and men are all restricted by socially defined
expectations and limitations. Gender stereotyping narrows or negatively impact many
people’s education, career options and opportunities.
2. In student organisations, women continue to be underrepresented in
leadership positions.
3. The introduction of Affirmative Action (AA) policies in University student
organisations has assisted in encouraging women to run for leadership positions
and in evening out this gender imbalance.
4. Despite the intention of AA policies to achieve equal opportunity, NUS
recognises that there continues to exist a great deal of controversy over AA
policy. This is largely due to the misconception that AA aims to advance women
over men.
5. This controversy can lead to derision against female candidates, students
voting for male candidates explicitly because they perceive AA to unduly
advantage female candidates, and campuses choosing not to incorporate an AA
policy.
6. In contrast, a Gender Equity policy would ensure that 50% of elected
representatives are women and 50% are men. This policy aims to undercut any
perception of preferential treatment for female candidates.
Platform:
1. NUS has a commitment to ensuring that both genders are equally represented
in student leadership.
2. NUS supports the implementation of a Gender Equity policy in student organisation
elections. This would entail 50% of the elected representatives being women and
50% being men.
3. In the instance where the election has an uneven number of representatives
elected, the final position will be granted to the individual with the next highest
votes.
Action:
1. The National Women’s Officer will liaise with all university student
organisations and establish which organisations have an AA policy, a Gender
Equity policy or no gender-specific policy. The NUS National Women’s Officer will
investigate whether a gender-specific policy impacts on the decision of female
candidates to run, and will explore the broader attitudes within the student
organisation toward both AA and Gender Equity. The percentage of female
representation in each student organisation will also be documented.
2. The results of this liaison will be published on the NUS website during
Semester 1, 2012.
3. The National Women’s Officer will work with individual student organisations to
achieve the implementation of a Gender Equity policy. Student organisations that
have low female representation will be prioritised.
Moved: Naomi Brooks (University of Sydney SRC)
Seconded: Vivienne Moxham-Hall (University of Sydney SRC)
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Women5.2:Bluestocking Week
Preamble:
1. Women experience a significant disadvantage through structural oppression within
tertiary institutions in Australia.
2. Issues such
as representation of women at all levels of universities, the fazing out of Women’s
Studies majors and safety on campus.
3. Bluestocking seeks to
highlight these factors and bring about positive change for all women at all levels of
tertiary education in Australia.
Platform:
1. NUS recognises that women experience significant structural inequalities at
university
2. NUS
supports all women involved within tertiary institutions
3. NUS
recognises unfair expectation that women students can and will contribute
academically, financially and socially to institutions that do not actively promote other
women.
Action:
1. NUS National Women’s Officer will liaise and support women’s departments
and women’s collectives nationally to run Bluestocking Week at the beginning of
semester two in 2012.

Moved: Clare Keyes-Liley (La Trobe University)
Seconded: Noni Sproule (University of Melbourne)

Women5.3: NOWSA Conference
Preamble:
1. The 2011 NOWSA conference was run over one week in the middle of the
University year and had a range of very high quality speakers and workshops.
2. The attendance of this year’s NOWSA conference, however, had only a small
proportion of female students in attendance.
3. One Woman pulled out of the conference after controversy surrounding the
transgendered status of one of their members and their legitimacy in attending
the conference. This and other events at previous NOWSA conferences have
lead to an unsavoury reputation for such an important network.
4. NOWSA offers female students an excellent opportunity to engage with fellow
young female activists and should be an opportunity supported by the National
Union of Students’ Women’s Department and the Union at large.
Platform:
1. NUS recognises the importance of supporting NOWSA as a student run
conference that is relevant to the Women’s NUS portfolio.
2. NUS, on the approval of the 2012 NOWSA representatives will have a bigger
role in aiding publicity and sourcing guest speakers for the event.
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Action:
1. That NUS will advertise NOWSA on their website and link to all relevant pages
for the conference.
2. That the NUS National Women’s Officer will work with the NOWSA directors to
help publicise the conference and attempt to mobilise support and attendance
around the conference.
3. That NUS will aid the writing of regulations around autonomous attendance
and distribute information on definitions and regulations around transgendered or
intersex people attending the conference with the assistance of the Network of
Women Students Australia.
4. That the NUS National Women's Officer will work with the Network of Women
Students Australia to write regulations ensuring a financially transparent and
accountable organising process for future conferences.
Moved: Vivienne Moxham-Hall (University of Sydney)
Seconded: Naomi Brooks (University of Sydney)

WOMEN5.4: Women in Sciences and Engineering
Preamble:
1. Women in Science and Engineering a re consistently under-represented in
student involvement and leadership on university campuses.
2. Student organisations often overlook the hours and times that Science and
Engineering students study which usually means that they will miss out on, or
avoid getting involved in student run events.
Platform:
1. NUS recognises the lack of women in leadership roles, especially after debate
around Women on Boards and in Parliament.
2. NUS recognises that there is a severe lack of women involved in leadership
positions in Sciences and Engineering in senior and student levels.
3. NUS will encourage and promote women in Science and Engineering to
become involved in leadership positions representing their subjects or
representing students through national organisations and the
establishment/support of existing female science and engineering clubs.
Action:
1. The National Women’s Officer will work with the Women in Science and
Engineering national organisations to help develop further policy around
encouraging these women to get involved in leadership positions in student
organisations, and Science and Engineering student based groups.
2. NUS will conduct events and campaigns that target the involvement of women
in science and engineering through running events at lunch hours and directing
women’s officers to create liaisons with the various science and engineering
groups/clubs on campus.
3. The NUS National Women’s Officer will work with women’s officers or
collectives to help establish women’s groups around science and engineering
across student campuses that may not have them.
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Moved: Vivienne Moxham-Hall (University of Sydney)
Seconded: Phoebe Drake (University of Sydney)

WOMEN5.5: University Infrastructure
Preamble:
1. Universities have a responsibility to provide infrastructure that will reduce
incidences of sexual harassment and assault of female students while they are at
University.
2. The 2011 ‘Talk about It’ Survey found that 24% of women did not feel safe on
University Campuses at night and 86% of respondents had experienced sexual
harassment in the form of comment or noises.
3. Many women need to stay back on campus until night in order to complete
tutorials, lectures or library study.
4. There are many places around campus at night that are poorly lit where it is
essential to walk through to get in and out of campus as well as those pathways
that lead to student accommodation and colleges on campus.
5. Women’s toilets on campus are regularly left open, unattended and not
monitored during the afternoon and night hours which can be very disconcerting
for female students and a safety and security hazard.
6. Increased attendance at nighttime events on campus, especially those that
involve alcohol consumption, can reduce the safety of women on campus.
7. The improvement of University infrastructure such as lighting, toilets and
nighttime security measures are crucial to increasing the perception of safety on
campus late at night and avoiding night-related cases of sexual harassment.
Platform:
1. That the NUS recognises the importance of improving University infrastructure
in any campaign around Women’s safety on campus, emphasising the
importance of night time lighting and toilet security measures.
Action:
1. Incorporate issues about university infrastructure, especially noting lighting and
safety around toilets at night into any actions around Recommendation 1 under
Services in the ‘Talk about It’ survey.
2. NUS National Women’s
Officer will assess the night security measures under the Services Resolutions in
the ‘Talk About It’ survey for each campus and work toward their implementation
and improvement.
3. NUS will lobby the government for
increased funding to Universities to be directed to the Services Resolutions in the
‘Talk About It’ survey as well as better lighting and safety around open toilets on
campuses.

Moved: Vivienne Moxham-Hall (University of Sydney)
Seconded: Naomi Brooks (University of Sydney)
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WOMEN5.6: Childcare and the SSAF
Preamble:
1. One of the single most debilitating consequences of the Howard Government’s
VSU legislation was the decline, and in some cases outright cessation, of
subsidised child care on campuses. The Student Services and Amenities Fee
offers student organisations an opportunity to restore these vital facilities. Many
students require childcare to be able to remain enrolled in their course, the
majority of these students cannot afford to be paying full price for childcare.
Subsidised on campus childcare is a necessity to make university accessible to
students with young children.
Platform:
1. NUS believes that the provision of subsidised childcare on all campuses is a
vital component of an equitable and accessible tertiary education system. The
NUS notes the damage done to subsidised child-care across Australia by the
introduction of VUS.
2. NUS notes the opportunities for service restoration provided by the SSAF and
believes that the restoration of subsidised child-care must be a priority.
Action:
1. NUS will support all student organisations engaged in campaigning for
access to a portion of the SSAF for the provision of subsidised childcare to the
fullest extent possible.
2. NUS will support all student organisations engaged in pressuring their
university administrations to provide subsidised childcare to the fullest
extent possible.
Moved: Mikaela Wangmann (National Executive)
Seconded: Shaylee Leach (University of South Australia)

WOMEN5.7: Politically Training For Women.
Preamble:
1. The number of women involved in politics has improved dramatically over the
last few decades however it is still a gender-biased profession.
2. The biggest reason for this is women are not succeeding because they have
not been taught the skills at the same rater as their male counterparts.
3. These skills cover a vast array of the required knowledge needed to get
elected and succeed in student organisations. These skills are passed down from
one generation of the involved to the next, this is what leaves women in the cold
because many of their male predecessors are choosing to pass this knowledge
on to other men rather than women.
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Platform:
1. NUS believes that, in forums of student representation, many political skills
remain tacitly unspoken – the domain of male-dominated mentor-protégé
relationships.
2. NUS recognises the NOWSA conference is necessary in helping incoming
Women’s Officers become effective activists, but believes a separate mechanism
must be made available for all women to be trained in boosting their
representation within political structures.
3. NUS acknowledges that it is part of its role to allow women to help women in
bridging the political gap between males and females.
Action:
1. That the NUS National Women’s Officer liaise with State and campus
Women’s Officers to organise non-partisan political skills training seminars, open
to all women involved in the student movement on affiliate campuses.
2. That such seminars can cover topics including, but not limited to,
balloting, campaigning, policy writing and meeting procedure, and can be led by
relevant experts in the field.
3. That the National Women's Officer run workshops at Education conference on
similar topics exclusively for women.
Moved: Mikaela Wangmann (National Executive)
Seconded: Nyan Agoth (University of Adelaide)
WOMEN5.8: Women’s Leadership
Preamble
1. Despite the fact that a women has managed to rise to the highest level of
politics in this country it is still a male dominated field; sadly student politics is no
different.
2. Men archive high
office more than women in student organisations across the country, this is not
due to discrepancy in ability, but discrimination.
3. The way to encourage women to get involved and stay involved in politics, is
not always through quotas, but occurs from creating supportive networks
between women at all levels of student body governance.
Platform:
1. NUS acknowledge that while participation of women has increased
dramatically in recent years it is still not on par with male students at many
campuses across the country.
2.
NUS wishes to move past this and truly have equality between the genders and
will actively work to ensure this occurs.
Action:
1. That the National Women’s Officer & campus presidents create networking
events and opportunities for women to encourage support and informal mentoring
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opportunities.
2. That the National Women’s Officer conduct a survey of women involved in
student organisations looking at how they got involved and what they think could
help to get more women involved, and stay involved as well as why they feel that
more women are not involved.
3. That the National Women’s Officer develop a paper on ways to engage with
young women and how to keep them engaged with student organisations.
4. That the National Women’s Officer will work with student presidents to ensure
that the culture of their organisations do not have a ‘blokey’ culture that can deter
women from engaging.
Moved: Mikaela Wangmann (National Executive)
Seconded: Shaylee Leach (University of South Australia)
WOMEN5.9: National Standards and Frameworks for Affiliates for
Autonomous Organising
Preamble:
1. With the passage of the Student Services Amenities Fee legislation this year
the NUS is set to gain new affiliates. This promising development necessitates
some uniformity to student organisations across the country in the areas of
women and queer policy.
Platform:
1. All affiliates need to work towards having safe spaces on their campuses for
collectives to operate out of
2. Setting a standard in Australia is something that will enrich the lives of all
University students and ensure positive experiences for all students
3. Student lead support services are invaluable and student organizations
campaigning for space will benefit students as a whole
Action:
1. The National Women’s Officer and the National Queer Officers compile a
report into spaces on affiliate campuses and establish a standard practice
highlighting best practices
2. The National Women’s Officer and National Queer Officers endeavor to
compile a campaign aimed at ensuring affiliate members and potential affiliates
have a framework to work towards establishing collectives and getting spaces
3. The National Women’s Officer and National Queer Officers endeavor to visit
new affiliates to discuss progress for women and queer issues and to identify
areas where other national office bearers can support development on campus
Moved: Brenna Booth-Mowat (Griffith University)
Seconded: Rosa Sottile (NUS National Executive)

WOMEN 5.10: Campus Safety
Preamble:
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1. Security on campus is a concern that has not been addressed well by
Universities, Government and some student organizations. It is important that all
students feel safe on campus and that safety concerns are met with the
assistance of student feedback. Students should feel safe on University
campuses when they are supposed to be there and all attempts should be made
to ensure safety is good after hours.
2. Students being required to sit exams after business hours and having to trek
through poorly lit paths to reach cars and public transport is not good enough.
Students need a safer option to get home from examination and university
venues that are far removed from the hub of campus activity.
Platform:
1. International students, women students, queer students, indigenous and ethnoculturally diverse students are affected by security concerns on campuses across
Australia. It is important that these and all students feel safe at university
2. The provision for examinations to finish after hours is one that leads to
students not being safe on campus, this practice must stop
3. Student organizations need to be supported in action they take to enhance
security on campus
4. Universities need to be aware that they are assess on the standard of safety
they provide for students on campus
Action:
1. That the National Women’s Officer commissions another talk about it survey as
a follow up from this year.
2. The National Ethno-Cultural, International, Indigenous and Queer Officers
engage international, ethno-culturally diverse and queer-identifying students on
their perceptions of safety on campus.
3. The four officers listed come together and compile a report into the standard of
security on campus across Australia.
4. The National President engages the Government on improving industry
standards and putting pressure on the sector to have a more transparent practice
of reporting security instances on campuses
Moved: Brenna Booth-Mowat (Griffith University)
Seconded: Alexandra Mulder (Griffith University)

WOMEN5.11: State and National Colleges Summit
Preamble:
1. That colleges are often not safe places for women students at universities
around Australia.
2. There has been a steady stream of scandals involving an endemic sexist
behaviour toward women in colleges at NUS affiliate campuses, such as The
University of Sydney and The Australian National University.
3. Universities have been slow to act on claims of sexual assault and sexual
violence within their colleges.
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4. That not enough is being done by university and college institutions to ensure
that there is sufficient training, adequate reporting procedures and proper support
given to women within colleges.
5. That there exists a ‘culture of silence’ around sexual harassment, violence and
assault of women in the colleges, and that this needs to be challenged.
6. That this culture influences the ability of women to feel safe and fully embrace
their time at university.
7. The often closed nature of college communities mean that women are often
unable to challenge this sexism in a constructive way without fear of exile from
their peer group.
8. That students within some colleges are successfully engaging with this culture
and seeking to change it.
9. That the most effective way to change the culture of colleges is from the inside,
by men and women themselves.
Platform:
1. NUS contends that all women deserve to feel safe, supported and able to
perform to their full ability while they are students at university.
2. NUS states that this objective is severely challenged by the sexism and
violence perpetrated against women within the college system.
3. NUS believes that not enough is being done at present by universities,
colleges and student organisations to challenge this culture.
4. NUS supports the action taken by women and men within colleges to change
this culture.
5. NUS asserts that knowledge and skill sharing between college leaders,
students and student organisations is the best way for the culture to be changed
and women to be supported.
6. NUS believes that within this skill sharing a best practice model of engagement
and support can be formulated.
Action:
1. That the NUS National Women’s Officer and NUS State Women’s officers
should support the formation of a state college’s summit in each state where it is
viable to do so. At universities where the student organisation has women’s
officers they should be included in the planning of the summit.
2. That the purpose of the summit is to foster relationships and sharing between
activists at different colleges and to share successful models of engagement with
the student body. The summit will give preference to the participation of women,
however where there has been work done by men they will be welcome to attend.
3. That the recommendations from each summit should be collated and
presented to both the NUS National Executive and the NOWSA Women’s
Collective for endorsement.
4. That these recommendations should then be presented to the head of the
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National Association of Australian University Colleges, heads of campus services
and accommodation working groups. Copies should be made available to the
women’s department of all NUS affiliates.
5. That these state summits aim to build toward a National College Summit in
2013.
6. In line with the recommendations put forward by the 'Talk about it' survey an
outcome from the summit must be a respectful relationship-training workshop
formulated by the conference.
7. In addition to this, NUS directs the National Women's Officer to contact
relevant community organisations in each state to discuss their approach to
training.
8. These workshops must be ready to begin by college O-Weeks in 2013.
9. That funding for these state summits should be sought from universities and
college associations and not bore by NUS.
10. At universities where student associations do not exist the State Women’s
Officer should be the contact person for students at that university.
Moved: Noni Sproule (The University of Melbourne)
Seconded: Nai Brooks (The University of Sydney)

WOMEN5:12: The New F Word: Feminism is back campaign
Preamble:
1. That despite gains over the past 50 years women are still fundamentally
disadvantaged in the community.
2. Women are disproportionally the victims of violence, sexual assault and are
substantially disadvantaged in the work force.
3. That these gains to the status of women are the result of feminism.
4. Despite these gains young women are increasingly unwilling to identify with
feminism as an ethos. Without this identification the battles that are still to come
will not be won.
5. University is a time when the building blocks of identity and activism are
consolidated. While at university is the best time to begin women’s engagement
with feminism.
6. That the best way to do this is through a campaign engaging women with
feminism.
Platform:
1. That NUS believes that feminism is still a useful way of engaging with the
world.
2. That without a new generation of feminist activists women will remain secondclass citizens.
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Action:
1. That the NUS National Women’s officer create a campaign and materials
asserting the need for feminism in the modern world.
2. That the NUS National Women’s officer liaise and support state and campus
women’s officers and collectives to roll out the campaign nationally.
3. That this campaign should run in semester one and that materials should be
available in time for O-Weeks.

Moved: Noni Sproule (The University of Melbourne)
Seconded: Clare Keyes- Liley (La Trobe University)

WOMEN5.13: State Women’s Officers
Preamble:
1. That the position of State Women’s Officer has often been left vacant in most
state branches around the country.
2. That the position of State Women’s Officer can be a useful tool both for
women’s activists in that state and the National Women’s Officer.
3. That NUS State Branch is a useful place to develop skills that can then be
utilised by activists around the country.
4. That NUS State Branch often has a better understanding of state-based
issues.
Platform:
1. That NUS believes the position of State Women’s Officer is an important
position.
2. NUS urges all factions to prioritise the filling of this position in their
negotiations over state branch positions in years to come.
Action:
1. The National Women’s Officer will contact all State Branch Presidents at the
start of 2012 to enquire after the position of State Women’s Officer.
2. In states where this position has not been filled the National Women’s Officer
will facilitate training of women’s activists so that it can be filled the following year.

Moved: Noni Sproule (The University of Melbourne)
Seconded: Clare Keyes- Liley (La Trobe University)

WOMEN5.14: A Woman’s Right to Choose
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Preamble:
1. In many states laws regarding abortion still sit in the criminal code.
2. While in practice in many places there is access to abortion, the risk of
prosecution exists for women and those who assist them.
3. This danger was made clear with the charging of the “Cairns couple” in 2009
when two young people were charged and prosecuted for procuring an abortion.
4. This discrepancy makes the process of abortion increasingly difficult for
women to navigate.
5. In addition to this, abortion is often prohibitively expensive for young women
even in states where it is decriminalised.
6. The above-mentioned issues severely challenge a woman’s right to choose
and as such, her position as an equal citizen.
Platform:
1. NUS believes in safe, free and legal access to abortion for all women.
2. NUS believes that abortion should be removed from crime statutes around the
country so that women have the right to access terminations as they would any
other medical procedure.
3. NUS supports the work of organisations that lobby and fight for law reforms in
this area.
Action:
1. That the National Women’s Officer contact the relevant organisations in each
state to offer support to their campaign.
2. That the National Women’s Officer source information documents surrounding
abortion law and make them accessible to women students.
Moved: Noni Sproule (The University of Melbourne)
Seconded: Clare Keyes- Liley (La Trobe University)

WOMEN5.15: Sexual Harassment, Assault & Discrimination Education &
Support (SHADES) Program
Preamble:
1. The 2010/2011 Talk About It survey developed by NUS found that despite a
huge incidence of sexual assault, harassment or feeling unsafe, the levels of
reporting associated with these were only 2% to police and 3% to the university.
2. Reporting these experiences is integral to creating programs and policy that
correctly address the problem and gaining closure and justice for the victim.
However, NUS recognizes that the environment in which victims wish to report
their experience is not always conducive to doing so.
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3. The SHADES program is student led and aims to mentor victims through this
process in such a way as to minimize feelings of social isolation post event.
Developed in 2011 and initially piloted at small and regional universities, this
program will continue into the future and provide a national service to help
change the culture of silence on our campuses.
4. SHADES Mentors volunteer to be ‘go-to’ students on campus. These Mentors
know what services are available, how to access them and how to support victims
of violence in a sensitive manner. The SHADES program is designed to be
referral support service to prevent situations where victims are shuffled from one
place to another as they seek a solution that fits them. In this way, the onus is
taken off the victim with victims mentored and supported throughout the process.
Mentors are trained by completing modules put together by the staff member in
consultation with service providers and provided by either the National Women’s
Officer or Team Leaders.
5. SHADES Mentors are also part of a national push to ensure safer university
campuses around the country. Mentors not only support victims of violence but
also proactively campaign their universities to ensure every student feels safe
whilst studying.
6. SHADES Mentors are managed by program Team Leaders who form the
interface between the program and the university and the program and NUS.
Team leaders liaise with the National Women’s Officer (either directly or through
the staff member) with regards to training, reporting, accountability and campus
specific as well as national safety campaigns and initiatives.
Platform:
1. NUS believes that the ‘culture of silence’ contributes to victim harm and stunts
work that aims to reduce violence against women.
2. NUS believes that initiatives to address violence on campus need to be
reflective of a partnership between staff and students in order to be successful
and sustainable.
3. NUS believes that victims of sexual assault, harassment and discrimination
should not feel more isolated following their experience.
4. NUS believes that assisting victims of assault, harassment and discrimination
is a community responsibility, not the individual’s.
Action:
1.The NUS Women’s Department will continue contacting interested students
about hosting SHADES programs on their campus and work with them in their
initial planning to set one up. The Women’s Officer will actively recruit seed
SHADES members who will then recruit program participants on their campus.
2. The NUS Women’s Department will continue to communicate with Vice
Chancellors, other relevant staff members, and student representatives (including
Women’s Officers) informing them of the program, what it aims to achieve and
how to support setting one up at their university.
3. The NUS Women’s Officer in 2012 will expand the network of interested
students from small and regional universities to include any interested university.
4. The NUS Women’s Officer will recruit and train a staff member to auspice the
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SHADES program from the national office. This staff member will provide
logistical support to the program, will collect anonymous data from the program
(for accountability and for qualitative use in Talk About It research) and will report
to the National Women’s Officer.
5. The NUS Women’s Officer will direct the staff member to liaise with service
providers such as state police services, counseling services, rape crisis centres
and the like, in putting together training modules that address specific areas
including, but not limited to:
MENTORS:
i)
ii)
iii)

Identifying sexual assault, harassment and discrimination;
Cultural awareness training;
Training in how to sensitively assist someone who has experienced
assault, harassment or discrimination;
Training on what services are available;
“First response” and first aid;
Campaign and advocacy training;
Training in gender discrimination and intersectionality, and how it
relates to violence.

iv)
v)
vi)
vii)

TEAM LEADERS (all of the above, plus)
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)

Basic project management;
Human resource training;
Governance and risk training;
Training in desired data recording methods;
Identifying services for the emotional debriefing and counseling of
Mentors.
6. The NUS Women’s Officer, or the staff member as directed by the Women’s
Officer will liaise with SHADES Team Leaders over the course of 2012 to track
progress and growth of the SHADES program and communicate national
priorities and plans for safety campaigns.
7. The NUS Women’s Officer will encourage all SHADES Mentors and Team
Leaders who identify as male to become White Ribbon Ambassadors and join the
national push to end violence against women, particularly around White Ribbon
Day on the 25th of November.
8. Recognising the issues associated with intersectionality, the NUS Women’s
Officer will liaise with other NUS Office Bearers as appropriate with regards to the
program.
9. The National Women’s Officer will provide progress reports (using anonymous
data) to the National Executive, and the Education, NOWSA and National
Conferences including detail on:
-

Number of participants in the program;

-

Ratio of staff and students involved in the program;

-

Number of students assisted by the program;

-

Notable successes of the program;
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-

Potential risks;

-

Potential growth;

-

Resourcing;

-

Training; and

-

The program’s relationship to other peak organizations.

This information will be collected by the staff member and compiled into timely
reports for the Women’s Officer.
10. The NUS Women’s Department will make SHADES materials readily
available via the SHADES website and manage a process whereby the staff
member maintains these, keeping them up-to-date and reflective of best practice.
11. The Women’s Officer will foster and manage professional and working
relationships to women’s, tertiary and violence prevention peak organizations to
ensure a collaborative approach to violence prevention and cooperation between
organizations. This includes but is not limited to White Ribbon.
12. The Women’s Officer will manage the sustainability of the program, identifying
areas that need development and growth and working to address this.

Moved: Courtney Sloane (2011 National Women’s Officer)
Seconded: Rachael Durrant (2011 National Education Officer)

WOMEN5.16: Talk About It & Safety on Campus
Preamble:
1. Results collected from the 2010 “Talk About It” survey into women’s safety on
campus revealed a widespread problem of a high incidence of assault,
harassment and general feeling of being unsafe coupled with low reporting rates.
2. In 2011, the NUS Women’s Department released the “Safe Universities
Blueprint” which included 30 recommendations for change. The report and the
survey’s results led to a nation-wide discussion about safety on campus and
universities’ responsibility for tackling it.
3. As take up of the Blueprint’s recommendations commence, it is crucial NUS
measures universities’ performance in addressing safety on campus for womenidentifying students.
Platform:
1. NUS recognizes the high economic and immeasurable emotional costs of
experiencing violence.
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2. NUS recognizes that violence experienced whilst studying affects the learning
outcomes of those students.
3. NUS believes that ending campus-based violence is the responsibility of
universities in partnership with students.
4. NUS supports women’s human rights to live without fear of violence.
Action:
RESEARCH
In order to develop trending data on campus-based violence and measure the
take-up of NUS’s recommendations, the National Women’s Officer will: 1. Liaise
with researchers or research and statistics based organizations about the ways in
which the Talk About It survey’s methodology could be strengthened including but
not limited to the use of online surveys and the use of an ‘opt-in’ technique.
2. Using this information, generate a survey for distribution in the later half of
2012. The survey should have similar questions to the 2010 survey in order to
gain trend data but also include questions that specifically address colleges and
on campus accommodation.
3. In accordance with policy point 1, distribute the survey to gather responses.
4. Collect the data and bundle for analysis the following year.
LOBBYING
Building on the momentum generated in 2011, the National Women’s Officer will:
1. Work with campus-based activists to lobby for the implementation of the Safe
Universities Blueprint recommendations in their entirety at universities. The NOW
will publicise those universities that are proactive in their approach and those that
are not, aiming to create a group of universities that are “Universities of Choice
For Women”. These universities’ status will be made public in the media, online,
at NUS conferences and meetings of the National Executive, and in other NUS
work on safety in 2012 to encourage women to attend a university that works to
ensure their safety whilst studying.
2. Work with student organizations (particularly those that are setting up post
VSU, and those in rural and regional areas) to set aside funding to promote safer
university campuses, well resourced women’s collectives and well resourced
women’s campaigns as per the recommendations.
MOVEMENT BUILDING
In 2012, the National Women’s Officer will:
1. Continue to alert the media on the issues associated with violence against
women on campus and initiatives put in place by universities, student
organizations and NUS to end it.
2. Continue to work with White Ribbon Australia to develop campus based White
Ribbon initiatives and to feed to student experience into the work White Ribbon
carries out.
3. Continue to work cooperatively with GetUp! in the development of a safety
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ratings system and ensure the campaign stays true to the needs of students and
the work NUS carries out on this issue.
4. Continue to promote the Australian Human Rights and Equal Opportunity
Commission as an avenue for students to report their experience should their
university not cooperate and liaise with HREOC regarding the implementation of
recommendations and the development of the second survey.
5. Continue to liaise with Universities Australia on implementation of
recommendations and the development of the second survey.
6. Continue to utilise connections with women at the NTEU to progress staff –
student partnerships in ending violence against women on campus.
7. Provide support and entry points for students who wish to campaign on ending
violence on their campus.

Moved: Courtney Sloane (2011 National Women’s Officer)
Seconded: Rachael Durrant (2011 National Education Officer)

WOMEN5.17: Women’s Representation in Campus Organisations
Preamble:
1. Increasing women’s representation in decision-making roles and leadership
positions is a globally pursued goal. Women make up just over 50% of the
Australian population and yet their numbers in leadership and decision making
roles fall abysmally behind. Women make-up 30% of the Australian parliament,
comprise 18% of university Vice-Chancellors, and comprise 2.5% of Chairs, 3%
of CEOs and 8.4% of Board Directors in ASX companies.
2. Equality of participation for women is important to ensure that women’s
interests are fairly represented in decision-making. Evidence suggests that
women who participate directly in decision making bodies press for different
priorities than those emphasized by men. Evidence also shows that women’s
participation in decision-making bodies improves the quality of governance.
Studies have found a positive correlation between increased women’s
participation and reduction in the level of corruption.
3. At the student level, women make up more than 50% of university enrolments
and as such, their interests and experiences should be a larger part of student
representative bodies and activities. Despite this, their levels of representation fall
some way behind, dropping to as low as 19% on some campuses. Issues like
violence against women on campus or in colleges, sexual health and harassment
from lecturers and tutors are under represented on student bodies when in fact
they should be front and centre.
Platform:
1. NUS believes that women have a right to equal social, economic and political
participation including at the student level.
2. NUS supports structural measures to improve women’s representation at the
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student level.
3. NUS believes improved levels of women’s leadership at the student level will
assist attempts at improving women’s leadership throughout the community.
Action:
In 2012, the National Women’s Officer will:
1. Collect data on the levels of women’s representation in student organizations
around the country. This information will be made available online via the NUS
website.
2. Build strategic partnerships to promote the importance of strong women’s
leadership at the student level and the role this plays in improving women’s
leadership throughout the community.
3. Promote structural measures such as quotas and affirmative action to improve
women’s representation on campus.
Moved: Courtney Sloane (2011 National Women’s Officer)
Seconded: Rachael Durrant (2011 National Education Officer)

WOMEN5.18: Key Strategic Relationships
Preamble:
1. Over the past three years, the NUS Women’s Department has developed and
grown its strategic relationships within the women’s sector in order to maximize
the reach of NUS’s work, utilise the experience, skills and resources of other
women’s organizations and feed the experiences of tertiary students into the work
that other organizations carry out.
2. These relationships ease pressure on NUS resources and greatly expand the
reach and success of NUS initiatives.
Platform:
1. NUS believes that collaboration and cooperation by organizations with similar
values and objectives contributes to the success of NUS initiatives.
Action:
In 2012, the NUS National Women’s Officer will:
1. Continue to work with White Ribbon as a member of the National Leadership
Group and major campaign partner to consolidate campus White Ribbon groups
and find other ways in which White Ribbon, other White Ribbon campaign
partners and the NUS Women’s Department can work together particularly in
regards to women’s safety on campus and the role men can play in ending it.
2. Continue work as an Equality Rights Alliance member organization on the
issues of affordable housing, the consolidation of anti-discrimination legislation,
women’s leadership and health. Membership also includes attendance at face-toface meetings, regular teleconferences and out of session work being an
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advocate for tertiary women and young women. Contingent on the ERA Steering
Group’s decision, the NWO will also continue work as a member of the ERA
Steering Group.
3. Continue work on the Australian Women Against Violence Alliance (AWAVA)
Advisory Group as a representative of NUS Women’s Department, highlighting
the issue of safety on campus.
4. Increase work with Children By Choice and seek out new partnerships to
campaign for full abortion rights in all States and Territories.
5. Continue work with the National Rural Women’s Coalition regarding
preparations around the 2012 Commission on the Status of Women themed
around empowering rural women and their continued work on Youth Allowance
and access to tertiary education.
6. Seek out other opportunities for connecting with like valued organizations in
order to further spread the work of the NUS Women’s Department.

Moved: Courtney Sloane (2011 National Women’s Officer)
Seconded: Rachael Durrant (2011 National Education Officer)

WOMEN5.19: Affirmative Action for Delegates to the NUS National Conference.
Preamble:
1. Gender discrimination has led to a situation where women’s leadership and
membership of decision-making bodies at the student level is diminished.
2. Despite forming a majority of the undergraduate population, women occupy less
than half of student organisation positions, on average, around the country. This
drops as low as 20% at some campuses.
3. These low levels of women’s leadership lead to a situation where issues that affect
a majority of the student body are not being represented at the magnitude that they
should be.
4. Structural measures to improve the number of women in decision-making
positions are successful in achieving their outcome. This achievement also includes
shifting attitudes towards women in leadership.
Platform:
1. NUS supports structural measures for improving women’s leadership and
acknowledges their success in other forums, particularly State and Federal
Parliaments.
2. NUS recognises the need for women to be involved in decision-making processes
at the campus level.
3. NUS recognises the importance of supporting women’s leadership.
Policy:
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1. NUS National President, General Secretary and Women’s Officer in conjunction
with the National Executive will investigate options for instilling affirmative action
rules into the rules of election of campus delegates to the NUS National Conference.
Affirmative action will apply on a campus-by-campus basis.
2. This will include an investigation into (but not limited to) the following:
- The minimum proportion of positions to be reserved for women and men; and
- The timing of implementation.
2. These recommendations will be presented by the National Women’s Officer to
Education Conference with a view to implementing them during a constitutional
amendment session. Campus representatives and National and State Office Bearers
will be notified of the progress on the formation of recommendations between
January and Education Conference in July.
Moved: Courtney Sloane (National Women’s Officer 2011)
Seconded: Rachael Durrant (National Education Officer 2011)
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Chapter 6 – Queer
QUE6.1: Working with Campus Queer Offices
Preamble:
1. NUS acknowledges the vital importance of having campus queer representatives in
furthering the rights and well-being of queer students.
2. With the introduction of VSU, many campuses have lost their queer representative
positions and/or funding that was crucial in maintaining support and services for queer
students.
3. Queer safe spaces on campuses also continue to come under attack by university
administrations.
Platform:
1. NUS calls on all member organisations to establish an autonomously elected queer
representative position in situations where one does not exist already.
2. NUS recognises the importance of facilitating access to resources and support services
for queer officers around the country.
3. NUS supports queer activism on campus and calls on the National Queer Office to assist
as much as possible with campus based queer rights campaigns in 2012.
4. NUS believes that all queer students’ have a right to feel safe on campus and that safe
spaces play an important role in creating an environment that is welcoming, supportive,
and nondiscriminatory. The National Queer Office should ensure these spaces are
actively defended if threatened by university administrations, or in instances where they
don’t exist, work towards their creation.
Action:
1. The National Queer Office will network with campus student unions and similar bodies to
negotiate and advocate for the creation of an autonomous queer representative position
where one does not already exist.
2. The National Queer Office will consult and engage with campus queer officers
throughout the year in order to determine the distribution of information, resources,
support services and any other assistance the national office can offer.
3. The National Queer Office will provide all queer officers with information regarding
sexual health organisations, queer community groups, media contacts and queer events
across each state, as well as any other information queer officers might find useful
(where possible).
4. The National Queer Office will conduct regular mail outs and material distribution.
5. The National Queer Office will also attempt to attend as many cross-campus queer
meetings as practicable, in consultation with the relevant NUS State Queer Officer(s)
and campus queer representatives.
6. 6. The National Queer Office will develop a database of information relating to university
queer representation including information on safe spaces, collectives, queer officer
contact details, upcoming events, publications etc, to distribute to all queer officers in
order to help facilitate skill-sharing and networking. This will also help NUS recognize
areas of deficiencies in queer representation and support services with the aim of
improving these situations.
7. The National Queer Office will actively seek to participate and/or support campus based
queer campaigns using
NUS’ resources, contacts and networks.
8. The National Queer Office will support, advocate, lobby and campaign for the protection
and creation of safe spaces on campuses across the country.
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Moved: Kat Henderson (QUT)
Seconded: Emma Dook (Latrobe)
QUE 6.2: A National Queer Department
Preamble
1. There are numerous examples of queer activist organisations in Australia that are
successful in achieving their aims and objectives due to their significant national
presence. With issues such as marriage equality and adoption set to be debated heavily
over the course of the coming twelve months, it is imperative that the NUS Queer
Department represents the views of students across the country, not just those in major
population centres.
2. The overrepresentation of queer youth in suicide and mental health statistics, as well as
the plethora of other issues affecting same sex attracted, intersex and transgender
students undertaking tertiary study is of grave concern. These key factors warrant a
nationally active department, capable of running countrywide campaigns to combat
them.
Platform
1. NUS recognises the importance of a National Queer Office that is active in every state
and territory in order to unify and empower the student movement and thus achieve the
aims and objectives of the department
2. NUS acknowledges the need for regular communication with campus office bearers in
order to implement successful campaigns that reach students.
Action
1. As per the NUS constitution, conference directs the incoming National Queer Officers to
hold national phone link-ups with queer equivalent campus office bearers at least twice a
semester.
a) The purpose of such link-ups should be to inform campus office
bearers of the direction and progress of the NUS Queer Department with respect
to their aims and objectives and provide information to actions campus office
bearers can take to assist with completing such aims and objectives on their own
campuses.
b) In addition, the link-ups should be utlised to facilitate a discussion where campus
office bearers can share experiences, problems and solutions to scenarios they
have faced on their own campuses
2. NUS directs each of the National Queer Officers to visit every state and territory in which
there is at least one NUS-affiliated campus over the course of their term, in order to meet
with as many queer campus office bearers face to face as is possible. Further, NUS
directs the incoming members of the Budget Committee to ensure that the travel lineitem of the Queer Department is adequate enough to allow for this, if financially possible.
3. NUS directs the National Queer Officers to establish a national e-list, to include all
campus queer officers, as well as any other interested individuals.
a) The purposes of such an e-list will be to disseminate updates from the
department, as well as encouraging individuals from member campuses to
contribute to discussion relating to on-campus activism and support
b) Should the department issue a press release or receive media coverage, the
details (and attachments of coverage and/or press releases if possible) must be
distributed over the national e-list as soon as is practicable.
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c) Upon submitting a report to National Executive, the incoming Queer Officers must
distribute the report no later than one week over the national e-list.
4. US directs the National Queer Officers to foster skills-sharing between campuses in
order to assist campus queer officers to build their collective, develop networks between
queer students, and undertake queer activism.
Moved: Chris Wheeler (La Trobe Student Union)
Seconded: Ryan Turner (ANU Students Association)
QUE 6.3: Full adoption and surrogacy rights
Preamble:
1. Adoption for LGBTI couples is currently available in only three Australian
states/territories - Australian Capital Territory, Western Australia, and New South
Wales.
2. Surrogacy for LGBTI couples continues to be illegal in the Northern Territory,
Tasmania and South Australia.
Platform:
1. NUS condemns state governments’ commitment to these queerphobic laws and calls
for their immediate reform in support of full rights.
Action:
1. NUS will strive to raise awareness of the unequal laws limiting LGBTI couples’
access to adoption and surrogacy.
2. The National Queer Officers will use their position to publicly state NUS’ support for
LGBTI surrogacy and adoption rights and demand that applicable state governments
reform these laws immediately.
3. NUS will be an active participant in any campaign that arises around the need to
reform these queerphobic laws in favour of granting LGBTI couples full rights to
surrogacy and adoption.
Moved: Emma Dook (Latrobe)
Seconded: Kat Henderson (QUT)
QUE 6.4: Balancing socialising and activism
Preamble
1. Queer departments across the country have had great difficultly in maintaining a
positive balance between running social events and activist campaigns. It has
happened that many departments across the country have focused one area,
neglecting the other, which has been to the detriment of the whole department. Both
activities are equally important as socializing allows students to meet those who have
had similar experiences, helping them cope, and activism fosters a greater
understanding of issues that are uncommonly faced in society, promoting social
change.
Platform
1. NUS recognises that campus queer departments have had difficulty in promoting an
equal balance between social activities and activism
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2. NUS believes that balancing these two activities is of fundamental importance to
departments due to the benefits gained
3. NUS recognises that some campuses may require assistance to achieve a balance
due to some of the difficulties faced
Action
1. NUS directs State and National queer officers to regularly interact with the relevant
campus officer bearers to ascertain the types of activities being run
2. NUS directs the national queer officers to provide assistance to campuses if they
have difficulty running varied activities
Moved: Chris Wheeler (La Trobe Student Union)
Seconded: Amelia Kondilios (UTS Students Association)
QUE 6.5: Conference Clashes
Preamble
1. The break between semesters one and two traditionally plays host to a range of
student conferences, designed to equip and empower student activists across the
country.
2. July 2011 saw NUS Education Conference and Queer Collaborations (QC) held
during the same week forcing students to choose between the two conferences.
Queer student activists were unable to attend both conferences, causing many to
miss out on the valuable information and networking opportunities that these events
provide.
Platform
1. NUS understands that student-run conferences such as QC provide valuable
resources, knowledge and opportunities to youth activists, ensuring the development
of the student movement throughout the country.
2. NUS recognises the need to allow all student activists equal opportunity to attend
student run conferences
3. NUS acknowledges that early planning and communication with all stakeholders with
respect to the timing and content of student-run conferences will result in the best
chance of student activists being able to attend as many conferences as they wish.
Action
1. NUS directs the incoming National Office Bearers planning an NUS organised
conference to communicate and liaise with organisers of other student-run
conferences, such as QC, to ensure that these conferences are scheduled at
different times
2. In the event that such a clash is inevitable and impossible to avoid, NUS directs the
incoming National Office Bearers planning an NUS organised conference to publish
conference readers and timetables as far in advance as possible to ensure those
wishing to attend more than one conference are able to make required plans with
respect to travel and accommodation in order to do so.
Moved: Chris Wheeler (La Trobe Student Union)
Seconded: Amelia Kondilios (UTS Students Association)
QUE 6.6: Discrimination in Queer Spaces
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Preamble
1. Multiple types of privilege exist, and privilege operates within autonomous spaces,
including Queer Spaces.
2. Queer spaces act as a welcoming, supportive, and nondiscriminatory environment
aimed at allowing queer students to escape the often hetero-normative surroundings
of typical university campus.
3. NUS recognises that the provision of safe spaces for queer students is vitally
important in student unions and on university campuses.
Platform
1. NUS recognises that queer spaces should be holistically welcoming environments
that are safe for all queer-identifying persons regardless of sex, race, gender-identity,
ability, socioeconomic status, age, or religion.
2. NUS acknowledges that queer spaces can often be dominated by gay men, and in
some cases, the services and the campaigns run by queer departments are focused
solely on the needs of the gay male community.
Action:
1. That the NUS National Queer Department, in conjunction with other relevant NUS
Departments, including but not limited to: Women’s, Ethno-Cultural, and Indigenous;
will run a campaign directed at eliminating prejudice in campus queer spaces and
raising awareness of different types of privilege which operate within queer spaces.
2. That the NUS State Queer Officers meet with queer officers from each member
campus to look at campus specific strategies directed at reducing discrimination
within queer spaces.
Moved: Neha Madhok (UTS Students’ Association)
Seconded: Amelia Kondilios (UTS Students’ Association)
QUE 6.7: Equal Marriage Rights Campaign 2012
Preamble
1. The Federal Labor Government’s continued ban on equal marriage rights is one of the key
forms of legal discrimination barring queer Australians from substantive legal equality. As a
result of the campaign for marriage equality, which has seen the mobilisation of thousands of
people--particularly young people and students--this issue has come to the forefront of the
national consciousness and been forced onto the political stage. The NUS Queer Department,
along with other non-government organisations such as Australian Marriage Equality and Equal
Love, have played a vital role in the community and on university campuses in engaging the
public on this issue. This has helped to highlight the existence and purpose of NUS as a
progressive and activist union on campuses across Australia, and within the queer community.
2. Registration and civil union schemes do not represent equal rights. This position is consistent
with polls which show a groundswell of opinion in favour of equal rights and record that 68% of
respondents are in support of equal marriage. Amongst younger people and in particular
students this level of support increases to 80%. A poll in 2008 illustrated that within the queer
community, support for marriage over civil unions or any other scheme for so-called equality
stands at 86.3%.
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3. The policy of the Coalition and the Australian Labor Party denying full marriage rights for all
Australians is unjust. Any political party denying equal marriage rights is to be condemned on
this basis.
4. Although members of the Australian Labor Party, at a State, Territory and Federal level have
formally expressed support for equal marriage rights, the Prime Minister, Julia Gillard, recently
announced her support for a conscience vote among Labor parliamentarians on the question of
marriage equality (rather than a binding vote on policy around this issue in the Australian
Parliament).Equality is not a matter of conscience, and a conscience vote by Labor
parliamentarians would likely lead to the continued denial of substantive equality for queer
Australians.
5. The NUS Queer Department has played a vital role in the campaign for marriage equality over
the past four years, consequently fostering greater visibility for NUS and assisting to highlight
the existence and purpose of NUS as a progressive institution on university campuses and in
the Queer community more broadly.
Platform
1. NUS recognises that marriage equality is not an issue for the individual consciences of
parliamentarians, but a question of civil rights, which should always be upheld as a matter of
principle.
2. NUS re-affirms its support for the campaign for marriage equality led by organisations such
Equal Love, Community Action Against Homophobia, Australian Marriage Equality, and a
number of unions such as the Community and Public Sector Union (CPSU).
3. NUS will continue to be an active participant in the campaign for marriage equality, publicly
speak out against the denial of marriage equality by the federal government, and engage
university students and campus queer departments on the issue of marriage equality, among
other things, in order to highlight the relevance of NUS to students as a progressive union.
Action
1. NUS will take a public stand, through media releases, statements on the website, media
interviews public demonstrations and other actions, in favour of marriage equality and against a
conscience vote.
2. In 2012 NUS will make its commitment to marriage equality known by:
a) Condemning the continued denial of marriage equality and expressing full
support for the Marriage Equality Amendment Bill.
b) Lobbying all political parties and independent members and senators represented in the
Australian parliament to support the 2004 Amendment to the Marriage Act.
c) Actively opposing any proposed conscience vote in recognition that it would lead to the
defeat of equal marriage rights.
d) Rejecting civil unions and registration as insufficient to afford substantive equality for
queer partnerships and publicly advocating that nothing short of full marriage rights for all
Australians represents equality.
e) Supporting any moves within Federal and State Parliaments to legislate in favour of
Marriage Equality.
f) working with non-government organisations to increase support within the Parliament for
marriage equality.
Moved: Kat Henderson (QUT)
Seconded: Ryan Turner (Australian National University Students Association)
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QUE6.8: Homophobia in schools
Preamble:
1. One of the important aspects of the national queer campaign over the last couple of years has
been our success at including high school students as well as university students
2. Research has shown that high schools are the place where same-sex attracted and gender
diverse people feel the least safe. The most recent report on homophobia in high schools
'Writing themselves in 3' shows that the situation is in some ways actually getting worse in high
schools: In 2010, 61 per cent of young people reported being subject to homophobic verbal
abuse, an increase from 44 per cent in 2004. Alongside this, young people suffer physical
abuse, which also showed anincrease to 18 per cent from 15 per cent in 2004.
3. This puts real primacy on developing strategies to tackle queerphobia in high schools.
4. The Safe Schools Coalition Victoria (SSCV) which was been running for a year and a half is a
coalition of schools and individuals dedicated to creating safer educational environments where
same sex attracted and gender diverse young people are supported, where every family can
belong, where every teacher can teach and every student can learn. SSCV provides training,
resources and consultancy for every school in Victoria to support sexual diversity and gender
diversity, and thereby enhance school performance.
Platform:
1. NUS believes that schools need to be safe places not just for queer students but also teachers,
other school workers and parents.
2. NUS demands that the Victoria government require schools to join a safe schools coalition
committed to tackling homophobia in schools
3. State governments should make funding available to combat queerphobia in schools.
Action:
1. The National Queer officers and National President of NUS use their position to publicly support
the work being done by highschool students and the Safer Schools Coalition in Victoria.
2. The National Queer officers and National President of NUS use their position to publicly
demand that state governments should make funding available to combat homophobia in
schools.
3. The National Queer officers and National President of NUS use their position to publicly
demand that the Victoria government compulsorily require all public and private schools join the
'Safe Schools Coalition Victoria'
Moved by: Kat Henderson (QUT)
Seconded by: Jade Eckhaus (National Queer Officer)
QUE 6.9: NUS and Campus Queer Spaces
Preamble:
1. Campuses from around the nation have commendably created places on campus
where queer students can go to feel safe from discrimination and harassment on
campus, as well as discuss and explore their sexuality with others.
2. These spaces, normally called “Queer spaces” have proven invaluable to queer
students on campus, and in many cases been critical to them feeling supported and
confident in their sexuality.
3. The NUS recognizes that students who are without safe spaces and shelters,
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particularly rural students, are individuals at risk.
Platform:
1. The National Union of Students must take the lead on establishing Queer spaces on
campuses that are lagging behind in instituting these essential spaces.
2. The NUS Queer Department should be in close contact with, and applying significant
levels of pressure where necessary, to these universities and students unions who
are failing to support their own students. A recent reminder of this failure, or in this
case blatant queerphobia on behalf of the USQ university administration, was their
decision to ban the Alliance LGBT group from their campus “Harmony Day”, which
ironically aimed to promote “respect, fairness, inclusion and a sense of belonging for
everyone”. This is evidence that the fight for queer rights on campuses is sadly still a
fight that NUS must take up.
3. The creation of safe spaces for queers on campus will go a long way to creating a
safe and harassment-free experience of queer students.
Action:
1. The NUS Queer Department maintain constant contact with all campuses on queer
issues, regardless of whether they have a functioning student representative body or
not.
2. University administrations must be lobbied to institute campus queer spaces and
adopt a more inclusive and pro-active approach to supporting queer students on their
campuses.
3. NUS will prioritise small and regional campuses in this action.
M: Neha Madhok (UTS Students’ Association)
S: Amelia Kondilios (UTS Students’ Association)

QUE 6.10: NUS and Gender Identity in Campaigns
Preamble:
1. Gender identity is not limited to the archaic and binary notion of a male and a female.
Indeed, many students studying at campuses around Australia themselves do not
identify as male or female and experience varying levels of harassment and
discrimination from others based on this.
Platform:
1. Students and queer activists have expressed upset over the NUS’ use of terms such
as: ‘gay marriage’; ‘same-sex marriage’ and other language which marginalizes
those who are gender and/or sex diverse or attracted to more than one gender.
Action:
1. The NUS Queer Department aim to be more inclusive of students who do not identify
their gender along binary lines.
2. The NUS Queer Department, and any other National Departments involved in the
fight for marriage equality, refer to the campaign in advertising and media statements
as the campaign for “Equal Marriage”.
3. All NUS campaigns must include components related to queer persons who are not
solely homosexual identifying persons.
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M: Neha Madhok (UTS Students’ Association)
S: Ryan Turner (ANU Students Association)
QUE 6.11: “Politically Queer” or “Queer Heterosexuals”
Preamble:
1. The NUS recognises that “Politically Queer” and/or “Queer Heterosexual” has been
used to refer to someone who is not gender and/or sex diverse and who exclusively
experiences opposite sex attraction.
2. NUS recognises that gender and/or sex diverse persons comprise but are not limited
to the following groups: transgendered, transsexual, intersex, genderqueer,
genderquestioning, third gender.
Platform:
1. NUS recognises the need of the queer community to have allies in its fight for full
equality in society and welcomes pro-queer people attending non – autonomous
events such as marriage rights rallies to support queer rights.
2. NUS affirms its strong belief in the right of queers to autonomously organise and
chart their own course in all matters, free from the influence of non-queers.
Action:
1. Any queer officer of NUS shall identify as queer as specified in the above platform.
2. The National and State Queer Officers shall ensure that the right of queer students to
organise autonomously is respected by ensuring that only queer students participate
in Cross Campus Queer Networks, queer caucuses, autonomous queer events and
queer- autonomous NUS events, unless specified otherwise.
Moved: Neha Madhok (UTS Students’ Association)
Seconded: Lyndal Butler (UTS Students’ Association)
QUE6.12: Queer Collaborations
Preamble:
1. In both 2010 and 2011 NUS Education Conference (EdCon) Queer Collaborations (QC) have
clashed. Such clashes forced queer students to choose between going to EdCon and QC and
consequently denied many queer students their ability to voice their opinions about different
aspects of queer and education policy.
2. Both QC and EdCon play a central role to the functioning of NUS and to decisions that are
made about what kind of campaigns are run throughout the year it is important than as many
students as possible are included in these conferences.
Platform:
1. NUS recognize the importance of including as many different people as possible in the student
movement and specifically at making sure oppression and marginalized groups are not
silenced.
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2. NUS recognizes that as an organization, it is stronger when all components of the student
movement are included in the decisions that are made about the policy and campaigns
Action:
1. That the NUS National Education Office bearer and the National President will liaise with the
organizers of QC 2011 before setting a date for EdCon.
2. That all National Office Bearers will lease with organizers of autonomous conferences before
organizing events that might clash.
Moved by: Jade Eckhaus (national Queer Office)
Seconded by: Kat Henderson (QUT)
QUE6.13: Queer friendliness ranking
Preamble
1. University is the place where many students develop their identity. In light of this
students should have as much knowledge available to them about their universities
of choice. Many countries, including the United Kingdom and the United States, have
organizations that annually publish a list of universities ranked in order of their level
of queer friendliness and safety. At the present time Australia does not rank
universities in this way.
Platform
1. NUS recognises the importance of ensuring that students understand the attitudes
universities have towards queer students and that incoming students should know, in
detail, the range of services and support provided specifically to queer students.
2. NUS recognise that there should be a system that publicly describes the level of
queer friendliness at Universities.
3. NUS recognises universities with a poor ranking should be brought up to a higher
standard.
Action
1. That National Conference directs the National Queer Officers to work with campus
and state queer officers to conduct a national survey ranking Australian universities
on their level of queer friendliness.
2. TheSurvey will rank each university on a list of areas which will consist of:
i. The existence of queer collectives on campus.
ii. The existence of autonomous spaces for queer students on campus.
iii. The existence of ALLY networks, Queer Peers and queer specific counselling
services.
iv. The existence of a campus queer officer.
v. The existence of gender and sexuality subjects.
vi. The existence of Pan Bathrooms.
vii. The availability of special consideration for students who face difficulties
associated with being queer, such as being forced out of home or facing a
negative reaction after coming out.
viii. Opinion surveys of current queer students:
a) Level of activity coming from collectives/campus queer officers.
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3. Whether student have had a generally positive experience or a negative experience
on campus in relation to their sexuality or gender identity.That the National Queer
Officers conduct and publish this survey in time for incoming students for the 2013
year. The National Queer Officers will:
a) Publish this ranking on the NUS website and notify media outlets of the
ranking.
4. Conduct and publish this survey annually.That if universities receive a poor ranking,
National Conference directs the National Queer Officers
a) To work in conjunction with other relevant office bearers to lobby
universities to upgrade their facilities for queer students.
b) To work with campus representation to assist in building up queer
representation, collectives and events for queer students.
Moved: Chris Wheeler (La Trobe Student Union)
Seconded: Neha Madhok (University of Technology Sydney Students’ Association)
QUE6.14: Queer Participation in Student Organisations
Preamble:
1. NUS recognises that queers have long been marginalised and have in the past
lacked representation.
Platform:
1. NUS recognises the value of affirmative action and supports the application of
affirmative action.
2. NUS recognises that student bodies, as representatives of the students, should be
representative of all kinds of students.
Action:
1. NUS will exert pressure upon and require affiliated student organizations to have
queer representatives on their representative bodies.
Moved: Neha Madhok (UTS Students’ Association)
Seconded: Lyndal Butler (UTS Students’ Associaiton)
QUE6.15: Queer Students from Small and Regional Campuses
Preamble
1. Students from Small and/or Regional campuses have limited access to queer support
networks that are provided to larger, metropolitan campuses. In particular, some
small and regional campuses do not have the resources to establish a specific queer
officer but rather an office that deals with equity and diversity on campus
2. In the absence of adequate support networks, these students are more at risk of
experiencing bullying and harassment and have an increased risk of attempting
suicide.
3. Small and regional campuses around Australia have begun to establish queer
departments, collectives and autonomous spaces for queer students on campus,
despite limited support from the NUS Queer Department.
Platform
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1. NUS recognises that queer students from small and regional campuses have an
increased risk of experiencing safety threats on campus.
2. NUS recognises the need to provide adequate support services on small and
regional campuses and that safe, autonomous spaces are necessary to reduce
threats to queer student safety, lessen discrimination, and foster the development of
peer-support networks between queer students.
3. NUS recognises that some small and regional campuses do not have the resources
to establish a specified queer officer but rather an equity and diversity officer that
provides support to queer students.
Action
1. NUS directs the National Queer Department to correspond with small and regional
queer departments and provide support and assistance to assist in the establishment
and maintenance of autonomous queer spaces and queer collectives on campus. In
particular, the National Queer Officers will work collaboratively with the NUS Small
and Regional Campus Officer in order to foster the growth of collectives on these
campuses.
2. NUS directs the National Queer department to work with small and regional queer
departments to assist with developing a safe and anti-discriminative environment on
campus
3. For small and regional campuses that do not have a specified queer officer, NUS
directs the National Queer Department to assist these campuses in developing a
queer representative that works with officers such as the Equity and Diversity officer
to ensure that queer students have a queer identifying representative on campus.
Moved: Amelia Kondilios (UTS Students Association)
Seconded: Ryan Turner (ANU Students Association)

QUE 6.16: Queer Suicide
Preamble:
1. In more recent times, studies have been conducted that show queer youth who may
be questioning their sexuality are four times more likely to attempt suicide than youth
who identify as heterosexual.
2. Studies from the United States have shown that transgendered youth are most at
risk, where nearly 50% of transgendered youths have considered attempting suicide
and one quarter have attempted suicide.
3. Many organisations in Australia focus on preventing suicide in young people,
however there is limited to no campaign and activist based organisations that
specifically focus on queer youth suicide in a similar manner to the Trevor Project
and the It Gets Better Project from the United States.
Platform:
1.

The National Union of Students recognises that Queer Suicide is one of the main
issues facing queer students at universities around Australia.
2.
NUS recognises that the limited amount of organisations dealing directly and
effectively with this issue pose significant problems for young queer people at risk of
committing suicide
3.
The National Queer department can help address this issue, especially on
university campuses.
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Action:
1. NUS directs the National Queer officers to work with campus queer officers in relation
to queer suicide on campus.
2. NUS directs the National Queer officers to recognise and provide assistance in
particular to queer students from small and regional campuses.
3. The NUS National Conference supports organisations within Australia that are working
and dealing with queer youth in relation to suicide prevention.
4. The NUS Queer Officers will build and maintain links with queer-friendly Australian
organisations that focus on mental health and suicide prevention.
5. The NUS Queer Officers will consultatively assist campus Queer Collectives and
relevant office bearers, in lobbying Universities to improve and increase counseling
services, and ensure that these counseling services are queer-friendly
Moved: Amelia Kondilios (UTS Students Association)
Seconded: Neha Madhok (UTS Students Association)
QUE 6.17: Sex and Gender Diverse Rights
Preamble:
1. Sex and gender diverse people are and have always been an integral part of the queer
community and the struggle to establish civil rights protections for sex and gender diverse
people cannot be separated from the struggle to win freedom and equality for lesbian, gay and
bisexual people.
2. Sex and gender diverse people face discrimination when they are forced to use official
documents such as passports, drivers licenses, birth certificates etc on which they are forced to
put a gender that does not assign with their gender identity.
3. In September the government changed the guidelines allowing for sex and gender diverse
people to be able to choose what gender identity to have on their passport regardless if they’ve
undergone sex reassignment surgery.
4. The new law also allows intersex and gender queer people to choose not to mark a gender at all
on their passport.
Platform:
1. That NUS recognizes the important and integral role that sex and gender diverse people play
within the queer community and commits to fighting against the specific form of queerphobia
experienced by sex and gender diverse people.
2. NUS recognises that sex and gender diverse people can often be denied their voice even within
the queer community.
3. NUS supports the governments change of policy but commits to demanding more action in
support of sex and gender diverse rights
Action:
1. That the NUS National Queer Department, in conjunction with other relevant NUS Departments,
state and campus office bearers will run a campaign directed at taking a stand in support of sex
and gender diverse rights both on and off campus. Specifically NUS will demand that all sex and
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gender diverse people should be able to decide what gender (or lack of gender) to place on all
legal documents without first needing to have gender reassignment survey;
2. That the NUS State Queer Officers meet with queer officers from each member campus to look
at campus specific strategies directed at reducing discrimination faced by sex and gender
diverse people within queer spaces.
Moved By: Jade Eckhaus (National Queer officer)
Seconded by: Kat Henderson (QUT)
QUE 6.18: Sexual Health
Preamble
1. Unsafe sexual behaviour can have long-term health consequences, and the
increasing rate of sexually transmitted infections (STIs) in people aged 18-24
necessitates co-ordinated action by student unions to foster safe sex practices.
Although sexual health is a community-wide issue, infection rates among queer
youth, in particular, have not declined sufficiently, despite campaigns promoting safe
sexual behaviours, encouraging sexual health screening, and intended to reduce the
incidence of STIs.
Platform
1. NUS recognises that there has been a dearth of information as to sexual health
distributed by student unions, particularly for same-sex attracted women as
information relating to, and campaigns about, sexual health are primarily targeted at
males.
2. NUS recognises that the approach to the management of sexual health adopted by
student unions and universities has, at times, lacked cognisance of gender and
sexual diversity.
Action
1. The NUS Queer Department will liaise with campus Queer Officers in order to
develop campus-based sexual health campaigns that distribute contraceptives and
disseminate information to students about safe sex practices and the availability of
screening, vaccination and management of STIs, so as to increase the rate of sexual
health screening and decrease the incidence of infection. The National Queer
Officers will foster links between existing non-government organisations and campus
Queer Officers in order to support these campaigns.
2. The NUS Queer Department will work with campus Queer Officers to ensure the
availability of STI screening and vaccination at, or near, university campuses in
recognition of the high incidence of infection among university students.
3. The NUS Queer Department will actively lobby all State, Territory and Federal
Governments, so as to encourage the development an inclusive approach to the
management of sexual health among young people, regardless of sexuality, gender
and identity.
Moved: Ryan Turner (ANU Students Association)
Seconded: Amelia Kondilios (UTS Students Association)
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QUE 6.19: Skill Share
Preamble:
1. NUS recognises the need for well prepared representation for activism in the queer
movement.
2. NUS recognises that queer activism faces its unique struggles and obstacles.
Platform:
1. NUS believes in supporting the development of queer activism on campus.
2. NUS appreciates the need for the sharing of skills and ideas in order to sustain
movements on campuses for the long term.
Action:
1. NUS will, accordingly, fund and support a national queer training camp to facilitate
the development of queer activists.
2. NUS intends for its training camp to include but not be restricted to the following
skills: poster design; media workshops, collective building, meeting facilitation and
applying for grants.
3. NUS does not intend for this training camp to infringe upon or replace Queer
Collaborations.
Moved: Neha Madhok (UTS Students’ Association)
Seconded: Lyndal Butler (UTS Students’ Association)
QUE 6.20: An Inclusive Community
Preamble
1. University communities can be hostile environments for students that do not identify
as ‘male’ or ‘female’. The National Union of Students (NUS) has an important role to
play in making every campus an inclusive community for all students, irrespective of
gender, identity and ideology.
2. A number of universities—including the University of Sydney, the University of
Wollongong, the University of Queensland, the University of Technology Sydney,
Murdoch University, the University of Melbourne and the University of Western
Australia—have extensive policies and their own non-discriminatory language
guidelines in order to foster inclusion. The University of Melbourne’s detailed booklet
of guidelines and examples, ‘Watch Your Language’, is particularly noteworthy for its
approach to social inclusion.
3. Trans- and intersex people are often bullied, and sometimes attacked, for trying to
access toilets when people think they are the ‘wrong’ sex to use them. Using unisex
disabled toilets is not a suitable alternative, because those are set aside for people
with a disability. Unisex and pansexual toilets and showers support trans- and
intersex students at minimal cost. McGill University, for example, has implemented a
policy of providing unisex toilets in every building, and keeps an online list of the
buildings which do not yet provide unisex toilets.
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4. Forcing students to identify themselves as either ‘male’ or ‘female’ is bad practice, as
a significant percentage of students identify as neither, and the conceptualisation of
gender within this binary framework can have a negative impact upon such students.
Platform
1. NUS supports the creation and maintenance of binding non-discriminatory language
policies.
2. NUS acknowledges that every student should have access to toilets at university
without facing harassment or discrimination, and supports the conversion of some
men’s toilets to pan toilets (requiring changes to signage).
3. NUS acknowledges that in order to respect trans-, intersex and queer students, and
in order to gain more accurate data, surveys and records which need to record
gender should include additional options, such as ‘intersex’, ‘trans-’, and ‘other
(please write)’.
Action
1. The National Queer Officers will work with campus queer departments and officers to
lobby universities lacking non-discriminatory language policies to develop such
protocols modelled on those at the University of Sydney, the University of
Wollongong and the University of Melbourne, and to update them regularly.
2. In order to adequately provide for trans- and intersex students and staff, at least one
male bathroom in each building should have its signs changed to ‘unisex’ or
‘polysexual’. In places where this policy is implemented, male bathrooms have
tended to be used in recognition of the fact that most trans- and intersexphobic
violence occurs in women’s bathrooms. The National Queer Officers will work with
their campus-based counterparts to ensure that universities provide sufficient
bathroom facilities for trans- and intersex students (notably, this involves no change
to the actual facilities, only to the signage).
3. The National Queer Officers will correspond with every university affiliated to NUS
requesting that university records and surveys only inquire about gender if it is
relevant, and when it is relevant, to include options beyond ‘male’ and ‘female’.
Moved: Ryan Turner (Australian National University Students Association)
Seconded: Amelia Kondilios (UTS Students Association)
QUE 6.21: Union Pride
Preamble
1. Queerphobia plays an incredibly destructive role in workplaces. According to PFLAG (Parents
and Friends of Lesbians and Gays) pamphlet “Homophobia in the work place over fifty percent
of the queer community surveyed have experienced harassment or prejudicial treatment at
some time in their workplace.
2. The union movement can and has played an incredibly important role in fighting for progressive
rights in Australia.
3. In this context a body called Union Pride has been set up, they are a queer group open to all
union members who are queer identifying. They aim to use their position within the union
movement to build solidarity within and between the queer and union movements and
communities.
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Platform:
1. NUS recognises the corrosive effect of queerphobia on young workers and believes that
workplaces need to be safe spaces
2. NUS recognises the importance of the union movement organising to challenge queerphobia in
the workplace
3. NUS fully supports the creation of queer union groups aimed at tackling queerphobia in the work
force and building links between different unions and the queer community.
Action:
1. NUS endorses Union Pride and will advertises it on the NUS website as well as make
information available to campus queer officers.
2. The National Queer officers and National President of NUS will use their position to publicly
support the work being done by union activists within Union Pride
Moved By: Kat Henderson (QUT)
Seconded By: Emma Dook (Latrobe)
QUE6.22: Making Queer Collaborations Conference Floor Safer for Everyone
Preamble:
This year, QC’s conference floor degenerated into an extremely uncomfortable situation
wherein disputes, largely political in nature, were not resolved and continued over several
sessions, resulting in reduced attendance and engagement with the conference as a whole.
QC’s collectivist structure is such that regardless of the way in which a motion went, the
losing side could come back the next day, claim that they felt they had been oppressed and
return to the issue to try and get their way, resulting in an incredibly uncomfortably
emotionally charged climate that comes close to violating safer spaces policies. Very few
students attending understood the standing orders and/or how they worked, little to no effort
was made to remedy this once floor had commenced and as such the standing orders were
used to further perpetuate confusion, anger and power imbalances. Many students said that
they would not return to QCs in later years because of the experience and many collectives
reported severe drops in attendance after they returned to their home states. This situation
was not a one-off but rather is an established pattern and happens roughly biannually. If we
want to continue engaging queer students in activism it is vital that we do not support a
situation like this that results in widespread apathy toward, even hatred of, conferences and
activism in general and student conferences and activism in particular. Liv Hopkins has
spoken to several university and state Queer Officers and attendees at the conference and
has found widespread support for the following proposal.
Action:
That the National Union of Students strongly recommends that:
1. An adjudicator who is part of the queer community but not a student, with no strong
political affiliations and no vested interest in the matters being discussed be
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2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

appointed for every session of conference. This adjudicator would try to arrive at a
compromise between opposing parties, but, where this is not possible, would be able
to declare a vote democratic and validly passed by the floor, preventing the losing
side from bringing up the issue again and making the tension worse
Students who have ANY strong views one way or the other in motions to be
discussed on QC floor, especially if they are the mover or seconder (shaker) of said
motions, not be permitted to nominate as chair
Students not be permitted to chair sessions more than once
If a session is quorate, the majority-rules voting system be adopted with no
exceptions or discussions, as per NUS National Conference, and the motion on floor
is considered passed or lost, but either way resolved finally
A workshop on the standing orders, explaining what they are and how and why they
are used, with interactive demonstrations and lasting at least an hour and a half, is to
take place BEFORE the commencement of the first conference floor and again
halfway through the conference for those who may have missed it or still don’t
understand.
If these recommendations aren’t followed, that NUS seriously considers rescinding its
support of QC.
That the National Union of Students (NUS) strongly recommends that Queer
Collaborations (QC) 2012 and all future QCs adopt an administrator to adjudicate
their conference floors and ensures that all participants have the opportunity to be
briefed on the standing orders.

Moved: Liv Hopkins (NUS National Queer Officer 2011)
Seconded: Sara Howson (University of Wollongong Delegate)
QUE6.23: Student Association Queer Contact Details
Preamble:
This year it was exceptionally difficult to get into contact with queer student groups, partly
because no contact information whatsoever was given to both queer officers during the
handover, but also because these positions tend to be for yearly terms only and to change
as needed. As a result much of the Queer Department’s time was taken up trying to chase
up contact details, often which proved to be incorrect or out of date – time which could have
been better used to promote the welfare of queer students on campus. People were also
often reluctant to talk to the Queer Department without reassurance from their President
because of past bad experiences or feelings of political enmity.
Action:
That all current Student Association (Guild, SRC, Union etc.) Presidents provide the newly
elected NUS National Queer Officers with the current contact details of at least one person
within their organisation who is responsible for the welfare of queer students by March 15
every year.
Moved: Liv Hopkins (NUS National Queer Officer 2011)
Seconded: Sara Howson (University of Wollongong Delegate)
QUE6.24: Queer friendly counsellors
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Preamble:
1. A recent study has shown that suicide is the biggest killer of Australian Youth. The
suicide rate of Queer people is up to 14 times more likely than that of their
heterosexual counterparts. A fundamental part of combating suicide attempts and
mental health issues is counselling. Many student organisations fund counsellors on
campus to help their students with personal problems.
Platform:
1. NUS recognises that university is a time that many people understand their sexual
and gender identity, it is also a time that people can be most vulnerable to mental
illnesses. Having access to free or affordable counselling is to the upmost importance
for these people. Its fantastic to see that many student organisations across the
country providing these services, however many issues that Queer students face can
only be dealt with a Queer friendly counsellor.
Action
1. That the NUS Queer Officer conducts a survey of Queer students who have used
counselling services with a focus on on-campus services.
2. That the Queer officer used the findings form this survey to develop a paper, about
the importance of Queer friendly counsellors to students.
3. This paper be distributed to all Queer officers and campus presidents.
4. The Queer officer develops a list of Queer friendly/Queer counsellors in close
proximity to affiliate campuses., to those that don’t provide Queer friendly campuses.
Moved: Shaylee Leach (UniSA)
Seconded: Mikaela Wangmann (National Executive)
QUE6.25: IDAHO
Preamble:
1. Recent studies have shown that Queer people have experience verbal and physical
abuse as a result of homophobia. The abuse reported in a study conducted in 2010
was based on negative positioning that same sexuality is evil, a mental illness,
abnormal, a phase and a path to a miserable life. It is important to combat these
homophobic beliefs, which is a main objection IDAHO (International Day Against
Homophobia & Transphobia)
Platform
1. NUS recognises that hardships that Queers students face, and seeks to eradicate
homophobia in every instances possible. NUS applauds the work of IDAHO and
seeks to host events at affiliate campuses.
2. IDAHO was created in the Quebec province of Canada by a French university
lecturer, who campaigned for Black & LGBT Rights. In the inaugural IDAHO 24,000
people world wide people appealed national organisations to end homophobia &
transphobia.
Action
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1. Contact IDAHO to run an event and/or run campaigns against homophobia &
transphobia on affiliate campuses.
2. Contact Queer officers and Campus Presidents about hosting a National Day of
Action Against Homophobia & Transphobia (IDHAO May 17th)
Moved- Shaylee Leach (UniSA)
Seconded- Mikaela Wangmann (National Executive)
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Chapter 7: Indigenous
INDIG 7.1: NATIONAL INDIGENOUS STUDENTS CONFERENCE
Preamble
1. The NUS Indigenous Department was established in 2007 and has since run a
National Indigenous Students conference every year from 2008. This conference
brings together Indigenous students from tertiary institutes across the country in
order to discuss issues that they face and possible solutions for those issues. It also
provides a basis for the building of a National Indigenous Students Network which is
able to provide opportunities for capacity building for current and incoming state and
campus office bearers.
Platform
1. NUS Supports the National Indigenous Students Conference
2. NUS notes the importance of the conference in providing support to indigenous
students at tertiary institutes.
3. NUS acknowledge the high number of office bearers that attend the conference.
Action
1. NUS National Indigenous Officer will continue to convene a National Indigenous
Students Conference.
2. NUS endorses the National Indigenous Students Conference of the NUS Indigenous
Department.
3. NUS encourages student representative organisations and Indigenous Support Units
to support the conference and send relevant office bearers and activists to the
conference.
Moved: Frank Gafa (NUS National Indigenous Officer)
Seconded: Isobel Morphy-Walsh (ANU Students’ Association)
INDIG 7.2: WORKING RELATIONSHIP WITH THE NATIONAL INDIGENOUS TERTIARY
EDUCATION STUDENTS GAMES (NITESG)
Preamble
1. The NITESG brings together indigenous students from many different tertiary
institutes across the country in order to participate against each other in four different
sports. The winners of the games are crowned national champions and are given the
opportunity to host the event in the proceeding year. It is an opportunity for
indigenous students to network with other students from around the country. In
continuing to strengthen the link with the NITESG it will increase the strength of the
indigenous student community and in effect increase the numbers of people involved
in both the NITESG and NUS National Indigenous Students Conference.
Platform
1. NUS acknowledges and supports the efforts of the NITESG organisers.
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2. NUS notes the importance of the continued expansion of a national indigenous
students network and the further role NITESG can play in doing this.
3. NUS support the working relationship with the NITESG in order to strengthen the
national indigenous student’s network.
Action
1. NUS Indigenous officer will contact the NITESG organisers in order to form a working
relationship.
2. NUS Indigenous officer will form a stronger student network to strengthen numbers at
both the conference and NITESG.
3. NUS encourages student representative organisations to support both the National
Indigenous Conference and the NITESG by sending relevant office bearers and
students along to the events.
Moved: Frank Gafa (NUS National Indigenous Officer)
Seconded: Isobel Morphy-Walsh (ANU Students’ Association)

INDIG 7.3:INDIGENOUS SUPPORT UNITS
Preamble
1. Indigenous Support Units encourage the enrolment and retention of indigenous
students as it provides a safe space on campus to study. Recent trends within
universities have seen Support in some of these units diminish.
Platform
1. NUS support Indigenous Support Units being a safe and supportive space for
students
2. NUS acknowledge the importance of these units and encourage the continued
development and success of these units.
Action
1. NUS will work with campus representatives and Indigenous Support Units to maintain
and strengthen these units on campus.
2. NUS Indigenous officer will consult with students in order to see what they need from
their support units in order for it to be a safe space.
Moved: Frank Gafa (NUS National Indigenous Officer)
Seconded: Isobel Morphy-Walsh (ANU Students’ Association)

INDIG 7.4:Equal Education, Equal Representation Campaign
Preamble
1. The Equal Education, Equal Representation campaign was created to increase the
amount of Indigenous representatives on student organisations around the country.
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The campaign also has the potential to increase the participation of Indigenous
students in wider student activism within student organisations The campaign will be
in its third year in 2012.
Platform
1. NUS support the continued use of the Equal Education, Equal Representation
campaign by the Indigenous Department.
2. NUS acknowledge the importance of representation for Indigenous students o
student organisations and commits to working towards achieving this on every
campus.
Action
1. NUS will work with campus representatives, student organisations and Indigenous
Support Units to consolidate the gains in representation that have been made by the
campaign.
2. NUS will work with campus representatives, student organisations and Indigenous
Support Units on campuses without representation to further the campaign for
representation for Indigenous students.
3. O-Week material will be made expressing the foundations of the campaign, its
importance and how people can get involved during the year.
Moved: Frank Gafa (NUS National Indigenous Officer)
Seconded: Isobel Morphy-Walsh (ANU Students’ Association)

INDIG 7.5: Indigenous Identity on Campus
Preamble
1. At the 2011 National Indigenous Students Conference the issue of identity for
Indigenous Australians on campus was flagged as a major issue for students. NUS
along with AIATSIS have been working towards forming a campaign for campuses
that will tackle this issue with the hope of making university a more accepting place
for the diverse range of people who identify as Indigenous.
Platform
1. NUS support the continued development of an identity campaign with AIATSIS.
2. NUS acknowledge the issues faced by Indigenous Australians at university with
regards to identity on campus.
Action
1. NUS will continue to work with AIATSIS in order to create a campaign for students to
use on campus.
2. The Indigenous Officer will report to the NUS Education Conference on the progress
of the campaign.
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Moved: Frank Gafa (NUS National Indigenous Officer)
Seconded: Isobel Morphy-Walsh (ANU Students’ Association)

INDIG 7.6: Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Department
Preamble
1. At the 2011 National Indigenous Students Conference a vote was taken on the name
of the NUS Indigenous Department. It was unanimously decided that the Department
would be now called the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Department.
Platform
2. NUS support and respect the autonomous decision made at the 2011 National
Indigenous Students Conference.
NUS acknowledge the increased relevance the Department will have in the wider
community once the name has been changed.
Action
1. That all sections of the NUS Constitution referring to the NUS Indigenous
Department be changed to the NUS Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
Department.
Moved: Frank Gafa (NUS National Indigenous Officer)
Seconded: Isobel Morphy-Walsh (ANU Students’ Association)

INDIG 7.7: Access to Tertiary Education:
Preamble
1. Throughout Australia it is notoriously difficult for individuals of indigenous heritage to
access the tertiary education system.
Platform
1. NUS should work in conjunction with the necessary departments of the federal
government in order to find ways in order to increase the amount of indigenous
Australians whom gain access to higher education in our country.
Action
1. The National Union of Students calls on the Federal Government to explore and
implement strategies and initiatives which help to increase the accessibility of tertiary
education to Indigenous communities, especially those found throughout remote
parts of Western, Central and Northern Australia.
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Moved by Ben Gertz (JCU)
Seconded by Frank Gafa (Frank Gafa)
INDIG 7.8: Securing Indigenous Futures:
Preamble
1. It is obvious to all who have even a slight knowledge of the education system in
Australia, that it is inherently difficult for indigenous students to access the higher
education sector.
2. Further to this, once these students are within the sector, the next hurdle that we
face, is one of retention.
Platform
1. Into the future, NUS should work with the federal government in order to achieve an
outcome where a percentage of HECS is quarantined and invested in assisting
indigenous students to receive qualifications in the tertiary sector.
Action
1. The National Union of Students calls on the Commonwealth to subsidise a portion of
H.E.C.S fees to Indigenous Students (regardless of socio-economic background or
locale) studying in select fields to help retain current and potential Indigenous
students, and to help ease demand within the Indigenous community for qualified
Indigenous persons working in areas such as Health, Education and Physical
Sciences (i.e Engineering).
Moved: Ben Gertz (JCU)
Seconded: Frank Gafa (National Indigenous Officer)
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Chapter 8 – International Students
INT8.1: International Students on Campus
Preamble:
1. International students often experience disadvantage and isolation on campus. This
can include, but is not limited to, poorer English language skills than their peers, lack
of knowledge about the services offered on campus, less institutionalised knowledge
about student rights on campus, and impaired familiarisation of the structure of
Australian educational systems.
2. International students are some of the most vulnerable in Australia. Language
barriers, distance from their families, financial difficulties, and unfair employment
conditions all place added hardships on these students and their families.
Platform:
1. NUS encourages its 2012 office bearers to actively work to strengthen ties between
campus student unions and international student representative bodies.
2. Furthermore, NUS supports campus initiatives to provide platforms to assist in
building bridges between different cultural groups on campus, and the broader
student body.
Action:
1. NUS calls on the International Student Officer for 2012 to lobby the financial
managers of campus student unions to increase the proportion of expenditure
towards international student representation.
2. This can include greater funding to international student representative associations,
or increased budget allowances to office bearers with international student welfare
within their jurisdiction.
3. NUS also calls on relevant student unions to work towards implementing international
student representatives within the union. Examples would include creating an
international student office bearing role, international student provisional positions on
union boards, or an international student committee.
4. NUS also asks campus governing bodies to increase efforts of social inclusion and
understanding with international student populations through the establishment of
programs, events and general dialogue and collaboration.
Moved: Bella Mentor (La Trobe University)
Seconded: Hovig Melkonian (RMIT)
INT8.2 International Students
Preamble
1. International students face many forms of discrimination whilst studying at tertiary
institutions in Australia.
2. Faced with an entirely different legal system many are unaware of their rights within
an Australian context. Consequently, when it comes to employment and
disadvantage, international students are often manipulated into working or living in
unfair conditions.
Platform
1. NUS condemns the mistreatment of international students within the workplace and
tenancy agreements.
2. NUS believes it is important to ensure that international students are informed of their
rights in the Australian legal system.
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Action
1. That the International Officer and Welfare Officer work with State Branch Presidents
to ensure student organisations around Australia are equipped to hold information
sessions/forums on these issues.
2. That the International Officer and Welfare Officer are directed to work with State
Branch Presidents and student organisations to ensure that each organisation has
information relevant to each state to hand out to international students at Orientation
Week.
Moved: Phoebe Drake (NUS NSW President/Sydney University SRC)
Seconder: Indra Chauhan (NUS National International Students Officer)
INT8.3 International Students in University Residences
Preamble
1. It is common for international students to form a large segment of the total number of
students residing in university residences. It is clear, however, that international
students face numerous challenges while living in such establishments. These
include difficulty overcoming language barriers, adjusting to cultural differences and
maintaining a successful work/study balance, all of which can have a detrimental
impact on an individual’s mental health. Furthermore, issues lie in the provision of
services to international students by residency administrators, including inadequate
social programs, meal options and academic advice.
Platform
1. NUS considers the mental health and safety of international students residing within
a university residence to be a priority for the International Student department
2. NUS acknowledges that empowering both residency administrators and student
leaders within residential environments with information pertaining to these concerns
will assist in addressing them
Action
1. NUS directs the incoming National International Student Officer to develop a guide to
best practice for residency administrators, to equip them to be able to confidently
provide for international students
a. The guide shall be constructed after consulting with residency administrators,
student leaders and international students residing in university residences
b. The guide should include, but not be limited to, the following information:
i. Religious foods requirements and cultural dietary choices
ii. Provision of events pertaining to local culture and customs
iii. Techniques used by residency advisors and student leaders to
actively and regularly maintain positive contact with international
students
2. NUS directs the incoming National International Students Officer to develop an
information package to distribute to student leaders within university residences, to
allow them to confidently deal with mental health issues that are encountered by
international students
Moved: Imogen Sturni (Monash Students’ Association)
Seconded: Phoebe Drake (NUS NSW President/Sydney University SRC)
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Chapter Nine: Ethno-Cultural
ETHNO9.1 Building Collectives
Preamble:
1. NUS acknowledges the vital role that having a representative for ethnically and
linguistically diverse people plays in bettering the status of ethno-cultural students at
campuses around the nation.
2. NUS acknowledges the damaging effects that racism and discrimination has on
students who do not fit into the mainstream cultural, linguistic, religious and ethnic
identity of their surrounds in a predominantly “white” Australia.
Platform:
1. NUS recognises the importance of collectivism in creating and facilitating strong
networks for groups.
2. NUS recognises the marginalisation of students of ethnically and linguistically diverse
backgrounds in western society, particularly at rural and regional campuses where
the population of ethnically and linguistically diverse people is traditionally low.
3. NUS recognises that the National Ethno-Cultural Officer is accountable to every
ethno-cultural student and Ethno-Cultural officer and collective in Australia.
Action:
1. The NUS Ethno-Cultural Officer will visit all campuses where an Ethno-Cultural
Collective or Department does not exist, and seek to establish a collective and build
this collective.
2. The NUS Ethno-Cultural Officer will work with the Small and Regional Officer to build
Ethno-Cultural Collectives on rural and regional campuses.
3. The Ethno-Cultural Officer and Small and Regional Officer will develop strategies that
are specific to the needs of ethno-cultural students on small and regional campuses
and create relevant campaigns and collective building initiatives that accommodate
this.
4. Initiatives can include, but are certainly not limited to:Multicultural days or weeks
Multicultural events, anti-racism campaigns, developing anti-racism initiatives with
small andregional universities, working with ethno-cultural collectives to develop
campus specific initiatives, the Ethno-Cultural Officer will work with the resources
available to them to visit these campuses and establish links with campuses trying to
build collectives, both remotely from the Ethno-Cultural Officer’s base and in-person
on as many campuses as possible.
5. The Ethno-Cultural Officer must have established tangible links with all ethno-cultural
officers and assisted with building collectives. To do this, the Ethno-Cultural Officer
will hold multiple phone link-ups throughout the year to connect the various EthnoCultural Departments around Australia.
Moved: Neha Madhok (UTS Students’ Association)
Seconded: Rosa Sottile (Natonal Executive)
ETHNO9.2: Building Collective Initiatives
Preamble:
1. NUS recognizes the marginalization of students of ethnically and/or linguistically
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diverse backgrounds, particularly on campuses where the number of diverse
students is relatively low.
2. Yet commits to rectifying this situation. At larger campuses ethnically diverse
students can seek comfort and acceptance in communities such as clubs, collectives
and networks.
Platform:
1. While all cultures value learning, the kinds of learning valued in particular cultures,
the manner in which learning is believed to best occur, and the ways in which the
roles of students and teachers are conceptualised differs profoundly from culture to
culture. When students from different cultures share a classroom, it is important to
consider how cultural background can affect classroom dynamics and learning. While
many ethnically diverse students do not have problems based around their ethnicity
while at university many still do and can gain comfort and support from collectives
and office bearers.
Action:
1. The Ethno-cultural Officer will engage with affiliates to ensure that every affiliate has
a student representative of ethnically, linguistically and culturally diverse students in
their student organisation (I.e Ethno-Cultral representative). In cases where this does
not exist the office bearer will encourage and assist the student organisation in ways
to introduce this.
2. The Ethno-cultral officer will assist affiliates who do not to have collectives (or other
form of) ethnically diverse groups to create a collective/club/association/network.
3. Create initiatives that allow students to participate and share their cultural ways.
Initiative should include but in now way limited to Multicultural days or international
student week.
Moved: Nyan Agoth (University of Adelaide)
Seconded: Sam Miller (UniSA)
ETHNO9.3 Fear of a Brown Planet: Why aren’t students of diverse backgrounds
engaging in NUS?
Preamble:
1. NUS acknowledges that discrimination still exists in university administration and
university policy.
2. NUS, is a body that believes in the equality of all people regardless of race, gender,
sexuality, and other differences.
Platform:
1. NUS recognises that institutional racism is an inherent aspect of the dominant social
bodies that govern our universities.
2. NUS recognises the need to dismantle and challenge institutional racism.
3. NUS must actively mobilise its Ethno-Cultural Department in order to break down
racist aspects of dominant social bodies within the university sector and wider
society.
4. NUS defines dominant social bodies, or institutions as:
• Advocacy groups
• Administrative funding boards
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• Sponsors
• University boards and committees
• Students’ Associations, Guilds, Unions or equivalent student representative

groups
• Any group that has membership requirements

NUS defines racism as:
• Exclusion of a person or group of people based on appearance, ethnic

identity, linguistic background, accent or religion.
• Treating above-mentioned people with disrespect, abuse, difference or

otherwise othering the person or group.
Action:
1. The National Ethno- Cultural Officer will, through consultation with campus EthnoCultural Officers and Collectives, create campaigns to address these issues of
institutional racism.
2. The National Ethno-Cultural Officer will also lobby universities to
ensure that they have relevant programs in place to tackle the issues of institutional
racism.
3. Such programs could include: instituting affirmative action policies to encourage the
participation of ethno-culturally diverse people in student and university
organisations, and facilitating ease of access to and democratising information, such
as how to become involved in these organisations and what they do, that is often
restricted to privileged sections of the community.
Moved: Neha Madhok (UTS Students’ Association)
Seconded: Rosa Sottile (NUS National Executive)

ETHNO9.4: Diversity and NUS - National Ethno-Cultural Student Survey
Preamble:
1. The make-up of NUS delegates and Office Bearers indicate that there is a lack of
diversity in the student movement in Australia at the moment. This is a major
weakness of NUS as a
representative organisation.
2. NUS needs to find ways to engage not just the student body as a whole, but also
students who identify as ethno-culturally diverse. The fact that racism continues to
exist as an undercurrent in Australian society means that we must engage ethnoculturally diverse student to avoid falling in the same patterns of oppression found in
wider society.
3. For this reason NUS needs to work towards becoming a more inclusive organization
from a grassroots level, student organizations and relevant NUS Office Bearers must
keep the following in mind when engaging with students and running campaigns.
Platform:
1. NUS recognises that the white/anglo dominant Australian culture marginalises people
of colour and people from ethnically and linguistically diverse backgrounds.
2. NUS, as a progressive and inclusive organization, will work to diversify the student
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movement and in doing so, engage with ethno-cultural students who would not only
need the union but who can also vitalise and strengthen NUS.
3. NUS, as an institution itself must ensure that it is not a body which through silence or
inaction becomes an advocate for institutional racism to continue.
Action:
1. The NUS Ethno-Cultural Officer, in consultation with EthnoCultural Collectives
around Australia, should create a survey to gauge the concerns of the Ethno-Cultural
student body and to assess ways in which they can become more involved with NUS
and more aware of NUS. This also forms the first step towards recognising the
institutional barriers within NUS for students of ethno-cultural backgrounds.
2. The Survey will address, but will not be limited to, the following key areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Ethnic background Attitudes, thoughts and experiences around sexuality and sexual
healthAttitudes towards women and queer people
Access to income support
Educational background: public/private high school, Tafe, mature age student
Course areas studied and experiences of racism within the course area
Awareness of the make-up of the university administration and knowledge about any
diversity projects or policies run by their university
Engagement with the religion that their family practices/if their family engages in
religious practices and if there is anywhere on campus that these students can
continue to engage with their religious background
Where ethno-cultural people socialise on campus
The times that ethno-cultural people are often on campus
How these students get to and from university each day
Proportion of ethno-cultural people who are living out of home
This survey will be administered by campus Ethno-Cultural collectives, individual
activists on campuses who identify as ethno-cultural and if necessary, nonautonomously distributed to students.

5. Activists who do not identify as Ethno-cultural should endeavour to make contact first
with clubs, societies and religious groups on campus who cater to people of diverse
backgrounds and try to engage them in the survey in order to maintain the autonomy
of the department.
6. That the Ethno-Cultural Officer and relevant NUS Office Bearers such as the National
President, National Education Officer and National Welfare Officer publish this
survey’s findings and begin to address any issues recognised by the survey within
NUS and eventually, within the student movement as a whole.
Moved: Neha Madhok (UTS Students’ Association)
Seconded: Rosa Sottile (National Executive)
ETHNO9.5: Religious and cultural days of significance campaign
Preamble:
1. Amongst university students in Australia there are multiple ethnicities, cultures and
religions. For many students within these groups there are days of the year that hold
cultural or spiritual significance. For them, adherence to the cultural or spiritual
demands of such days may be no less significant than the celebration of Christmas
for students having an Anglo-Saxon background.
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2. In our predominantly Anglo-Saxon society the rigours of university regulations do not
allow for the above reality. It is often the case that affected students wishing to
reschedule exams falling on such days will encounter compounding issues that are
unnecessarily complicated and burdensome.
3. The result is that these students are placed in a situation in which they may be made
to choose between the demands of their course and their cultural, traditional or
spiritual beliefs. One or the other will often be set aside.
4. An NUS ethno-cultural campaign focusing on the resolution of this issue would lend
comfort to such students in the knowledge that the NUS represents their interests
both on a macro and micro level. A campaign of this type would cause a marked
improvement in the quality of their education, allowing them to find a balance
between university life on the one hand and their cultural, traditional or spiritual roots
on the other.
Platform:
1. NUS recognises the legitimate expectation of all ethnic, cultural and religious groups
to have their beliefs and customs respected.
2. In the same manner in which a Christian student would not be expected to sit for an
examination on Christmas, NUS believes that it ought not to be expected of students
of other religious and cultural callings to undertake university related activities that
clash with their days of observance.
3. NUS believes that universities throughout the country should work cooperatively
towards the adoption of a cohesive policy that would ensure equality of treatment
between religious and cultural groups.
4. The result of this initiative is to enable students of all religions and cultures to enjoy a
genuine level of acceptance concerning NUS’ policies towards their particular
circumstances. In a country priding itself on equality before the law, the adoption of
the suggested policy reform by NUS should assume an
overriding importance.
Action:
1. The National Ethno-Cultural Officer will collaborate with all State Ethno-Cultural
Officers to discuss the appropriate criteria for the designation of any particular day as
a day of significance as that expression is used above.
2. Once acceptable criteria are achieved, the National EthnoCultural Officer will
collaborate with State Ethno-Cultural Officers, Presidents and campus office bearers
to: draft an acceptable policy for adoption by their respective universities (“the
Religious and Cultural Policy Guidelines”);formulate a creative national campaign
throughout the course of the year around this issue; and place appropriate pressure
on universities to amend their respective regulations by the incorporation of the
Religious and Cultural Policy Guidelines.
3. NUS will work closely with already existing student organizations that represent
affected students to achieve these goals and to
build stronger ties with such organizations.
Moved: Neha Madhok (UTS Students’ Association)
Seconded: Rosa Sottile (NUS National Executive)
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Chapter Ten: Environment
ENVIRO10.1: Sustainable University Operations
Preamble:
1. Environmental sustainability must be at the core of all individual and community
operations, in order to even begin addressing the broader challenge of climate
change.
Platform:
1. Universities can be cultural and economic leaders in the push for sustainable
practices at a local level.
2. Students can play a key lobbying role in pressuring Universities to improve
environmental sustainability on campuses nation-wide.
Action:
1. The National Environment Officer will consult campus Environment Collectives and
relevant Office Bearers, in regard to the current environmental sustainability
strategies, and areas for improvement at their Universities
2. The National Environment Officer will work with campus Environment Collectives
and relevant Office Bearers to devise a campus-specific lobbying strategy.
3. The National Environment Officer, with campus Environment Collectives, will run a
creative on-campus campaign to bolster student support for sustainable practices.
This campaign could include but would not be limited to:
i. Petitions
ii. Media stunts
iii. Relevant events such as: Stuff Swaps, food events, film
screenings and forums
iv. Regular stalls in prominent locations on campus
4. The National Environment Officer, in consultation with campus Environment
Collectives, will encourage Universities to implement, but not be limited to, the
following:
i. Accessible composting for students and staff
ii. 100% recycled paper in all University printers/printing (Forest
Stewardship Council certified)
iii. Sustainable gardens on roofs: especially targeting inner-city urban
campuses
iv. Increase bubblers on campus and keep them in widely accessible
locations
v. Open forums for students to provide feedback on University
environmental practices
vi. Pressure Universities to place democratically elected student
representatives on environmental boards and committees
vii. Recycling signage: informing students and staff of what does and
doesn’t get recycled at Universities
Moved: Neha Madhok (UTS Students’ Association)
Seconded: Lyndal Butler (UTS Students’ Association)
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ENVIRO10.2: Flick My Switch
Preamble:
1.
2.

3.

Renewable energy sources have less destructive environmental impacts and are
the
solution to our future energy uses.
Universities are at the forefront of development of renewable technologies, and
as such have immense potential to spearhead the development and
implementation of renewable energies in this country. The Australian Technology
Network has recognised the tertiary sectors unique position and has set a target
of a 25% increase by 2020.
Students are already working with universities on this issue, and 2011 has seen
environment collectives across the country gain momentum in their lobbying
efforts to increase university targets for renewable energy.

Platform:
1. NUS calls on universities to increase their targets for renewable energy on
campus.
2. NUS believes that universities should work to decrease emissions, waste and
energy use. This should be done by increasing recycling and increased offsetting
current energy use with renewable energy sources such as solar energy.
Action:
1. NUS will assist university student organisations in lobbying their university to
introduce sustainable initiatives, including but not limited to:
i. Pressuring Universities to sign the Tallories Declaration: a
commitment to environmental sustainability across the board at
University
ii. Pressuring Universities to set greenhouse gas emissions
reduction targets
iii. Pressuring Universities to sign up to national green house gas
reporting
2. NUS will provide material to student organisations for petitioning their university,
as part of the National Environment Officer’s campaign kit.
3. The National Environment Officer will contact every campus environment
collective to identify both student-led, and university-led sustainability initiatives
on campus.
4. NUS will release a letter of support for collectives campaigns targets.
5. NUS will rank all Australian Universities on their commitment to environmental
sustainability.
Moved: Neha Madhok (UTS Students’ Association)
Seconded: Lyndal Butler (UTS Students’ Association)
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ENVIRO10.3: Swap ‘til You Drop
Preamble:
1. Every year tonnes of potentially re-useable materials are sent to land-fill
2. We live in a ‘throw-away’ consumerist culture where purchasing new objects is
considered easier and cheaper than repairing or re-using objects.
3. Students are often struggling to juggle rent, food expenses and course-related
expenses
Platform:
1. NUS recognises the importance of the ‘reduce, re-use, recycle’ principle
2. NUS seeks to engage the broader student body in visible and practical collective
action on environmentalism
3. NUS understands the overlap between environmental issues and welfare and
access issues
Action:
1. The National Environment Officer, alongside relevant NUS Office-Bearers, will
work with campus collectives to create a Swap ‘till You Drop, ‘Stuff Swap’.
2. The National Environment Officer will collaborate with, and take direction from,
campus Environment Collectives on the implementation of a Swap.
3. The Swap will encourage students to bring in unwanted (but use-able) clothes
and objects in exchange for tokens, which can be used to purchase more items.
Students may also donate pre-loved items.
Moved: Neha Madhok (UTS Students’ Association)
Seconded: Lyndal Butler (UTS Students’ Association)
ENVIRO10.4: How to Win Campaigns and Influence Policy (By starting an
environment collective)
Preamble:
1. Issues relating to the climate and the environment are central to students, who
are often also young people and will experience the negative effects of current
unsustainable practices.
2. Some universities in Australia have activist groups dedicated to environmental
issues, though there are many that do not.
3. Student action has been shown to have a big impact on university campuses on
sustainability and environmental issues, such as the University of Queensland’s
commitment to 25% sustainability by 2040, the concessions gained as a result of
the ‘Green Campus Now’ campaign at the University of Sydney, and the ‘Flick My
Switch’ campaign at the University of Technology Sydney, or the many other
examples of concrete action resulting from student environmentalists.
Platform:
1. NUS is committed to building and sustaining student activism and building skills
for students to effect change on issues they are passionate about.
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2. NUS believes in the threat posed by climate change and unsustainable and
environmentally damaging practices.
3. NUS believes that students can create change on their campuses, and through
the broader environmental movement.
Action:
1. The National Environment Officer will create an electronic ‘How to Start an
Environment Collective’ kit, containing materials and guides for new groups on
campuses, as well as ideas for current collectives.
This kit would include, but not be limited to:
a. Pre-planned campaigns that are ready to put into action
b. Strategies for facilitating inclusive meetings
c. Ideas for events and how to run them
d. Strategies for building and supporting a strong and active culture of
environmental collectivism
e. Any other materials that would help a group organising around
environmental issues on a university campus.
2. The National Environment Officer will contact relevant campus office bearers
and activists where student environment groups do not exist, and use this
resource to foster a collective or group.
3. The National Environment Officer will contact campus Environment Collectives
and distribute this kit, in preparation for Orientation Weeks, and as a year-round
resource.
Moved: Neha Madhok (UTS Students’ Association)
Seconded: Rosa Sottile (National Executive)
ENVIRO10.5 Stick ‘em up! Encouraging conservation thinking with stickers
Preamble:
1. Large quantities of paper, and electricity are used for the purpose of drying hands
every day at Universities, through paper towels and heated hand-dryers in
bathrooms.
2. Minimising waste is at the centre of effective conservation. It reduces the impact of
institutions and individuals on ecosystems, and also reduces monetary cost as
resources consumed reduce.
3. Many everyday actions, especially the use of disposable items that are resource
intensive and industrially produced are not actively considered. If these actions can
be made conscious, people are able to act more sustainably.
Platform:
1. NUS recognises that there is unnecessary waste generated by over-use of paper
towels and heated hand dryers.
2. NUS commends The University of Toronto and University of Washington who have
successfully reduced the amount of paper waste generated by paper towels, through
a simple, on-going sticker campaign.
3. NUS encourages this promotion of conservation thinking into everyday student life.
Action:
1. The National Environment Officer will design a national sticker campaign to increase
awareness about the impacts of unsustainable hand-drying implements.
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2. These stickers will be placed on hand towel dispensers and electric hand-dryers.
3. The National Environment Officer will work with campus Environment Collectives,
office-bearers and activists to create more stickers or other such materials that
similarly encourage students to conserve resources.
Moved: Neha Madhok (UTS Students’ Association)
Seconded: Rosa Sottile (National Executive)
ENVIRO10.6 Student Sustainability Network
Preamble:
1. Since the introduction of voluntary student unionism, the position of NUS
Environment Officer and Department has been neglected and disregarded by
NUS.
2. In the past six years in particular, the environment movement has mobilised,
become increasingly organised and recruited thousands of young people around
Australia to take action on the greatest challenge of our generation.
3. NUS is losing relevance in the eyes of students, who are instead turning to
organisations like the AYCC, in order to become active on environmental issues.
Platform:
1. NUS recognises the importance and urgency of re-building its Environment
Department.
2. NUS recognises that it is the peak representative body of undergraduate
students, and that it must seriously and reasonably represent a wide range of
student concerns, including issues relating to the environment.
3. NUS recognises that it has the potential to facilitate and mobilise a strong and
active student environment movement to take part in broader environmentalism.
Action:
1. The National Environment Officer will work collaboratively with national, state and
campus office bearers, to encourage environmentalism in NUS, through the
creation of a National Student Network, facilitating communication and
collaboration in on-campus campaigns and collective organising.
2. The National Environment Officer will aim to bring together a diversity of student
groups who believe in environmental action, through a national Student
Sustainability Network. The communication and collaboration of the Network will
be conducted through, but not limited to:
i. A national mailing list
ii. An active and inclusive Facebook Group (information sharing and
discussion)
iii. An @NUS_Environment Twitter account
iv. YouTube videos about campaigning and anything within reason,
requested by collectives
v. Video/Skype conference calls to follow-up and keep in touch with
collectives, after campus visits
vi. Encouraging campus events to include a variety of student
groups, outside of the core activists in Environment Collectives
3. The National Environment Officer will approach the Australian Education for
Sustainability Alliance (AESA), the Australian Youth Climate Coalition (AYCC)
and the Australian Student Environment Network (ASEN) about strengthening
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ties and collaborating on events and campaigns, in order to share skills,
knowledge and resources.
4. The National Environment Officer will, in consultation with campus collectives,
also:
i. Engage in national environmental campaigns, such as ‘Say Yes,’
or equivalent
ii. Promote and organise around Get Up! campaigns relating to the
environment
5. The National Environment Officer will encourage student participation in AYCC
and ASEN campaigns and conferences, and will make efforts to attend similar
events, within the boundaries of the Environment Department’s budget.
6. The National Environment Officer will work to make NUS an organisation that
actively embraces environmentalism, to encourage student environmentalists to
engage with the student movement.
Moved: Neha Madhok (UTS Students’ Association)
Seconded: Rosa Sottile (National Executive)
ENVIRO10.7 ‘Slow Food’ Welfare Breakfasts
Preamble:
1. The Slow Food Movement encourages the production of organic, locally grown,
fair-trade food and in doing so, limiting the carbon footprint of each and every
meal.
2. Organic food is generally healthier than processed foods
3. NUS, as a progressive organisation, recognises the importance of fair-trade and
free-range products.
4. According to the Australian Bureau of Statistics, people under 27 are the most
likely to skip breakfast, even though breakfast is widely regarded as the ‘most
important meal of the day’.
Platform:
1. NUS recognises that students lead busy lives, between work, study and paying
the bills it can be difficult and expensive to also source locally grown, organic, fair
trade and free-range food.
2. NUS supports the promotion of healthy, organic, locally grown, free-range
products.
Action:
1. The National Environment Officer, in conjunction with relevant NUS Office
Bearers and in consultation with campus Environment Collectives, will assist
student organisations in the set-up of their own environmentally friendly, free or
discount priced, welfare breakfast.
2. The National Environment Officer will include an outline on setting up such a
breakfast, in a National Campaigns Kit, to be distributed to all student
organisations.
3. The National Environment Officer will, in consultation with campus collectives
and organisations will provide assistance with the following (but not limited to):
i. Sourcing organic, locally grown, free-range, fair-trade food
ii. Sponsorship for food and beverages
iii. Promotion of the Sustainable Welfare Breakfast
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iv. Lobbying Universities for financial and in-kind support for such a
breakfast
4. The National Environment Officer will assist student representatives develop
proposals for 2013 SSAF funding, for the Sustainable Welfare Breakfast.
Moved: Neha Madhok (UTS Students’ Association)
Seconded: Lyndal Butler (UTS Students’ Association)
ENVIRO10.8 Sustainable Sustenance
Preamble:
1. Food production accounts for a large percentage of energy use. Industrial food
systems are typically energy inefficient, and these systems include a large
proportion of food produced and consumed in Australia.
2. Moving to a sustainable model of food production is crucial in addressing the
problems of environmental degradation and climate change.
3. Universities are at the cutting edge of climate and environmental research, and
undertake many initiatives to become more sustainable. These rarely include
sustainable food.
Platform:
1. NUS believes it is important to make universities, as leading cultural and
educational institutions as sustainable as possible.
2. NUS encourages the integration of sustainability into food, as a socially
responsible course of action.
3. NUS believes that with the high degree of student control, student union run food
outlets are in a unique position to be University leaders and become
environmentally sustainable and offer sustainable food options.
Action:
1. The National Environment Officer will engage with campus activists, office
bearers and collectives and aid them to establish a dialogue with on campus
food providers to introduce sustainable food options, including more vegan,
vegetarian and sustainably sourced, free-range and organic food options.
2. The National Environment Officer will work with relevant NUS Office Bearers to
help campus activists, office bearers and collectives lobby their campus food
providers with socially, as well as environmentally sustainable food options, such
as fair trade products.
3. The National Environment Officer will work with campus student organisations
who run their own food outlets to create strategies for increasing sustainable,
vegan, vegetarian, organic and free-range, locally grown products in their food
and beverage outlets.
Moved: Neha Madhok (UTS Students’ Association)
Seconded: Rosa Sottile (NUS National Executive)
ENVIRO10.9 Refill Not Landfill
Preamble:
1. The need to recycle items and reduce our consumption of oil-based plastics is an
ever increasing necessity as oil stocks decline and more waste is sent to landfill.
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2. According to the Pacific Institute, the total consumption of oil to manufacture PET
plastic water bottles reached 52.5 million litres in the 2009/10 period, and
although these bottles are recyclable only about a third are recycled each year.
3. The current availability of chilled water stations to fill re-usable drink bottles is
inadequate at most Universities, in providing free and accessible drinking water
to students.
Platform:
1. NUS recognises the importance of the principle ‘reduce, reuse, recycle’
2. NUS supports measures to reduce waste and reduce consumption of
petrochemical products, when overwhelming scientific evidence points to fossil
fuel burning contributing to dangerous climate change, it is vital that all
organisations take a stance and create local change for a global movement.
Action:
1. The National Environment Officer will work with campus Environment Collectives
and student organisations to lobby their university to ban the sale of plastic
bottled water at all food and beverage outlets on campus and to construct chilled
water stations for filling reusable water bottles.
2. The National Environment Officer will work with campus Environment Collectives
to coordinate a lobbying strategy to target University governance and in the case
of split structure student organisations, the food and beverage provider/s.
3. The National Environment Officer will work with campus Environment Collectives
to coordinate a campaign by and for students, to explain the importance of, and
gain broad support for, banning plastic bottles.
4. The National Environment Officer will assist campus Environment Collectives and
student organisations research alternatives to water bottles, such:
i. Free or cheap, chilled water dispensers
ii. Increasing bubblers and accessible taps and basins on student
organisation property
Moved:Neha Madhok (UTS Students’ Association)
Seconded: Lyndal Butler (UTS Students’ Association)
ENVIRO10.10 Environmentally Sustainable Unions
Preamble:
1. Dangerous global climate change and environmental degradation are the biggest
challenges of our time.
2. The need to incorporate sustainability into all aspects of our day to day living is
crucial to safeguard future generations from the adverse affects of accelerated
climate change.
3. Measures to increase environmental sustainability into our home, school and
workplace are necessary to achieve real action on climate change.
Platform:
1. NUS recognises the need to act on climate change and increase environmental
sustainability in all of its operations and the operations of its affiliates.
2. NUS supports action on climate change and moves by similar organisations to
become as environmentally sustainable as possible.
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3. NUS supports moves to inform students and encourage debate around issues of
sustainability and sustainable living as a way to better equip future leaders in
sustainability.
4. NUS recognises the importance of leading by example
Action:
1. The National Environment Officer will, in consultation with campus student
organisations and relevant NUS Office Bearers, assist in the implementation of
the follow strategies to improve the environmental sustainability of student
organisations:
i. Conducting an internal environmental audit to assess the
sustainability of current organisational operations and practices,
including but not limited to: recycled paper, stationery use and
access to renewable energy.
ii. Low waste, recycled/recyclable packaging in food and beverage
and retail outlets
iii. Fair trade and organic coffee and food where possible
iv. Increase or create secure and accessible bike stations on union
property
v. Hold forums on contentious topics surrounding environmental
sustainability, in order to facilitate debate and discussion in the
wider student body, as well as raising awareness of the student
organisation’s work/environment collective.
Moved: Neha Madhok (UTS Students’ Association)
Seconded: Lyndal Butler (UTS Students’ Association)
ENVIRO10.11: Get Mugged - Reducing disposable coffee cup consumption
Preamble:
1. Each year disposable paper coffee contribute a significant amount of waste to
landfill, and consume paper and petrochemicals for their manufacture.
2. The waste and adverse environmental impact of disposable paper cups is easily
avoidable by utilising re-usable and/or recyclable cups when purchasing coffee
from food and beverage outlets.
Platform:
1. NUS believes it is important to make universities, as leading cultural and
educational institutions as sustainable as possible.
2. NUS encourages the integration of sustainability into food, as a socially
responsible course of action.
3. NUS believes that with the high degree of student control, student union run food
outlets are in a unique position to be University leaders and become
environmentally sustainable and offer sustainable food options.
Action:
1. The National Environment Officer, in partnership with Environment Collectives
and student organisations will develop a campaign to reduce the consumption of
disposable plastic coffee cups and to encourage the use of reusable cups by
students and staff on university campuses.
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2. Measures to implement this campaign include, but are not limited to, the
following:
a. Single structure unions may consider selling re-usable cups in their
outlets and include them with membership benefits.
b. Encourage single structure unions to implement sale strategies which
encourage behaviour change in students, for example: one free coffee
per semester, 50c reduction on each coffee purchased with a re-usable
mug and providing easy to access facilities for washing these cups. This
can also be supported by promotional material around campus publicising
this move.
c. Representative/split structure student organisations may: lobby
universities and food outlet providers to implement the above practices.
Moved: Neha Madhok (UTS Students’ Association)
Seconded: Lyndal Butler (UTS Students’ Association)
ENVIRO10.12: Student Empowerment in Sustainability
Preamble:
1. Climate Change is the greatest challenge of our time.
2. NUS recognises that student representation on University boards and
committees is vital to creating change.
Platform:
1. NUS recognises it is vital for young people in particular, as well as students
overall, to be given the opportunity to actively participate in the decision-making
processes at their Universities, especially around environmental practices.
2. NUS acknowledges that students are the largest stakeholders at Universities and
so must be the first to be consulted and last to be dismissed.
Action:
1. The National Environment Officer, in consultation with campus Environment
Collectives and relevant Office Bearers, will assess the composition of student
representation on Environment-related boards and committees at the relevant
campus.
2. The National Environment Officer, in consultation with campus Environment
Collectives and relevant Office Bearers, will formulate a lobbying strategy for
Collectives and campus Office Bearers to implement, in order to foster student
participation in University governance and administration in relation to the
environment and sustainability.
Moved: Neha Madhok (UTS Students’ Association)
Seconded: Lyndal Butler (UTS Students’ Association
ENVIRO10.13: Sustainable Education
Preamble:
1. Universities and education play an important role in implementing cultural
change.
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2. Education is the greatest tool of empowerment for future leaders; effective
leaders are informed leaders.
Platform:
1. By integrating greater environmental sustainability information into University
courses, students are equipped with the vital knowledge necessary for the
workplace, as well as an understanding of the rhetoric surrounding the climate
change debate.
2. Students equipped with knowledge on environmental issues, will be more likely to
take up representative roles and become environmental advocates at University.
Action:
1. The National Environment Officer, in consultation with campus Environment
Collectives and relevant Office Bearers, will assist in research of curriculum for
the University of the relevant Collective/s and assist in assessing its
environmental sustainability content.
2. The National Environment Officer will, in consultation with campus Environment
Collectives, assist in the creation of a lobbying strategy and campaign around
environmental sustainability content in education, such as pressuring Universities
to sign up to the Tallories Declaration.
Moved: Neha Madhok (UTS Students’ Association)
Seconded: Rosa Sottile (National Executive)
ENVIRO10.14: National Carbon Price
Preamble:
1. On November 8th Australia has committed unconditionally to reduce its
greenhouse gas emissions by 5% compared with 2000 levels by 2020. By 2050,
emissions will be reduced by 80% compared with 2000 levels.
2. By closely monitoring the Earth's climate system and oceans, and studying the
influence of greenhouse gases, climatic changes have been identified
internationally and within Australia.
3. Identifying ways to adapt can help communities reduce the costs and take
advantage of opportunities.
4. Climate change adaptation and greenhouse gas emission curtailment have been
identified as key methods to address the potential impacts to water, food and
environmental security.
Platform:
1. The National Union of Students is in a strong position to ensure appropriate
actions are taken by universities and student unions to ensure future generations
are assured energy , water and food security.
2. Nationally a diversity of organizations, including universities, are adopting
sustainability policies to address climate change and a need to reduce our
ecological footprint.
Action:
1. The National Union of Students supports the principles outlined in the carbon
price as the first step to a sustainable future.
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2. Provide information and support for students who are uncertain of the financial
impacts. By providing information of benefits for the legislated package including
tax cuts and increased renewable energy funding.
3. The National Union of Students engages with the implementation process of the
carbon price trough an education program of the opportunities to develop a
sustainable future. This includes information on water, energy and food security.
ENVIRO10.15: Action on Climate Change
Preamble:
1. Climate change is a pertinent matter, imperative for all governments and nongovernment organizations to engage with.
2. Environment collectives on university campuses are an essential mechanism to
provide a voice for students that desire to engage with the process of reducing
the impacts of climate change and ecological footprints. And to ensure that
universities are taking appropriate action.
3. Dialogue between campuses is often not achieved on a nationally level of actions
and achievements achieved by environment collectives.
Platform:
1. The National Union of Students in a strong position to influence universities,
student unions and environment collective’s and attain commitments to reducing
the ecological footprint and greenhouse gas emissions on campuses.
2. The National Union of Students has the ability to develop dialogue with elected
representatives, student unions and universities to ensure commitments to action
against climate change.
Motion:
1.
2.
3.

4.

For the National Union of Students to engage with universities, student unions
and elected representatives, with or without environment officer and to promote
benefits of sustainability and behaviour change programs on campuses.
The National Union of Students support a campaign to attain annual two reports
annually from environment collective on achievements and actions.
The National Union of Students run a campaign to engage universities and
student unions to become signatories to sustainability targets, including reducing
greenhouse gas emissions, energy and water use and considering the use of
green stationary and power.
The National Union of Students, Environment Officer, to liaise with relevant
government and non-government organizations to strengthen relevance and
integrity of strategies.

ENVIRO10.16: Uranium sales to India
Preamble:
1. On the 15th of November 2011 the Prime Minister flagged her intention to
change the government's policy on selling uranium to India.
2. India is not a signatory to the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty and has secretly
developed nuclear weapons in the past. While there would be safeguards on the
use of Australian uranium in weapons, using Australian uranium for power
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3.

generation will free up the limited local Indian supply for use in weapons
production.
This action may also cause tension between Australia and Pakistan as Pakistan
may seek to purchase uranium as well.

Platform:
1. The National Union of Students supports the principles of nuclear nonproliferation.
2. The National Union of Students does not support the development or
manufacture of nuclear weapons.
Motion:
1. That National Conference expresses the view that it is inappropriate to sell
nuclear fuel to nations who are not signatories to the Non-Proliferation Treaty.
2. That the Environment Officer will lobby federal ministers to abandon plans to
export uranium to India.
Moved: James Searle (Swinburne Univerisy Union)
Seconded:
ENVIRO10.17: Climate Action and NUS
Preamble:
1.

The success of the climate action movement has gained a groundswell of
support amongst younger Australians most of them University Students. NUS
has largely been silent on these issues and has not assisted students in
advocating at the campus level and from the perspective of higher education.

Platform:
1. Students need to constantly be reminded of the viability of the NUS, to do this all
departments need to be functioning at optimal level
2. Environmental collectives, societies and groups at Universities could benefit from
an assessment of the environmental sustainability of Australian Universities
Action:
1.

2.

3.

The national Environment Officer engage affiliate bodies on environmental
actions of students across Australia. This information should be compiled as a
report into how students are engaged in shaping the environmental future and
should be available via the NUS website
The national Environment Officer engage student organisations to determine the
sustainability initiatives of Universities and students organisations in Australia
and compiles a report rating the most sustainable universities and student
organisations.
That the National Environment Officer engages with the youth movement on
environmental concerns and attempts to get the perspective of higher education
institutions into the concerns of the environmental movement

Moved: Luke Moore (Griffith University)
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Seconded: Alexandra Mulder (Griffith University)
ENVIRO10.18: Climate Action
Preamble
1. Action on climate change is a student issue, as it is the students are among
those in Australia who stand to lose the most from the effects of climate change;
2. The renewable energy industry will create new jobs, ensuring the futures and
providing new prospects for current students;
3. By lobbying for the interests and welfare of students, NUS must also lobby to
ensure a viable future for students;
4. Assuming business as usual, students of today stand to inherit an increasingly
uncertain world dominated by environmental and economic catastrophes;
5. The government’s clean energy package is an important first step in working
towards a clean energy future, but is by no means sufficient to ensuring this goal;
6. Any compensation using the money raised from a carbon price to fossil fuel
intensive industries, unless as part of a program to protect jobs by transitioning to
renewable energy industries, is unacceptable.
Platform
1. Part of the money raised from the carbon price should go into funding new
studies in renewable energy an energy efficiency, to ensure that students are
given the skills that will prepare them for our new national industries;
2. The construction base-load renewable power is essential in ensuring a wholesale
transition to a low carbon economy;
3. University as the repositories of knowledge, are a key player in the move towards
new national industries and technologies;
4. Student organisations should take a role in influencing the forms of research and
instruction which are demanded by their constituents.
Action:
1. NUS will oppose any compensation to fossil fuel industries or any carbon
industries, unless as part of a program to protect jobs by transitioning to
renewable energy industries;
2. The environmental officer shall coordinate with the education officer and campus
officers to conduct surveys of how much university science and engineering
departments invest in renewable energy engineering research and teaching;
3. The environment officer will implement a ranking system for universities on the
basis of their use of clean energy, and their research into renewable energy and
energy efficiency;
4. The national education officer will coordinate with other campus education
officers to conduct surveys of how much university science and engineering
departments invest in research in fossil fuel intensive industries, such as “clean”
coal and coal seam gas.
Moved: Armen Aghazarian (University of Sydney SRC)
Seconded: Osman Faruqi (University of New South Wales ARC)
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Chapter 11 – Small and Regional Campuses
SR11.1: National Small And Regional Conference
Preamble:
1.

2.
3.

In 2011 NUS held the first ever National Small and Regional Student
Leaders Conference at JCU Cairns. Which saw NUS open dialogue with
Small and Regional campuses for the first time since the introduction of
VSU.
With the introduction of SSAF Legislation small and regional student
organizations need support to continually ensure SSAF is best
implemented on their campuses.
With the introduction of the Regional Universities network it is important
the NUS stays connected and relevant with regional students, to ensure
our ability to represent student from regional locations is raises.

Platform:
That NUS supports holding a 2nd National Small and Regional
Conference in 2012. To continue the work from the 2011 Small and
Regional Conference.
2. That the S&R conference aims at connecting students and creating
capacity for S&R students and campuses to connect with NUS.
3. That the S&R conference brings together other key stakeholders of the
higher education sector to assist in developin
4. g a shared way forward for S&R campuses and university administration.
5. The S&R conference must;
i. Strengthen connections with small and regional campuses,
to ensure the student movement holds a capacity to
collaborate and support National Campaigns.
ii. Support student organizations in providing a common
ground with national sector reforms and NUS campaigns.
iii. Provide a common ground for Universities and student
organisations from small and regional campuses to connect
and engage with each other to increase in partnership the
student experience on their campus given the effects of a
deregulated sector.
Action:
1.

1.

2.

The National Small and Regional Officer works with the State S&R officers
and or S&R representatives as appointed by NUS State Branch
Executives to develop and co-ordinate delivery of the S&R Conference for
2012
That the Small and Regional Conference is held on a small or regional
campus.

Moved: Billy Colless (NUS National Small and Regional Officer)
Seconded: Annemarie Theuma (James Cook University Students’
Association)
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SR11.2: Status of Small and Regional Campuses Rating Campaign
Preamble
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

In 2011, the NUS Small and Regional Conference heard reports from
regional student leaders that Australia’s regional and small campuses are
lacking the means to support students on campus. Regional universities
while often are more connected with community are falling short with the
ability to cultivate community and support on campuses.
In 2011, the number of Commonwealth supported student places at small
and regional universities has risen from 62,600 in 2007 to 74,100 in 2011
– a rise of 18 per cent.
The Australian Government has made a number of major investments in
regional higher education to support the reach and capacity of our regional
institutions, However more work is needed to ensure students engaging
with our small and regional campuses are supported to study in at a
university that campus that has the means to support their education.
Students in rural and remote areas are often more vulnerable to the
impact of economic restructuring and the education-hungry global
economic environment and more vulnerable to the shifting demographics
and community restructurings of the Australian economy. This vulnerability
is compounded by the educational disadvantage. Students in regional
Australia often experience: A lack of Support Services to ensure a stable
and fair connection with higher education.
Studies into students’ educational pathways have identified a range of
contributing factors, including the interaction between rural location and
socioeconomic status, gender, the quality of the school experience, and
the cost of overcoming the tyranny of distance. However, Marks, Fleming,
Long and McMillan (2000) have shown that the role of attitudes,
motivations and aspirations and connection with educational support is
just as influential.
The Higher Education Council (James et al, 1999, p. i) has also indicated
the significance of "local social and cultural networks and values" in higher
education, claiming that "aspirations in higher education . . . are influenced
by a subtle web of interwoven characteristics including the collective
values of the local campus community".

Platform:
1.
2.
3.
4.

NUS Calls on regional universities to begin to address the status of
student support services on campus.
NUS support the Australian Governments focus on Small and Regional
Higher Education
NUS believes that Small and Regional Students’ retention rates are
directly correlated to a students experience with the university.
NUS Calls on the Regional Universities Network to take a lead in ensuring
our small and regional campuses begin to develop the better student
experience by incorporating a space for students within their internal
structures.
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Action:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

The Small and Regional Officer will coordinate this campaign in 2011.
The Small and Regional Officer will conduct a survey and compile a report
which will outline the status of services on small and regional campuses,
paying key attention to the following areas,
i. Status of Student Organisations.
ii. Status of Access to Student Support Services
iii. Status of Technology available on campus
iv. Status of Teaching Spaces
v. Status of Services Delivered to Satellite or Small Campuses
This report will be delivered to the Regional Universities Network and
other Key Sector Stakeholders.
This report will include and continue the work of the “2011 NUS Status of
Regional Women Students Report”.
In consultation with Small and Regional University Presidents (or their
equivalent, or directly with university staff where Guilds, Unions or
Associations are not present), the NUS Small and Regional Officer will
develop a campaign that figts for better services on our regional or small
campus universities.
The National Campaign will be an umbrella campaign that enables Small
and Regional Campuses to connect and be creative with how the
campaign is implemented.

Moved: Billy Colless (NUS National Small and Regional Officer)
Seconded: Annemarie Theuma (James Cook University)

SR11.3: Regional Universities
Preamble:
1.

2.
3.

4.

A report by the Grattan Institute titled ‘Investing in Regions: Making a
Difference,’ andreleased in May this year, concluded that the amounts of
resources invested in regional tertiary campuses are not justified by the
contribution of those universities to the district.
The report argued that these resources would be better spent on
subsidies for encouraging students in these regions to study at urban
universities.
NUS recognises the rights of Australians to be able to access quality
education in whichever field they choose and wherever they deem most
appropriate, and to this end supports policies that increase the flexibility
and accessibility of tertiary education to rural and regional Australia.
However, NUS also emphasises the desirability of people being allowed to
receive an education as close to home as practical, and the differing
needs and characteristics of skills required across the various
demographics of Australia. NUS recognises the role that regional centres
play in fulfilling both of these needs, and to this extent finds any policy or
recommendation that diverts resources from these necessary institutions
contemptible.
Whilst it may be unreasonable to expect regional universities to provide
equal qualityeducation across the entire tertiary spectrum as their city
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cousins, it can be little doubted that they have relative advantages in
certain areas. These advantages exist in their physical size and
geographical potential; their smaller and often more innovative nature; and
their ability to accommodate students via distance education. For
example, 80% of the University of New England’s students are distance
education candidates. To suggest that it would be more viable
(economically, socially or otherwise), to send these students to
universities in the city, rather than allowing them to continue to study by
distance whilst also working, often indispensably in their communities, is
both simplistic and unviable.

Platform:
1.

NUS calls on the government to not implement the recommendation of the
Grattan report that subsidies to regional universities be diverted to sending
regional students to city institutions, but rather encourages a reallocation
of resources within regional tertiary education from areas of comparative
disadvantage to those of relative advantage. NUS reaffirms its
commitment to advocacy for regional universities

Action:
1.

The Small and Regional Campus Officer to write to the Minister for
Education, expressing NUS’s condemnation of the recommendation of the
Grattan report that subsidies to regional universities be diverted to sending
regional students to city institutions; and encouraging further, targeted
investment in regional campuses.

Moved: Peter Hughes (Woollongong University Students’ Association)
Seconded: Samantha Dixon (Woollongong University Students’
Association)

SR11.4: Advocating for Small and Regional Campuses
Preamble
1. Rural and regional students face much disadvantage when it comes to
accessing tertiary education, and many do not consider university a viable
option.
2. The Bradley Review calls on universities to lift the number of low SES
students to 20%.
3. It is essential that universities not compete with each other for the same
low SES students, but reach out to communities and communicate the
value of higher education.
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Platform
1.
2.
3.

NUS believes that all students should have access to an education that is
fair and accessible, regardless of a student’s background.
NUS supports the Bradley Review, which recommends lifting the number
of low SES students to 20%
NUS notes the need for universities to reach out to rural and regional
universities in order to increase the number of low SES students.

Action
1.

2.
3.

That the National President and National Education Officer in discussions
on relevant committees and working groups ensure they advocate for:
I.
The advertising of higher education, targeted
specifically at students in Years 5-6 in rural and
regional areas of Australia.
II.
The introduction and promotion of more scholarships
for students from rural and regional areas, which is
not necessarily linked to ATAR (or relevant score)
but more so the potential of a student.
III.
The development of programs such as Compass by
universities around Australia.
That the National President and National Education Officer examine
scholarships offered to rural and regional students and determine a model
of best practice.
That the National Office Bearers and State Branch Presidents ensure they
visit small and regional campuses to discuss different methods of
attracting low SES students to university.

Moved: Phoebe Drake (NUS NSW President/Sydney University SRC)
Seconded: Jade Tyrrell (UTS Students’ Association)
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Chapter 12 - Miscellaneous
Misc 12.1: Condemn Alan Joyce and Fair Work Australia and support Qantas
workers
Preamble:
1. Qantas workers have been involved in industrial action to ensure job security, safety and
a 5% wage increase to keep wages above inflation. In particular, three unions covering
baggage handlers (TWU), Pilots (AIPA) and maintenance engineers (ALAEA) have been
united in opposition to outsourcing jobs to low skilled and low paid sections of the
international workforce.
2. Qantas CEO Alan Joyce has awarded himself a pay rise of over 71%, and is presiding
over an airline that has made $552 million in profit this last financial year, and over $3
billion in the last five years.
3. The use of the lockout by Qantas management displays its absolute opposition to
granting the legitimate demands of its workers. It was designed to obstruct the workers
and unions from engaging in industrial action.
4. Fair Work Australia has effectively sided with Qantas management by banning Qantas
employees from engaging in legally protected industrial action.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Platform:
NUS supports the Qantas workers and their demands.
NUS condemns actions of Qantas management in using anti-union tactics such as the
lockout, and believes Qantas should immediately seek to ensure the demands of its
workforce are met.
NUS condemns the ruling made by Fair Work Australia in regards to terminating
industrial action by Qantas workers and their unions.
NUS supports Qantas workers in any further actions they may take to protect their wages
and conditions.
Action:
1. That the NUS president writes a press release encompassing the above platform.
2. That NUS write a letter of solidarity to the ALAEA, the TWU, and the AIPA.
Moved: Bec Hynek (UNSW)
Seconded by: Lucas Anderson (Swinburne)
Misc 12.2: Supporting the strike by Baiada Poultry workers

Preamble:
1. Members of the National Union of Workers began an indefinate strike at the Laverton
plant of Baiada Poultry, one of Australia’s largest producers of chicken meat, on
Wednesday the 9th of November.
2. The conditions at the Baiada factory are truly Dickensian. Out of a regular workforce of
430 employees, 150 or 40% are employed as either cash in hand workers, contractors or
labour hire workers. These workers do not earn the minimum wage, wages as low as $10
per hour are the norm for many of the casual workers. The management regularly force
workers to work incredibly long hours. In one incident this year, two women collapsed
after being made to work 20 hour shifts.
3. Baiada’s disgraceful health and safety conditions have led to the deaths of several
people in recent years. One a farm owned by Baiada two under-aged employees died of
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4.

5.
6.

7.

suffocation after being sent into a grain silo to remove a blockage. Another was killed in a
forklift accident after being made to operate machinery that they had no training in.
In August in 2010, Sural Singh, a 34 year old worker at the Laverton plant was killed as a
direct result of the hyper-exploitative conditions at Baiada. At the end of his shift, Sural
Singh was forced to clean a chicken processing machine while it was still operating. As
the machine was processing 138 chickens per minute, it’s fastest setting, Sural was
dragged into the machine and decapitated.
Management then forced workers at the plant to clean Sural’s remains off the machine
and within two hours it was running again. Management then forced employees to work
overtime to make up for lost production due to Sural’s death.
The strikers at the Laverton plant have been truly inspirational. 24 hour pickets have
been in place and the strike has continued in spite of physical intimidation by scabs and
police. On the first day of the strike a scab attempted to drive his car through the picket
line, injuring a worker’s arm. It was later reported that management had encouraged the
scab to do so.
On Friday police attempted to escort scabs through the picket by attacking the strikers.
One woker had his legs and spine crushed by police and was hospitalised.
The Baiada workers need solidarity from the rest of the union movement. The company
wants to take away any form of meaningful protections in terms of minimum site rates,
and conversion to permanent employment. The NUW log of claims includes the
regulation of contracting on site, access to direct employment for workers and site rates
of pay. Several trade unions have come out in solidarity with the workers at Baiada, the
National Union of Students must do the same.
Platform:

1.
2.
3.
4.

NUS supports the strike by Baiada Poultry workers.
NUS condemns police violence against union members at Baiada Poultry.
NUS congratulates the striking Baiada Poultry workers for their courage and defiance.
NUS condemns the ruling of Fair Work Australia which has tried to criminalise the strike
at Baiada.
5. NUS encourages all students to show solidarity with the Baiada workers.
Action:
1. If the strike is ongoing at the time of the 2011 NUS conference:
A collection will be taken at NUS conference 2011 to support the strike.
All delegates are encouraged to donate what they can.
a) All NUS office bearers from Victoria must visit the picket line to show their solidarity.
Office bearers from outside Victoria are encouraged to attend if possible.
b) NUS will contact member organizations and encourage them to make a donation towards
the Baiada strike.
c) encourage elected student representatives from Victoria to attend the picket line in
solidarity.
2. The NUS president shall convey the NUS’s support of the strike to the Baiada workers.
3. NUS will distribute to all member organisations a template motion that can be moved to
show their solidarity with the Baiada workers.
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Moved by: Damian Ridgwell (Swinburne)
Seconded by: Lucas Anderson (Swinburne)
MISC 12.3: 2011: The Year of International Uprising
Preamble
1.

This year has seen impressive rebellions most amazing of all being the revolutions of
North Africa and the Middle East. People were mobilised to action by the
undemocratic nature of the regimes, the widespread poverty and the meddling by
imperialist powers, such as the United States and Israel, in national affairs. In
countries such as Syria, Yemen, Bahrain, Jordan and elsewhere, movements against
the regimes continue to push for radical change, while in Tunisia and Egypt the
revolutions continue to develop, pushing for social justice alongside political
reform at the level of the state.
2. In England we’ve seen the rebellion of a different kind; with the riots taking place in
August. It is no surprise that they occurred almost exclusively in poor, working class
areas such as Birmingham and Tottenham, and were sparked off by the racist
murder of a black man, Mark Duggan, by the police. Despite media campaigns
against the rioters, the main targets of their anger were symbols of wealth and power:
major chain stores, supermarkets, Tory headquarters and so on. The police showed
disproportionate use of force, arresting over three thousand people and charging
many with trumped-up crimes such as posting about the riots on social media.
3. In Greece there has been perhaps the most defiant protests against austerity.
Imposed from above by the government, the IMF and the European Central Bank,
the austerity measures have seen living standards devastated in order to funnel
increasing amounts of money to (primarily) German and French banks. Greek
students and workers have not taken this lying down, organizing an incredible fifteen
general strikes in the last 2 years. Workers have also shown solidarity with
undocumented immigrants that some bosses have attempted to use as scabs,
preventing them from working while also protecting them from being deported by
state authorities. In spite of the ferocious police violence used to repress the
demonstrations the Greek population continue to show enormous resilience.
4. Finally, the Occupy Movement. Starting in New York, Occupy Together, has resonated
with millions of working people and students around the world with the slogan: "We are
the 99%." The occupation has raised the issues of corporate greed,
inequality,
unemployment, student debt, increasing cost of living, corporate influence
in
government and more. The police attacks on the occupations, particularly in Oakland
where police have used rubber bullets and seriously injured peaceful demonstrators,
have shown that the movement has worried the 1%.
Platform:
1. NUS supports all expressions of discontent and anger directed at the rich, especially in
the context of generalized offensives on workers' and students' living standards,
cuts in public spending and so on.
2. NUS condemns the police brutality shown towards uprisings and political movements
wherever they have emerged this year as an attempt to silence dissent and infringe
on the right to freedom of speech, assembly and protest.
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Action:
1. NUS calls on next year’s president to engage with these various social movements,
sending statements of support where requested and/or needed.
2. NUS calls on the organizers of next year’s Ed Con to invite a student or worker
activist involved in one of these movements to speak at a plenary session next year
(they could take the spot of whichever despicable vice-chancellor was planning to
attend).
Moved by: Darren Rosso (RMIT)
Seconded By: Jessica McLeod (Curtin Student Guild)

MISC 12.4: Refugee Rights
Preamble:
1. During 2011 the Australian government has escalated its antihuman policy of mandatory
detention for undocumented refugees arriving by boat, and there has been a marked
increase in racist fearmongering about refugees Under the Gillard government.
2. The Gillard government’s pledges to “stop the boats” and stop “the evil people smuggling
business” has amounted to an attempted return to Howard’s Pacific solution. Quashed by
a high court ruling “The Malaysia Solution” was an attempt to compound the misery of
people seeking asylum in Australia and prop up myths about “people smuggling” and
“queue jumping”. The Gillard government continues to push forward a policy of off-shore
processing with attempts to amend the immigration act in order to bypass the high court’s
decisions.
3. Bureaucratic delays to processing and overcrowding in detention centres have seen a
continuation to the deteriorating conditions for people imprisoned inside. Australian of
the Year Professor Patrick McGorry has described immigration detention centres as
“factories for producing mental illness and mental disorder”. The stress of imprisonment
has seen 7 of people commit suicide since July 2010. The most recent suicide is of Sri
Lankan man known as “Shooty” by his friends, whom the government continued to detain
regardless of his approved refugee status.
4. Earlier this year Immigration Minister Chris Bowen proposed a plan to deny permanent
visas to refugees convicted of a crime in detention, similar to one of Howard’s most
draconian anti-refugee policies; Temporary Protection Visas. After the recent defeat of
the Malaysian Solution Chris Bowen again refused to rule out reintroducing TVP’s.
Temporary Protection Visas were one of the worst aspects of the Howard government’s
punitive treatment of refugees.
5. Promises from federal immigration minister Chris Bowen of removing children from
detention by June 2011 haven fallen short with many minors still in detention centres. In
addition Bowen continues to threaten families and unaccompanied minors with offshore
processing and mandatory detention.
6. People fleeing war and persecution are often unable to access an immigration
department or Australian embassy. For individuals fleeing persecution for political
reasons, “legitimate” application for asylum and the carrying of identifying documentation
would be detrimental to their survival. People seeking asylum are not, as suggested by
Gillard, ‘illegal’. The Australian government has no right to decide the fate of people
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seeking refuge, especially those escaping the chaos of war, which the Labor government
is perpetuating through the continued presence of Australian troops in Afghanistan. The
Australian government displays reckless disregard for human life by continuing to pursue
its racist policy of mandatory detention.
Platform:
1. NUS condemns the Gillard government’s racist policy of mandatory detention for socalled ‘irregular maritime arrivals’, refugees arriving by boat.
2. NUS condemns the Gillard government’s policy of pursuing off-shore processing deals
and changes to immigration legislation.
3. NUS recognises the right of all people seeking asylum to be allowed to land, and given
full citizenship rights, with no detention.
4. NUS supports the right of refugees in immigration detention to protest.
Action:
1. NUS calls on the Labor government to let the refugees into
Australia, particularly those forced to travel by boat. Further we
call for these asylum seekers to be granted citizenship rights
immediately.
2. NUS calls on the Labor government to immediately dismantle
the cruel and inhumane system of mandatory detention,
including shutting down all of Australia’s detention centres on
the mainland and the offshore detention centre on Christmas
Island.
3. NUS calls on the Labor government to cease any attempts to amend immigration
legislation that would allow for offshore processing of refugees and for the Labor
government to stop pursuing this political tactic.
4. NUS calls on the Gillard government to ensure refugees have
full access to the public education system, including post compulsory high school, on par
with Australian citizens. NUS calls on the Gillard government to create scholarships for
refugees to ensure them access to further education and
tertiary education.
5. NUS will work with the Refugee Advocacy Network (RAN), the Refugee Rights Action
Network (RRAN), the Refugee Action Collective/Coalitions (RACs), the relevant
refugee and asylum seeker centres and other community
organisations to advertise and build demonstrations for refugee
rights and against mandatory detention in 2011
Moved by: Sam Cavallaro (Curtin Student Guild)
Seconded by: Sarah Garnham (Monash Student Association)
MISC 13.5: Wikileaks
Preamble:
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1. In May 2010, Bradley Manning was arrested under suspicion for releasing 250 000 U.S.
cables including the horrific footage of the murderous air strike on Baghdad in July,
2007.
2. To this day, he has remained in custody under conditions that human rights groups like
amnesty international describe as un constitutional and inhumane.
3. On the 28th of November, Wikileaks embarked on the tenacious project of releasing 251
000 diplomatic cables, which revealed instances of unscrupulous corporate behavior and
examples of an utter disdain for democracy from high ranking officials in various
governments around the world.
4. In December that year, Julian Assange voluntarily went into Police custody, after a
European arrest warrant was issued after Swedish police expressed the desire to
question him over sexual assault charges.
5. In October 2011, the British High Court over ruled Assange’s appeal against extradition
to Sweden. He has been under a strictly conditional bail ever since.
Platform:
1. People all over the world have a right to view the Wikileaks documents.
2. NUS recognizes that Wikileaks and the individuals responsible for the leaks have done a
service to humanity by restoring a little semblance of transparency and accountability to
political discourse. Both of which are central tenets of the way actual democracy
operates.
3. NUS recognizes that regardless of Bradley Manning’s implication in the leaking of cables,
the conditions of his detention are thoroughly inhumane and detrimental to his physical
and psychological well being.
4. The very fact that Bradley Manning is detained at all is an affront to democracy,
transparency and examples an ideological push to have whistleblowers reviled for the
atrocities they bring to light.
5. NUS also recognizes that the pending extradition of Julian Assange to Sweden is purely
a political maneuver orchestrated by the same social class and their institutions as the
ones exposed by Wikileaks in 2010.
6. NUS recognizes the role student unions and unionism generally, can play in building and
cohering strong support for prominent instances of social injustice, such as that which is
now in question.
Action:
1. NUS unambiguously calls for the immediate release of Bradley Manning and Julian
Assange.
2. NUS also condemns the Australian Labor Party and Prime Minister Julia Gillard for their
complicit role in the international machinations to have Julian Assange extradited to
Sweden and charged with anything pertaining to his political conduct as the Editor in
Chief of Wikileaks
Moved by: Lucas Anderson (Swinburne)
Seconded by: Sam Cavallaro (Curtin Student Guild)
MISC 13.6: Support Occupy Australia and condemn police repression
Preamble
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1. Occupy Australia was called in response to the wave of social revolt that swept the globe
during 2011, from Cairo to Wall Street. In Europe and the US, the occupations responded
to the corporate greed of bankers who cause the greatest economic crisis since the
1930s, only to be bailed out by their respective state funds. As politicians have handed
out trillions of dollars to the bankers, ordinary people are facing the destruction of their
lives to pay for the budget outfall. The campsites across Australia from Melbourne, to
Sydney and Perth were an internationally renowned focal point, which organized under
the slogan, “We are the 99 percent!”
2. Those who were occupying Australia are workers, students, the homeless. They are men
and women, people of different ethnic backgrounds, people of different sexualities, and
people of different political persuasions. They are all united by one thing: they are the 99
percent, and they are pissed off at the 1 percent who run the world. They are opposed to
the fact that a majority of the wealth and political influence in the hands of a minority.
3. Occupy Australia had the support of the Maritime Union of Australia, the Construction
union, the Electrical Trades Union, the Victorian Trades Hall Council and others.
4. Even Suzuki workers in India, themselves in the midst of a massive battle, passed a
motion in support of our fight, as did Occupy Lahore in Pakistan.
5. The 1% across Australia couldn’t put up with the Occupy movement for long.
6. Across the country the Occupations have been violently raided by the police.
Platform:
1. NUS gives its full, unconditional support to Occupy Australia and agrees that the 1%, of
which the 99% is irresolutely opposed must be challenged on the streets, in the
workplaces and on the university campuses.
2. NUS supports the defiance of laws that prohibit the erection of camps to retake public
space in the name of “the 99%.” NUS condemns the eviction of any camp across the
country. NUS holds the City Council, state police and the state premierships responsible
for the violence endured at any eviction.
3. NUS recognizes that Robert Doyle, Melbourne City Council and the Victoria Police had
no right to evict Occupy Melbourne given that the original owners of this land, whom are
a part of Occupy Melbourne explicitly rejected his authority to do so. Indigenous activist
Robbie Thorpe summed it up with his question directed at Inspector Bernie Jackson: “If
the by-laws [relating to the Summary Offences Act’s powers for eviction] relate to the
Aboriginal people and if so, how?” Inspector Jackson replied by begging the question.
4. NUS agrees that the Victoria Police were undeniably excessive in the force they used at
Occupy Melbourne and should be condemned. The pepper spray, elbows, fists, kicks,
choke holds, horses run straight through peaceful crowds, arm twisting and hair pulling
have no place in a so-called democracy.
5. NUS recognizes that whilst Occupy Melbourne was evicted in a brutal fashion with
scenes reminiscent of a police state, Occupy Melbourne was victorious in garnering
public sympathy, as over a thousand people joined us on Swanston Street to blockade
the CBD with a slow march toward Trades Hall. An ABC poll showed 78% support for
Occupy Melbourne on the day of the eviction.
6. NUS demands compensation for the injuries that were endured as a result of the
evictions that have taken place across Australia.
7. NUS demands the dropping of all charges that were handed out to any arrestees during
any evictions or protests related to Occupy Australia.
Action:
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1. NUS will support any past/future Occupy Australia events by putting out a press release
supporting these events,
2. NUS will put out a statement condemning all police repression against Occupy and any
statements by public figures that oppose the 99%.
3. NUS calls for the dismissal of each city Mayor that oversaw the repression of the Occupy
movement
4. NUS calls for a public apology and compensation from the state police forces for their
role in physically assaulting protesters.
Moved By: Darren Rosso (RMIT)
Seconded By: Bec Hynek (UNSW)
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Chapter 13: By Laws Changes

BYL13.1: Secret ballot proposal
Preamble:
1. Regulation 51 of the regulations attached to the NUS constitution states that all
officers must be elected by a secret ballot.
2. In previous years, the ballot has not been secret and delegates have pooled ballot
papers and filled in ballots that were not their own.

Platform:
1. The National Union of Students believes in the democratic principle of free and fair
elections.
2. Free and fair elections must be conducted with a true secret ballot.

Motion:
1. A new clause B53.1 be inserted into the By Laws that states 'Notwithstanding that
a delegate may proxy votes to another delegate, no person may view, handle or
tamper with ballot papers which have been supplied to a delegate.'
2. A new clause B53.2 be inserted into the By Laws that states 'Delegates may not
remove ballot papers from the polling place and must return them immediately after
they have filled them in.'
3. National Conference draws the Returning Officer's attention to Regulation 51 and
the new By Laws B53.1 and B53.2.

Moved: James Searle (Swinburne University)
Seconded:
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